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INTRODUCTION: A. FRAMEWORK FOR STUDY

,
,,,

.
.

A
t,public policy issue d a-disagreement between two or more

elements of a society o er the way'. that the' society's government' .

deals with asiven cond tion,' (The' disagreement may bebn how the
.4 ,,gavernment is actually ealirig with the condition, or how it' should_

dOi with the condition ) _Mere e three essential criteria derived

. from this definition which determ fie whatheeor'not k public policy
,issue exists! tt''

1. Disagreement bet4en identif*able.

2. Societal condit ons affectingthe
the disagreeinent exists. -..,..

(

.
.

, .-
. . ,

3.. GovernMentaf.action.that will either occur'or be seriously
otinsidend in. order to deal with the cOndition,

' (.., - .

. '''
,

COnSider the' following three Situations% Each of them contains
one .element qf our defiriition,.but none.fontains all of the three
required for cIassificationtas anissuet

.
.

1. Citizens of Cojumbus, Ohio accelI a slight increasencrease in ..
4 theiT property taxes. , ,. . .-

. . , .

2. The mayor of Chicago, Illinois runs for-re-plecti6u.

elements o2 the society,

v.
society within which.

. /11.

A* . . 4

3. A sparse, rainfall in parts _of two Southern'statfts drealte

.hardship for many farmers..
,1 4=4.

RaAsing property .taxes in Columbus, Ohio cdnstitttes government---,,,

action dealing with a scietal cbndition. But!cwithout any dfsagree-
ment over the decision, it does not become a public issue. mayoris
re-election campaign may .involve disagreement among important ele7"
ments of the city's voting public- regarding the governmental actions

xi 12



oak

.....

, . - ,
:that wilf6alow a consequence of the election results. However,
the election itself es not. represent a "societal condition."

,

Finally,, the- low rainfall Jiritlicates a societal cOnditionland some
desire for. action on the, pgrf---6f those liPmers,affected, but no wide

.,

spread-disagreement; in such,a casethe.likelihood of governmental
involvement'is extremely low,. ,.

.. Of Course, any of the three incidents could evolve intoa public
policy issue. To illustrate, we have, changed the foregoing situations
sa't4t they satisfy the three criteria for,being considered as public
policy4ssues.

. , 7
1. 'any citizensibf,Columbus op se the propoed

increase.in property taxes. ,

The mayor has that his re4ection will
signify suppor for a policy of extensive urban
renewal in altdec.aying urban areas. His opponents
oppose him primarily on this deparation::

3, Federal or State governmental aid is requested to
assist the farmersaffercted by the drought.

1{,

'The point is that only when all,three characteristics occur simul-
taneously can we say a public issue'exists.

-Recognizing the circumstances constituting a-particular public
policy issue is only the first gtep,in comprehending that issue. It
doesn't tell us thy the issue has developed; it doespt tell us the %1

factors instrumentd1 in predicting the outcome of the'issue. To .

achieve these things -- either as officials ,responsible for action or
as effective observers and critics -- we need 'to organize.a great
deal of information onAhe'issue, to understand the values underlying
its development, and to4halyze the' information in the context o'f
the valujs.

This learning, package provides a framework through which these
tasks can be completed. It is divided into six:chapters. ChaVOMMO -
One deals with the basig concepts4necessary toanalyze ppblic policy
issues. Chapter Two and Chapter Threeconcernjthe acquisition of
1piformation necessary to the analysis. Chapter Two'explores the use
of many differentdatsources valuable in'acquiring informaUon.
Chapter Three deals with another method of data collection -- surveys
and interviews. Chapter Four explores the application o. ,.descriptive,
statistics in°the analysis of public policy issues. Chapter Five con-
cerns benefit-cost analysis of proposed public policies, a valualij.e
skill decision making and evaluation of public policie-s., and the
use of scientific and quasi-scientifte reseaYch designs in tile.
analysis of public policy. Chapter Six, the PRINCE System, gives a
method for predicting the outcome of the issue'andstrategies for
changing the predicted outcome. 17 '

404,v=1
'4.
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0 Chapters One through Four are based on the Policy Studies
Associates learning packages in the "Policy Sciences Series": PS-17,
Analyzing PublicPolic Issues; PS -19, Library Rdsearch for the
Analysis of Public Policy;:PS-12, Introduction to Surveys and,Inter-
views; and PS-20, Descriptive Statistics for Public Policy Analysis.
Chapter Five is in part based on 11S-11,. Designs for Evaluating
Sodial Programs, and a forthcoming learning Package on benefit-costs.
Chapter'Sixis adapted from Everyman's PRINCE:- A tuide Under-.

standing Your Political Problems.
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CHAPTER ONE: ANALYZING PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

.

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:

This chapter will introduce you to the basic concepts
necessary to analyze public policy.

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CHAPTER, YOU WILL BE ABLE 70:

* Identify the elements of public policy issues within a
framework that will enable_ you to formulate specific
research tasks.

* Examine the role of publigrintkrest and special interest
values in the analysis of public policy issues.

* Indicate the role of monitoring, forecasting, evaluation,
and presCription in the analysis of public policy issues.

(Based on PS-17: Analyzing Iublic Policy Issues, William D. Coplin
and Michael K. O'Leary, Croton-on-Hudson, NY: Policy Studies
Associates, 1978.)

41.
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I: ORGANIZING INFORMATION ON PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

Analyzing public policy,ssues involves dealip with two
questions, which, though interconnected, are not the same. Public '.J

.

and private discussion of public policy frequently blurs these two
questions, thereby confusing the 'discussion and analy0s of public --

policy. Therefore, we want to begin our analysis by allistinguisoh-.

ing between the two.

The first question is:-
,,

What are the effects, both intended and unintended,
,ofactual policies on various conditions in society?

The second'iduestion is: . ....

. :.,

Why are ceilleain policies established, while others
,'";

g.,-'dare defeated, or not even considered at all?

The first question addresses the problem of evaluating the

effects of public policy. Does a given decision have desirable
or undesirable results -- of no results at all? Are,all of these
results anticipated, or, as it often happens, does policy produce
some unexpected effects on society? The second question addresses
the' problems of the "politics of 'public policy." In other wail...J.1A'; ,

how do individuals and groups cooperate and compete in order to
support and oppose alternative policies?

These two, questions have a long endurance,: stretching back
in relevance to the American Revolution of 200 years ago. In the
first place, a sufficient Number of infIiuential colonists had to
decide they wanted tO pursue, the policy of independence, as opposed
to other alternatives, such."as trying to exert reformist pressure
on their 'British overlords. For a long tide, many Americans.
favored the latter course,. The promulgation of the Declaration of
Independence in 11776 by no means signified unanimousiagreement
that independence was the proper pol5i,cy to follow.

Given a decision to declare independence,,the'second considera-
tion was what effedts would 'this have on the social, political,
and economic Jives of the.Americans living in the former colonies?.

16
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And indeed, in the 'early war years, it was an open question whether
the deci-sion for independence would be able to take effect mili-
tarily, or if it would result in continued (or even increased)
control by'Great ifritain -- just the .oppOsite of what was intended.

A. The Basic Framdwork: Environment, Actors, Policies

To organizeinformation so that these two questions aan be"
explored, we have found it helpful to use the classification sbheme
-portrayed below:

I
Figure 1.1: Basic Categories for Organizing

Information on Public Policy IsSties

Policy Environments

Politiceq Actors

A
!Public Policies(

The figure suggests that it is nikessary to obtain informa-
tion on three specific components. 'First, we must consider the -
policy environment comprising these societal conditions that
motivate political actox's rand serve as the targets46f public
policies. Secondly, we should be concerned with political actors,
that is, individuals and groups that attempt to influence public
policies. Finally, we are concerned with informatio regarding
governmental laws and activities that collectively compose public .

policies. Table 1.1 provides .examples of how one might apply the .

three categories to a variety of public policy issues.

Since the three terms -- policy environment,, political actors,
and public policies -- are synonomogs with the three criteria
developed from our definition, we know that if there is a public
policy issue, it should be possible to obtain information on all

three aspects. Moreovei-, the two arrows in the diagram, arrows'
"A!' and "B", represent the two questions posed at the outset Of
this chapter. Once information has been gathered and organized to
describe the policy environment, the political actors, and the

17
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TABLE l.IP Examples of Publicifolley Issue

Pdlicy Ehvironment Political Actots Public Policies

1

Inflation

Traffic' Congestion

0

poor Education in
`tirban Areas

Overcrowded Jails

4.

Consumlirs, Businessmen,
Labor, Government
Officials

Drivers, Taxpayers,
Gbvernment Officials

'Parents, Local Schbol'
Officials, State School
Officials

Oil Companies, Consumers,
OilProducing Countries

*

11

Income- Tax Levels

*

Tariff on Oil
Imports

Bail.Bond RegUlations,
Parole Policies

*Where blanks. appear, yogi are invited to supply your own examples.

public policies, it is then possible to explore the question of (A)
the impact of the policies on the society (arrow "A") and (2) the
pressures'of political actors on the public policies (arrow "B").

"I" The third portion of this chapter introduces procedures of analysis
that can be employed for each of these questions. For the present,
it is only necessary to make distinctions implicit in the diagram:

The classic document of he meripan revolution, the Declara-
tion.ok_Independence, clearly Sents information classifiable
into these tpree categories. The actors include most prominently,
of course, living George III'of Great Britain. Other important
actors mentioned are .the Governdrs of the colonies who were
subservient to the King, and his ministers.in the homeland. The
Declaration also directs a good deal of attention to the leiSla-
tures rendered impotent by the' King, and colonial judges who
interpret the law in what the signev felt was an unfair and
tyrahnical fashion. Finally, there is a guarded reference to the
British citizenry and riarliament; "...nor have We been wanting

18
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in atten-bions to our Britishsbrethreff," contin with, "We have
warned them from ftme to time of attempts by their Aegislature:.."
Assertively, the Declaration took its message directly':t the King.

'
The Declaration also provides a long list of policies whic

these actors have followed.
most

include: the King's refusal
to "...Assent to Laws? the most wholesome and necessary for the
public good..."; alternative dissolution or calling of secret
legislature sess.ions "...for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into
compliance with this Measures.."; restriction of immigration into

the colonies and prevention'of people already in the colonies from
becoming citizens; and the quartering of "...large bodies of, armed
troops among us...," whose interaction with"the citizens suffered
little. judicial restraint.

The, environment most prominent in tI e Declaration is, of course,
the conditions in the colonies affected by thesepolicies-. The
elements mentioned include, in the first instance, the repeated
weaknesses of the Representative Houses, brought about by the
p9Iicies of the King. Through this act, the King stifled the
colonists' opposition to "...his invasions on the rights of the
people." Other affected environmental conditions. included the
personal safety and security of the peoples in the colonies, which
were frquentlf threatened by the King's-armies; and; of course),
the economic wealth of the cOignists jeopardized by restrictions
on foreign trade and by the impositiop,o,f "...taxes on us without
our consent."

B. Summary

To summarize, it is necessary to claSsify the information
relevant to a public policy issue. The suggested classification

-4 requires that the following questions be answered:

What is the public policy?

b) What is the policy environment?

c) Who are the pOlitical actors?

d) What influence do the actors exert on the policy'?

e) What impact does the pOiicy have on the environment?

I
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EXERCISE 1.1: ,Applying the Framework to a Public, Policy 'issue

se
taro th
section
pertain

3

?It

a)

b)

c)

d)

ect three news articles from the.Newiyork Times which con-
criteria for public policy issues as outlined in this
Fol.* each article, listthe following items as they

to your. article:

Environment

ctors

Policy

Arrow "A"

2

4

g.

I

20
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GO

IP:, ORGANIZING VALUES ON PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES

The drivillg force behind all public policy isSuesis the
conflict between individuals and'groups over conditions existing'

in the society and possible governmental remedies. Conflict
arises due .to the differing values held by groups or individuals..

.,Consequently, most 'informationron public policy issues is imbued
with the values of those responsible for the gathering and pre -

sentatiftn of the information.
A' 8.

For that reason,, it is very important initrganizing the
value dimension of public policy issues to. separate fac-cs from
meaning of, and relationship between, values and fact. However,
forour plrposes, a factual statement can be defined as, one

(mr!Vescribing or predictj.hg. conditions or events,"&nd a value state
ent as one rendering a positive or negative judgement about a

particulaf condition or event..
,/ - ,

At the outset, one guide to making the distinction between'
facts and values 4p. through examining the verbs used in a given

statement. If a .statement contains Nvebs like "is" 'or. "are
or "w111 'be," it is a"factual statement. If the statement contains
verbs like "should" or "ought to," it is value statement* Unfor-
tunately, those people likely.to make statements on public poliky -

issues are frequently unclear about the distinction values

and facts. The rhetoric underlying most public'poUcy.issue
discussion and analysis frequently'-fails to make tV critical
distinction.

he Declaration contains many. statements asserted as fact; but
which are actually value 'claims of the leaders of the American ,

Revolution. The statement "[that] to secure these rights, govem-
ments,are:instituted among men," reflects a value judgeglent, mat
an'expression of fact. Governments. are instituted -for manf_differ-
ent reasons, not all,of them nearly as noble as those claimed in

the Declaration. This 'is a -common tactic impolicy rhetoric, 1

.Therefore, you must look beyond grammatical construction to analyze"
a statement.' One good rule of thumb is: Can the statement be
tested with same available evidence? If it can, it is a factUal
statement '(.even though it may turn out to be untrue-in the light of

such.eviOnce). If, on the other.hand, it cannot be tested with

21
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evidence, as_the statements quOted 'above from the Declaration, then
7 it is a value statement.

--t'.. ,i = - , -
,

#°,HOwever difficuXt to. carry oft;lhe distinction between face's
and yalues'should be.maintained.ifteanlly0s Ol public policy
issues is to be a useful enterprise, Pli;O.Wil.1 become apparent when

, ,---0- we disdtss the types of policy analygis.*

For the remainderof this section,. we will imtroduce value
e ,oansi,derations typically underlying -ptbaic-pblics issues.. Basically,
two types can be identified -- those claSsified as self-iriteee,ptpand
those classifieas part 'of a larger concernzfgr. the society as i
whole., Both typ4 rvade most publici)olicy, issues.

V

A. Self-interest:Values ;

To the degree that basic societal needs, are not satisiltd-, and
the perception persists that governmental action can make a differ-'

4 ence, those individuals and groups affected' will-attempt'to..obtain
Policy d'ecisions'protectis.reof goods and services deSired by them. ..
Central city merchantswlobbying lor-imprOvementps in a'local urban'
transportation-system exemplify such an Offort..°:,,

It i$ generally the case that the needs f individuals and
,groups are satisfied.' Governmental inst.it ions attempt to build
support by serving the needs of their citizens,. They are in the
business of satisfying -needs and usually do'so. When these needs
are'satisfiqd, public policy'issues*do not aris,e.. However, there
are occasions when the needs.of groups and iridividuls are not_
satisfied, occurring under conditions, in whidli the governthent elf
is unaware and usually of a temporary naIure. Continued dissatis-
faction will alm8st certainly result ins ebvernment becothing-aware .

of the needs of other groups and individualt,may emerge who are
opposed for one reason or another. 'When opposition arises between

°'::" groups, publit issues arise, .

Opposition can be direct or indirect. Direct opposition is
charactiVized by two groups or individuals hoTiniirig contrapositive
positions on the same issue, e.g.,.group A oppOses the demand for
certain services that group B requests. Indirect opposition occurs
when the demands by one group can only be,satisfied.at the expense
of the satisfaction of demands of another, group.

While'the Declaration clearly emphasized generalrpubA
interest or societal values, it is not without reference to speci4c
values emanating from the self-interest of the colonies. For
example, the ,emphasis on e nomic questions_ relating tO taxation and

22 0
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trade.regulation was motivated primarily by the feeling by certain
, members of ;the colonies that Great Britain was receiving a dis-

proportionate share of goods.generated by the colonies. There
was'a claim:that the, taxes were unjust because they were imposed
without the consent of the colonies. However, the increased cost
to the colonies represented by rising taxes was the major complaint.
As we shall see, the transformation of statements originating from
self=interest into statements based on public interest values is
more than a rhetorical trick.

B. Aublic Interest Values .1'

Frequently, public policy issues commence as conflicts between
a few groups over their particular-,-self- interests. However, if
the issue remains unresolved and,the opposing groups grow more
adamant and stronger in.numbers and power, broader values are
frequently cited. It.is not always clear whether these broader
values are raised in order to enlist tAe-support of others not
-directly affected by.self-interest, or'whether-, in fact, the groups
involVed actually feel such values are at stake. At some point,

t however, such societal concerns do become important in almost all
major public policyissues.

It is possible to identify six major public-interest values
that emerge in one form or another in public policy issues\:

a) Individual freedom,

b) I Order within the society,

c) Equality among individuals;

d), Justice for indiViduals,
O

-e) Legitimate deCision-making proeess, and

f) Efficiency of-government operations.
,

A variety of definitions 'i

as
of a public

interest value can be'cited as one reason or the conflict these
=_ values sly-does not mean thatvalu6s generate. Individual f

.

imdividuals can do anything they want. They'eannot break the law
to satiate individual desire. .Each society has spent vast sums
of intellectual effort in an attempt to - delimit the concept of
freedom, but it is clear that definitions and applications are
continually changing:.
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The same can be said.forthe temadning five values:. order,
equdlity, justice, legitimate decision-making process, and
governplental efficiency. These terMsappear throughout the history
of all societies, continually requiring refinement of definition
and application.', Order connotes the maintenance of existing
community laws and relationships, but no community can exist
without changing those laws-and relationships. Equality is
grounded in the concept that each member of the community equal
to another member.of the community, but, no society has such a
condition (although some are closer to it than others). Justice
refers .to the fair treatment of individuals by the governdipht,
others'in the so4eti, or before the law, but 'fairness' is a fluid
concept.and applied erratically. 'Eticiency can be estimated,in
terms of resources required to accomplish A given objective, but
the 'soft' nature of most objectives make it easy for reasonable
people to disagtee over the expected efficiency of A given govern-

v.' mental policy. Finally, everyone agrees that governmental
decisions should be reached in compliance with those legal and moral.
principles usually associated with the democratic process, How-
ever, few agtee on the exact content of those principles and their
application in speCific situatioQse, !I

Because it is impossible to formally define and apply these
five Value's across all conditions within any given society and
with respect to any given public policy issues,actors frequently
interpret the values to support their particular position. On any
given public policy issue, two opposing groups may find that the_
same value leadt them to opposing views on the issue. For example,
the freedom of the British and French aviation industry fo land a
supersonic jet in the United States during 1976 was perceived by
many individuals and groups as aninfringement on their freedom
from excessive noise. Everyone to spme extent values freedom,
ordet, equality, justice, government efficiency, and legitimate
procedures as we have defined them, but their definitions and
applications, to doncrete public policy issues create the disagree-
ment that is an inherent part of that issue.

.

Not only does disagreement .among groups or individuals arise
because of different interpretations of the same value; it also
arises because one value conflicts with another. If all individuals
were tree to do what they wanted -- including 'got paying taxes --
there would be ma order; individuals would not be equal; there
would be no basis for the fair treatment of everyone; and govern-
mentalvoperations and decision making would grind to a halt.
Similarly, orde may require a curtailment of individual freedom,
the nOntenance of%the status quo, and in some extreme cases, the
elimination of fair,treatment to'specific individuals and groups
within a society, or the wasteful application of resources. Equal
treatment also may require themburtailment of individual freedoms,
the reduction of stability, the abandonment of just procedures, or

24
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the adoption of inefficient- methods. Justice for one individual

may limit the freedom of the other, the maintenance.of order, the
reduction of equality of .opportunity; or the slowing down of

governmental-processes. Policies that are efficient from the point
of view of athieving specific objectives may redute freedoms, 'J

.threaten order, or be inherently unequal or unjust. Finally,

the pursuit of legitimate decision-making procedures would,not

limit the opposition io'poaicies. threatening the other five values.

It is not surprising, therefore, to be dpnfronted by public ,
policy issues where one group defends its position bW citing one
of'these six values, while another group occupies an opposing 4

position by citing another value. Por example, some groups involved'
in the eliminatibn of segregation in the public schools operate
on the principle of eqtality among individuals. Those opposing
it do so on grounds of maintaining order, the efficient operation
of schools, or the protection of -individual freedom. Clearly,
these major societal values do not provide clear guidelines that

can be easily applied to resolve public policy issues.

Rather, they as
disagreement among
reach an acceptable. p

equently help to increase the intensity of
ups involved in those issues as they do to
siticen.

' The existence of and tension among these six values are evident
in the Declaration. ,Table 1.2 lists passages representing each

of the six public terest values discussed.

All six vale =s appear to provide gerwral support. for the

position of the I! claation; yet.it is possible to envision some

conflict among t em. In act,. the strong symbolip emphasis on
equality" at the seginning of -the Declaration was not TefnforPed

by specific gr vances'in the, remainder orthe.document% We 'mow

z from the recor of the debate over the wording of the Declaration

that the Sautern colonies blocked an attempt by the Jeffersonian '

camp to refe to slavery as an evil. Similarly, it was possible

S to excuse so e of the actions of 'King George on the grounds of
-the efficie cy of governmental operations. Alth h These

potential alue eohflicts are relatively bbsculle MI the Declaration,

they almos always arisein discussions of public policy issues.
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TABLE 1.2:

'VALUES.

Values in the Declaratiori of Independence

OTATIOtl,,FROM DECLARATION ,

1. Freedom of the individual

2, Order within society
t. 4

3. Equality among individuals

4. Justice for.individu'ls

,

"Life, Liberty and.thepursult of
4appiness.''

"He has excitea\domestic/
insurrections amongst sus..."

A

"All men are` created equal

"For ,deprilang us in many.caees,
of the'Abenefits of -Trial by

I I

r ,

Legitimacy-bf deCision- J!He=has forbidden his GOernors.
making proces,0 to,passlaws* of immediate and

pressing importance-, unless
suspended in their operation.
till Aaile Asderif Slovla be
obbiline44 and when so dpuspended,

Lsaor--

6. -tJ.Ciency
operations :/

0:

r

15PT ONAL EXERCISE:

he has utterly ngglected to

%r< WeNd to them.

government "He has called
tive bodices at
uncomfortable,
the depositipry

0 b cords:"

The po Society'Exercise
',.. .

4 . .
.

(Wc suggest'yqu=-diTbT reading this section until after
Comp eting the gameSehich appear! in the ApPendiX.). -

,J .

'The Good Society ,Exereise," is designed to demonstrate the
role.,of the, six values in the governance of societies. Although

. the_exercis is.aIiighly abstracted version'ofkActual political:
professes, repeated experimental runs:6i the game have demonstrated ,

the trade-offs among the six values. The Society consists ,of ,'
4

groups with different levels of power/as well as a powerful Central
i*Author-ity (i:e., government): The toor grougs usually, agitate 'for

,
.

.

together legisra-
placeS.unusua.14
and distant from
of- public .

a

31.
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more power, while the rich groups try to enlist the support of
Central Authority In.protecting their power. CentraltAuthority
is frequently faced with a choice between s pporting2equality (and
therefore the demands of the poor groups fo more power) and 6,

supporting order (and"therefore the demands f the rich). Questions

doncerning the legitimacy of the decision -ma Ong proceds,and the
"oelficiency of governmental operations, as well as justice and free-'

dom, are raised when petitions are formed to change the structure

of the Good Society.

Several general patterns have emerged from repeated use of

this gamein a variety of educational settings that correspond to
the dynamics of the AmeriCan Revolution. In the first place, the
members of Central Authority almost inevitably define the "Good
Soci4y" as one in which their power is either maintained oar -144'

increased. The other groups usually begin the exercise with an
ambivalent attituded toward \the Central Authority. On the one hand,

the groups fear Central Authority becauseit has so much power;
but, on the other hand, at least some of the groups look to
Central Authority fol. help in redressing the grievances they have

in the so-called Good Society .°

In those cases where Central Authority has been receptive to

requests for hells from the groups and attempted to appear to be
°concerned with their interests, Central Authority has survived
throughout the exercise with its power relatively intact. Con-

versely., in those cases when the.tembers of Central Authority .
decide that its power is so great that it need not appear to be
responsive to the other groups, the groups usually find a way to

unite strip Central Authority of its powers. 6

The resulte of the exercise tave obvious analogies with situa-

tions confronting governpents. National governments must.be
responsi e to those groups upon whose acceptance their authority

ILdepends. ;Otherwise, these nominally authoritative actors will .

have,lest capacity to determine national_policies.
. 0

...

It should thus be clearthat however important authoritative
a,Etors'are in understanding policymaking, it is equally important
tirfstudy those groups upon whose support the authority for policy

depends. o 7,....4

C.- Valueh the Analysis of Public Policy Issues

We.have discussed the need fd distinguish between values and-
facts and described the role.of values attributable to self-
interest and public interest concerne: Unless one clearly comes
to,grips with the values inherent in a public policy issue, the

4
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resulting analysis will nOt be very valuab re. Not only must the
analyst understand the value basis invoked by the various actors
with respect to a specific public policy issue, but he must also
understand hoW his own values rdqate to that issue. Because our
concern centers on analysis seeking the decision-makirig process,
we need to emphasize that an important part of that analysis is the
extent to which the analysts recognize their own value biases.

We therefore suggest that when studying a public policy issue
you attempt to identify the values operating'On the major actors
in the issue, and.the values whiCh you hold.

EXERCISE 1A .2: Value' Analytis

A value conflict occurs when individuals or groups assign
different priorities and assessments to conditions which affect
them as a usult of differences in,values. Using one or more
.public interest values, write a paragraph on a-value conflict
present in a publit policly issue.

A

28
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III: TYPES OF PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS -- MONITORING,
FORECASTING, EVALUATION, AND PRESCRIPTION'

4

This section introduces the basic elements of four kinds of

public policy analysis: :
./ -

Monitoring-(Descriptive), that is, recording system-
atically pattens of events and conditions over time;

Forecasting (Predictive), that is, projecting what
patterns might: emerge in the future;

V
Evaluating (Evaluative), that is, assessing the degree
to which.conditions and events have become better or
worse according-to a given set of standards;

Prescribing (Prescriptive), that is, suggesting and
assessing alternative courses of actions that are
designed to improve conditions according to a given
set of standards.

These four activities can be -illustrated by looking at how
investors might viur_the Dow Jones industrial average within
each of the four tasks in order to make-decisions on how to

increase their returns. Investors compute this average by
analyzing the 39 most important industrial stooks. The "average"
is merely,the'sum of the increases and/or decreases in the stocks
divided by 30. This measure is used as one indicator of the
Industrial health ,of the nation. If the Dow Jones industrial
average is continuallyrising, then industry in the United States
is growing Kohably.with a steady ibturn on investments. If the
average shows an*bady decline, then we suspect that the business
and investment 41 ate in the nation is not very good. The -,,

average is most useful to analysts when they observe its movements
over time, as_for example,a 30-day period.

.

The Dow Jones industrial average can serve as a tool for

analyzing the ,policy' choices which confront.an_investor. First,.

the-average can be used°to monitor the daily fluctuation's ip

44 prices. Secondly, itcan be used as a basig-fOr forecasting
whether a set of stocks, or even one stock, will rise or fall.

.k
40
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Thirdly, the average can be used as a standard against which the
performance of a particular stock can be evaluated -' -- the degree
it has performed for better or worse than those Tepresented in'the
average. Finally, by looking at the performance of a set of
stocks in relation to the average and using a forecast of the
future performance of the average, it is possible to decide which
stock would be the most profitable investment opportunity.

We are not saying that the Dow Jones average is a perfect tool
for monitoring, forecasting, evaluating, or prescribing investment
decisions. Anyone Oa has invested in the stock market knows
there are no perfecf tools. -Hbwever, it does serve as a general
procedure for organizing information to perform the kinds of
analyses that allow one to make decisions. Although there are ho
guarantees, it is generally true that with respect to any decision
the systethatic performance of these four types of analysis is better
than performing no analysis.

In this'section, we will discuss each of the four types of
analysis, continuill to draw our illustrations from the Declaration
of Independence. 4% will also discuss the data collection and .

analysis techniques associated with each of the four types of
analysis.

A. ,'Monitoring

ot

The most essential,arid basic of the four analytical tasks is
Monitoring. No intell( gent discussion of any public policy issue
can occur unless you are aware of the past and Kesent record ofol
the policy environment, political actors, and public Policies.
,Although there is agreement on the importance of such-information,
there is less agreement on what that information is, and how to '

obtain and present it. This section provides some guidelines on
collecting,and using information to monitor pub is policy issues.

(-

,We have already diScussed previously how the autliors of the .

beclaration of Independence` described the policy environment,
political actors, and pilblic policies'reievant to the issue of the

'American colahies' decision to declare independence from England.
All of the information cited represents monitoring of the 4s8ue.
The Declo.ration's authors introduced monitoring information with'e
the sentehce "To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid
world." rn,phrasing their introduction this way, they specified 41L

that their monitoring or recounting of history was performed in ,N

order to,support their positipn on the issue of"independenCe.
2 -

Today, however, many scholars assert that the use of history
to prove one's public' policy position is a limited one. In fact,
some scholars would say that it -is a misuse of monitoring

30
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monitoring should prIpsent an objective picture pf reality. The
.'objective' ideal conflicts with the very nature of information
collection and communication. Kenneth Boulding has best"presented
this view in a book entitled. The Image, arguing -40at an image is
'internalized' of subjective knowledge of ones environment, past
experiences, future expectations, and values. Imagery consists
of a set of attitudes, value judgments, and behavioral assumptions,
It is also composed of symbols which subjectively represent reality,
at the same time,prescribing, predicting, and commanding action.
The image is a result of people's perceptive and evaluative capa-
bilities and aids individuals to""operate in their millieu. The
most-generic of all psychological mechanisms, it provides for the
individual a basis for action because it locates each individual in
time and space, in a field of personal. relations, in a world of
dynamic operations, and in the midst of "subtle intimations and
emotions." As a process, the image acts upon and, in turn, is
acted upori by the individual. The social development of the indi-

."vidual'and the evolution of each person's view of society are not.
two distinct processes but aspects of the same process.

While recognizing the validity of Boulding's descriptioh of
information acquisition and collection, we also need to recognize
the need for people to maintain what Boulding' calls 'open images',
that is, frameworks which can absorb and adapt to new information.
This is particularly important in the dialogue over public pdlicy
issues. It is likely that,different actors have images producing
conflicting information, which, in turn, render impossible theme

: compromise and.consensus necessary for the effective operation dr
public. policy. In addition, because public policy issues involve
intense conflict between various groups, third parties having an
indirect interest are likely to play a large role in the final
decigion. For 'bga:mple, the leaders of European nations played an
influential role in the American War of Independence and therefore
were central- targets of the authors of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence.., To the extent that the record is accumulated and pre-

. sented in such a way that such third parties consider it to be
"fair" and "accurate," the monitoring is,more likely to generate .

`support. Furthermore; some individuals for one reason or another
take no position and therefore attempt to monitor conditions as

.fairly and accurately as pbssible. .Therefore,, whether one has a
'position on an issue or is merely seeking to-pesent information
,that will help xou develop i osition, steps need to be taken in
'monitoring which make the col ection and presentation of the
information"as systematic and jective as possible.

.0.

1Kenneth E. Boulding, The Image: Knowledge in Life and Society,
Ann Arbor:: University, of.,Michigan Press, 1961, p.
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But how does one collect and present information on public
,policy issues as systematically and objectively as possible? This
'question, a continuing concern of social scientists, cannot be
answered easily or simply. Over the years, a variety of procedures
have been developed to increase both the systematic and the objec-
tive basis of information. To introduce these procedures and their
application to the analysis of public policy issues, we first need

1 to have a definition.of systematic and objective.

Systematic'refers.to the degree to which all relevant informa-
tion is collected and presented. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to do this completely. Even if we restricted the scope to informa-
tion on just tho'policy environment, as opposed to all_ three _

components -- the policy environment, political actors, and public
policies there is no way that, any. individual or team of'indi-
viduals can collect and represent information that would totally
monitor a public policy issue. 'Fortunately, there are methods of
creating samples of information that are a valid representation
of the whole. The most obvious example of this is the administra-
tion of an opinion poll to a representative segment of aniv.ntire
population. Other methods of examining a representative sample
'include the application of quantitative analysis to written
information, and the direct observation of conditions.

By objective, we mean that the information represents the
reality itois supposed to reflect. As previous.ly noted, the role
of images and th& interpretative nature of the language of public
policy issue discussion make it very difficult to keep researcher
bias out of the information collection and presentation process.

Techniques guarding against bias include documentation,
tiesentation of comparative information, 'the detailing of facts,
he procedures of collecting informaqon, and thp use of multiple

sources of information. Each of these techniques allows the
audience to render its own judgement.

These guidelines cannot.always be followed. -*Frequently, a
long discourse on documentary sources or the representative
quality of a particular sample will bore dr confuse an_audience,
even if,that audienCe consists of people vitally concerned with
the issue. Moreover, the costs associated with complying fully
with financial or deadiapine restrictions, or both, may make it
impossible to follow tlhese guidelines. Furthermore, to fully
comply with them might require the use of quantitative data and
sophisticated'data analysis techniques beyond the grasp of those
directly responsible for the decision; Finally, it is possible
that even those tecpniques.availabe will not work becauSe the
information is notravaijable.in a form *allowing for collection
and presentation.

32
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To illustrate, we turn Again to the Declaration of Independence
whidh contains a long list of eievances, representing an attempt

to monitor the policy environment. Not surprisingly, the'fist
does not follow the systematic format outlined above. As stated,

these guidelines cannot always be, followed. Time factors as well

as lack of knowledge--Of-sophisticated data techniques in the

colonial period prohibited the anthdrs of the Declaratibt .from

monitoring the policy environment, using methods availableto
today'6 policymakers. If the authors were fortunate enough' to have

had the time and knowledge of today's policymakerS, the Declaration

could have been more effectively constructed. A listing of a
cross-section of acts taken by England as well as a list of what

the colonies did to provoke some of these actions would have pre-
sented a clearer and fuller picture of that .period.

If the authors had been familiar with methods of data collec-
tion, better documentation and more specificity could -have been

included in the document. The, Declaratiori employs phrases such

as "quartering of troops" and "swarms of officials:" This infor-

mation would have been more meaningful to the readers, and possibly
more.persuasive, if numerical information could have been

incorporated.

Nevertheless, the Declaration remains an instructive example.
for reviewing the framework of public policy analysis. It is also

an excellent reference to show how these methods have developed,
over the years into sophisticated, systematic, and objective
approaches to analysis. If our forefathers were aware of these

sophisticate approaches, it is very likely that the Declaration'

Arbuld have included graphs of trade patterns and tax ratesT"-dates
and specifics on the suspension of legislatures, and a survey of
Americans to determine the degree to which they felt harassed.
ArWit-ted-liT-,--such_addltions may not comparefavorably with the
stirring rhetoric of the Declaration. However, given the complexity
of modern life, the nature of contemporary public policy, issues,

and the plethora of publicity, the monitoring of information
today needs to be consistent with the guidelines described in this

section.

Table 1. below summarizes the discussion on these guide-

lines.

B. Forecasting

All discussion s of public policy issues concern themselves

with the future, since expectations about conditions in the
policy environment stimulate political actors to debate alternative

public policies. As will be seen, forecasting methods run the
gamut from the unstated' implications of monitoring statement's to

t
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TABLE 1.3: Summary of Guidelines for Monitoring Public Policy
Issues as Systematically and Objectively as Possible

SELECTION OF INFORMATION
COLLECTp AND PRESENTED

EVIDENCE OF ACCURACY
OF INFORMATION

1. Provide a basis for comparison
over time or across similar
conditions.

2. Draw a sample of information
that represents the subject
.in an unbiased way.

s3. Use surveys .where applicable.

4. Use as much quantitative
information as possible.

provide ,documentation
of information.

Use multiple sources
of information.

k

Provide detailed information.

Descrile methods of collect-
ing Information'.

elaborate computer models. Again, the forecasting may be done
with respect to all three categories in the basic public policy
fraework (actors, policies, environment), although the primary,
focus of attention, as in the case of monitoring,is on the
evolution of conditions in the policy environment.

This is typical of most ot the foreCasting that appears in
the informal analysis of public policy issues. The Declaration,
for example, states that "the .history of the present King Of
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations,"
and then makeg-the key prediction of the document: "all having in
direct objective the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over
these states." The forecast is typical because it uses two common
bases for such prediCtions. The first is simple extrapolation from
the past into the future. Th0 authors present the record of events
and conditions of the past as evidence of the existence df an
absolute tyranny. It is assumed that matters will continue to
deteribrate. The second is the attribution of motivation to the
King. It is arguedktilat the evidence indicates that the King
"evinces a design. -to reduce them'under absolute Despotism" which
can be used to forecast, his future tyrannical behavior:

r
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The u e of trend projection is a widely used but erude basis
for fereci ting. Trend projection is based on the assumption that
what h b en happening will-continue to happen, frequently with
indreased eed.- It is crude because it fails to recognize rbrea
points" or ical thresholds which might result in changes of all

trend,although it is frequently the only basis for maksing a
forecaSt --.particularly when the condition are unique -- as in
the case of the Revolution..--

Motivational analysis is used in public policy issue research
when there are a few key actors whose values and images appear td
be able to shape condit4ofts. It is more frequently.employpd in
the prediction of the behavior Of'political actors and ,the evolu-
tionlf, public policies than in the forecast of conditions in the
political environment., Its main limitation i'that it is Virtually
impossible to be sure of the motivations of most hnthan beings,
particularly those in powerful. political positions. Usually,
mu-ltipe go s and a variety of other actors influence the key
pplitioal a ors, meaning that thebaSis for such actors' behavior
could alte radically.

-

We are not saying, howevei, that trend projections,or motiva-
tional analvisashould be avoided 'n forecasting public polieS7

issues. Our point is that such app oaches to-forecasting are based
on a variety at untestable assumptions. To the degree that you
have access to the information necessary for testing su4 assump-
tions, the confidence in the,, forecast increases. We will now ,
brieflyexamine'forms of forecasting that make,the.assumptions
underlying the forecasts more explicit, -and testable, than the kinds
of informal and implicit predictions-appearing in the Declaration.

1. Explicit Verbal Forecasts

By listing grievancesthe Declaration attempts to establish
- the ,basis for its forecast.N-If the monitoring statements could 'ms

have conformed more closely to the contemporary techniques outlined
previously, *the verbal forecabts.themseives could have carried more
weight. In addition, if the coloniSts had access to th0.appropri-
ate data, they could, have indeed more effectively criticized the
King's" actions. Their arguments could have been more convincing'
if tfley.presented an analysis of influences on the King as well as
the past record of the King in other situatioks.

The key to improving verbal forecasts is._the clear statement,
in propositions terms, of the. assumptions underlying the fore-
cast. A proposltion is a statement,of the relationship between two
or more variables that can be examined further.eThe propositional,
format for the major prediction in the Declaration night have been
"within a given society,,the occurrence of despotic behavior at one
time,period leads ,to an increase-of such behavior-in subsequent
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time per ds." Stated in this way, it is clear tliat
A
both assump-

tions are open to rious questioning. Even so, it would improve
the forecasting sis of the document as it would glow readers t9
relate similar ircun1stances to test :the proposition n their own /.

An additional method of making explicit the basis of verbal
forecasts is the use of a scenario. A scenario is a statement of
the likely evolution of a set of interrelated events and conditions.
The authors of the Declaration'could'have.used a scenario to
delineate how they thought present conditions would lead to an
absolute dictator hip. The value of sugiaLa method iebthat it
clarifies the assumptions underlying a fel-eci-st and allows the
audience to examine in specific detail the logical relationship'
between events and conditions. An additional value of the scenario
is that it forces thefanalyst to imagine-alternative courses of
events, sometimes introducing new assumptions that might have bedn
ignored.

An even more powerful method of introducing new assumptions
is the use of role-playing ongaming techniques.' The Good Society
Exercise, presented in the Appendix, exemplifieta role-playing
exercise which explores methods df establishing deFision-makIng
structures. Such structures are designed to, achieve particular
values. Exercises similar to the Good Society ExeriSe,but placing
greater emphasis on specific public policy content;c4 bp used to
identify assumptions underlying public policy fa1-ecasts. Although
the construction of the exercise and-the participation by a-number
of individuals entails a subsfantial.investment of time and eff5rt,
it can help to generate a wide variety-of forecasts that don be
examined through other techniques.

Scenarios and role-playing exercises can help to increase the
variety of forecasts as well as the range-of assumptins under-
lying such forecasts. They can be used to supplemerit interpreta-
tions obtained by monitoring the conditions sUrroundirig a public
policy issue. Although they do not necessarily lead to impr9ving
the explicit nature of verbal forecasts, the:tasks Of.scenario,
writing or role playing can generate .the basis fcir, more system=
aticallY exploring assumptions.

2. ,.Formalizing Forecasts

The necessity for stating forecasts tripibilositional terms
has already been discussed. There are three reasons for this need. /
First, propositional analysis increases the awareneSs'of both the
writer and'the audience of the intellectual basis for the forecast.
Secondly, using the method makes it easier to test theforecast
with information from relevant examples.- Finally, it 'provides a
basis for assessing the validity of to forecast as events and -

conditions unfold. For these reas9ns, it is important to .state
forecasts in propositional terms. e"
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C.

Once so.stated, it is easier to generate and'evaluafe
predictions using a number of,new techniques.. We will briefly

dis ss.two classes of such techniques -7- statistical methods and
puter simulation.

a) -Statistical Techniques

Qf all the formal forecasting methods, statistical techniques
are. the most widely used. Although we cannot provide an exhaustive

. discussion of such techniques here, we'canillustrate their use in
generating:and evaluating 'forecasts. Statistiqal techniques,-
including the use of graphs afid.charts, are methods.for organizing
quantitative data for the purpose of exploring propositional state-

.

ments.

The time-series graph, similar to, the one pictured below, is
a well-accepted representation of trend projection. Figure 1.2
applies a time-series graph to information posited in the
Declaration.

Figure 1.2: Hypothetical Trend Projection Based
on Trade between Great Britain and
the American Colonies, 1769,-1771.
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Source: Oliver M. pickerion,,Thg Navigation Acts and thg,
American,Revolution, Philadelphii: University.of
Pennsylvania, 1951.
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S

The graph portrays the relationship between the colonies'
imports to England and England's. exports toAmerica. By'extending
the graph into the future (represented by the dotted lines), the
forecast is made more explicit. The writers of the Declaration
could have used such a graph to strengthen their arguments regarding
dominance by England. As the colonies attempted to became self-
sufficient by making their own products, and so forth, England
forced the colonies to purchase her goods. And when the colonies'
imports to Britain slightly increased, these forced exports on the
colonies increased tremendously.

One can also derive a statistical measure stating this rela-
tionship between imports and exports.' This measure is called
Pearson's product-moment correlation (usually symbolized with the
letter "r") and is expressed with a number ranging from -1.0to
+1.0. To the extent that r approaches +1.0, the export and import
rate will rise at the same time. To the extent that it approaches
-1.0, the forced exports are decreasing while imports increase.
The particular correlation for Figure 1.2 is +0.94, indicating, as
the Declaration suggested, that exports were tied to imports.

Many statistical techniques can be Utilized in public policy
analysis. Forecasts can be interpreted through analysis of
various visual display techniques and through statistical measures.
Central tendencieslryformation can be summarized by employing
means and medians. B, Graphs are useful for comparing conditions
in different areas. There also exists many measures of association
that are useful for determining the relationship betwieen two or
more, variables. These so-called multivariate techniques are
frequently employed by policymakers.

Statistical techniques can also be used to test propositions
that posit relationships between two or more dondit-ions. For
example, one-of the grievances cited in the Declaration is the
King's refusal to re-establish Houses of Representatixes in the _

-... states after their dissolution. The authors referred to "...all
the danger's from without, and convulsions within." This can be
stated in propositional terms as the longer a colony exists with-
out an elected legislature, the more likely the occurrence of
internal convulsion. We can analyze such (a propbsition by employ-
ing what'is known as a contingency table.

In an actual study, the number of colonies corresponding to.
the four possibilities would have been entered in the four cells
of the table (where the letters "a," "b," "c," and "W.' are
entered in, the sample table below). SUch 'a study_yould reveal
that most colonies without a legislature had a la.rge amount of
internal convulsion. Therefore, box "c" would have a relatively

'large number. After entering numbers in all the cells of the
contingency.tdble,,it is"" possible to calculate a measure of

____ association for the joint ,occurrences. This is done by, employing
4a
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TABLE 1.4: Contingency Table

.With a
egislature

Number of
Colonies:

without a
legislature

Number of'Co4cnies With:

High Amounts Low Am:ints
of Convulsion of Convulsion

/

a

.-

b

c
-

. d.

a statistic known as Yule's Q.' The statistic,Q, like the correla-
tion statistic "r," discussed abore, can range from -1.0 to +1.0.
A value of -1.0 means perfect neg tive correlation, +1.0.means

perfect positive correlation, and 0.0 means no.correlation.
0

b) 'Computer Simulation Model
.

.

- .

In recefit_year§, a special technique for handling predictions *.l.

involving a number of variables with complex relationships has

emerged. Known 'as computer simulation model; this technique
(

employs use of A systematized set of relationships ttb calculate the
relationships among factors in order to generate a forecast.` While

the mastery of the total technique requires substantial expertise,
it is possible to Ish the basic characteri'stics of the approach.

in a few pages.
. .

! .

. , ,
.ft

/ The most crit'ca1 first step in devising -a simulation model

is to produce a pictorial representation of the relationship among
the factors, or, as we shat a call them, variables. Such a pictorial
representation is frequently refer9d to as a causal loop diagram.

. .,

\

The Declaration of 'Independence contained many forecasts of
how the .social and economic environme t in the ,New World would

l.evolve if present trends and condition continued. Manyt of these
environmental conditions had a mutual feedback effect on one
another. That is, the more that one condition increased (or

decreased) the more thal anotrher condition increased (or decreased) ,

because of their mutual effects op each other. .An exaMple of this

is the relationship mentioned in
.

the Declaration between two

conditions: 4fr"

,--.
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--... ;.(0) .Arbitrary, political control exercised by the King rover
the colonies, and, .

i

. ,

.

(2) Restriction ofjopulation growth in the colonies. '

. % .

On one haAd, the writers explicitly asserted thay he more. . .

arbitrary political contrql was eercised, ,the more,there was
restriction on population growth. On the other hand; what they
implied wx that the more population growth was restricted, the
more arbiiPau political control could be easily exercised over the
smaller population. This is whkt'socfil'scientists call a Rositive.
feedback loop and is-symbolizbd in the following figure: ..

..4 .

Figure 1.3: Positive Feedback Loop Diagram of t e T.
Relationship between Arbitrary Political

A Control and Population Growth in -the
American 'Colonies

.2.

ARBITRARY.POLITI IL RESTRICTIONS ON
CONTROL

* (The

POPULATION GROWTH

.....

in the middle or the to factors. either increase
or decrease'atthe same time.)

4

4 The forecast produced by this line of reasoning -= whether
presented verbally as in'the-Declaratron, or symbolically, as
above -..- is that_bo,th authoritarian political control and popnla:.,

.

tion growth restrictions would continue' -to grow indefinitely
into the-future unless something interfered to change the relation-
ship.- It was just such kn "fnterference". that was represented:by
the call for independence and revolution issued by, the American
leaders. ,The sameforecast-wks made here through both verbal- and
symbolic presentations of a simple aspect of the social environment
in -the colonies. There is, hdwever, a special advantage in using-

, the symbolic form when dealing with many different elements in a
complexenvii-onmeht. In recent year8, social sgientists have,
developed techniques to enter such Models of reiationshiPs into'' a

11, computer to simulate the dynamids of even very complex environments,
thereby producing forecasts for policy analysis.

40
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N W.

In the foregoing, we have surveL-500-a variety of techniques and

guidelines releydnt to'the forecasting of conditions and events
associated with public policy issues. The available techniques
range from very informal statements to statistical analysis and
computer - 'based simulation. However, as in the (lase of monitoV g,
it is not always possible to use more systematic techniques.g en

he nature of the audience or the amount of time and money avail -

'able.- At the very least, however, the intellectual basis for
forecasts should be articulated as clearly as possible.

e

Table 1.5 below summarizes the pOints in this section.

TABLE 1.5: Summary of Guidelines for Forecasting

' 1. Clearly identify what you are fgrecasting and the time frame.

2. Present factual information in making.forecast.

3. State the underlying assumptions used to get from the present
to the future.

4. 'Use quantitative data, statistical analysis, graphic displays,
role playing, and computer simulatioh to explore different
underlying assumptions.

C. Evaluation

Just as concern for the future underscores the, growth of public P
policy issues, disagreethent over the worth of.e)isting public
policies plays a major role in the growth and`oUtcome of public
policy isSues. As a result of this, the analysis of public policy
issues must measure existing and future. Conditions against the
values of those most affected by the policies. The value types'
affected by public policyissues, and demonstrating how the

. Declaration of Independenee augmented both self-interest and
public interest values in the. analysis of the independence issues,

were discussed earlier in this chapter.

This section will describe procedures for the systematic
applicati6fi of values to public policy'isSues: The informal method
of application exercised in the Declaration was a listing'of
grievances in theform of specific criticisms of King George's
actions. -.The evidekce presented clearly demonstrated that

.11
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self-interest values. such as economic benefit and the public
interest values of order and legitimate, governmental decision
making, were threatened. However, the inference as to which
vlues were threatened was left up to the reader, and the -failure
to apply other values such as equality, lacked the systematic
approach that is important in the evaluation Of contemporary
public policy issues.

Two basic steps are required to systematically evaluate a
public policy issue. The first step is to determine which values
are to be used in the evaluatipn. The; second step is to collect
information useful in determing.the degree to which those values
are realized. Generally, pOlicy evaluation)is focused on the
degree to which a given public policy contributes to conditions
conforming topecific values in the policy environment. Occa-.

sionally, evaluations focus on the legitimacy of the decisions
making processes; leading to a specific public policy and its
implementation' In the following, we will discuss the two basic
steps with ,respect to both questions.

1. Identifying Values

How a variety of values surround most public policy issues,
and how ambiguously stated such values are, has beep previously
discussed. The multiple and ambiguous nature of this va.ue
dimension makes*it difficult and sometimes impossible'to conduct
systematic evaluation. However, this is a reality of public
policy issue analysis that mus be recognized and dealt,with as
effectively as possible. The first and most critical se WAkito
identify each of the values involved, and,.if possible,.10-7ftt
them in order' of impoitance..

We have already cited both'self-interest and &. lid interest
values that underlie theDeclaration of Independence, and noted
how ambiguity and conflict could have been avoided.. However, it
is,possibie to clarify an order, for the values. Table 1.6 listS
the values in-order.of 'importance, why we think they follow that
order,"and a spedific definition of the terms. No doubt,
his orians orthat period might find theniselves disagreeing with
th e interpretations. It is possible, however, to formalize
th yalue dimensions by examining the degree to which the document
ma es specific references to the values concer4pd.'. The table pro-.

vides, as evidence for the priorities, a rough count, of the themes
i'n the'27 grievances listed in the' Declaration.

.Table 1.6 .establishes both piiorities and aolear definition
of thp valueg%pplied,to the issue of independence. In reading
through the table, '' "it should be obvious that both the definitions
and the priority estimates would not produce unanimous agreement
among the signers of the Declaration. The1a0k of agreement is
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TABLE 1.6: Identification and Ranking of Values in Declaration

VALUES' OEFIVTION EVIDENCE FOR
PRIORITIES

1. Legitimacy of
decision making.

COstomary and legal
procedures for staking
and administering
laws.

<./

2. Order within Action'to minimize
society. chances of violence'

from both within and
. without.

3. Economic
interests.

4. Justice fOr
individuals.

S. Freedom for
individuals.

6. Efficiency of
governmental
operations.

7. Equality-

Action to increase
opportunities for
economic growth or
decrease economic.
loss.

The maintananceof
rules for fair treat
ment of individuals
by the government.

The maintenance of
rulis and conditions
so that individuals 11

can exarcise basics
of free speech and
activity.

Administrative
structure* that can
efficiently deal with
societal conditions. .

Rules antconditions
that allow each .

individual the same
opportunities as
every other individual.

37% (10 of 27)
of the grievances
rear tofailure
to allow normal
decisionmaking
processes to
operate.

33%19 of 27)
of the grievances
refer to violent
acts or. promoting
conditions for
violence.

15% (4 of 27)
of the grievances
list actions
effecting economic
conditions.

15% (4 of 27)
of the grievances
clearly identify
infringements on
the oparation of
the law with re
spect to the in
dividual. Several
other grievances
indirectly men
tion this concern.

Mihtioned indi
rectly in over
half of the
grievances deal
ing with justice
and legitimacy
of decision
making.

Mentioned di
rectly in one
of the griev
ances and im
plicit in many
of those deal
ings with the
dissolution of
legislature.

Not directly
mentioned in
the grievances
put appears in
the opening

. rhetoric.

6>
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a natural condition for most public yolicy issues, given the veri
nature of public policy issues and the number of actors representing
different value perspectives. Both the definitions and the ranking
of values are difficul to establish. This is true even when there
is general agreement on the issue, as there was in the case of the
Declaration. Nevertheless, in order to perform systematic evalua-
tion, such agreement must be assumed.

Therefore, to complethe first step in systematic evalua-'
tion, it is necessary to clearly define and establish priorities
for the major value concerns.' Subh a listing is assumed to be
correct for purposes of the evaluationCilthough disagreement may
be present.

2: Measuring the Values

Assuminggyou have defined and ordered values, the next step is
to evaluate the degree to whioh the values are maximized by condi-
tions emanating from the public policy, or by the processes through
which the public policy is forMulated and implemented. The task is
difficult because it involves 'determining empirical or real-world
indicators for 'ach of the values, and then collecting samples of
data for those indicators that allow judgements to be made.

The determiAtion of'empirical indicators is called operation-
alization by social scientistS... In the Declaration, -the authors'
grievances could be considered rough operationalizations of the
values, since they were attempts to provide empirical; pformation
on the degree to which certain-values were achieved or threatened.
However, today's social scientists' would not consider them to be
fully adequate operationalizatiott because the,values were not
clearly defined and related to empirical cofidktions%

Crucial to good operationalization is the maxim that two or
more differehtpeople could takethe definition and rules for
collecting the information and apply them to thee real world with
the same'results. The Declaration does not contain the rules for
operationalization, so it.is very possible that a different set, of
authors or even the same authors, a month later, would devise'a
different list of grievances. 'Systematic evaluation requires that
data 1e collected according to specific rules guarding against
bias, as\discussed under monitoring.

For example, you could.operationalize the value of legitimacy
of the decision-making processei, by saying that the, average length
and frequency of one colony's legislative meetings during the
1760s, represent a standard against which the-length and

quency of the same meetings duririg the 1770s can be measured.
Once the norms are established and the procedures for measuring
the length and frequency deline meted, you could measure the degree

,
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to whiCh the norm wasviolated in the 1770s. This could be estab-
lished for each colony, and would provide a picture of that
particular aspect of legitimate decision-making process that wotild
be the same, regardless of who collected. the data.

However, even if such rules are developed and followed, the
systematic evaluation of public policy issues requires that condi-
tions be monitored to generate information allowing for Compai-ison.
The example above does allow for such a comparison because it
creates the opportunity to Measure a more stable period --0the
1760s --, with a period when it was asserted that illegitimate
decision-making processes were fostered by the King.

J There arq'two basic methods of generating comparative informa-
tion. One method frequently used in public policy issue analysis

.cis the monitoring of conditions over a period of time, referred to
as longitudinal analysis., This method's ability to trace a condi-
tion in the policy environment prior to, and after the initiation
of a policy, accounts for its frequent use. The second method,
cross - sectional analysis, entails the collection of information
used to compare unit S experiencing similar conditions. For. example,
the British decisions regarding the American colonies during the
decades 1760 -1780. could be compared with treatment of otheth British
colonies during,that same time period. This would help to ascertain
the degree of difference in the decision-making processes.

Table 1.7 summarizes the guidelines for evaluation presented.

TABLE 1.7: Summary of Guidelines for Evaluating
Public Policy Issues

1. Clearly define relevant values -- self-interest and public
, interest.

2. Establish priorities among values so that the most important

can be evaluated,.

3. Develop rules for collecting information relevant to those
values (operationalizafion).

4. Collect-data that allow for comparisons over time or across
similar situations or both.

1
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D.° Prescription :

, Prescription is the suggestion and assessment of alternative
public policies, and builds on the three forms of analysis already
discussed. It requires that existing conditions be monitored and
evaluated and that future conditionS be predicted. Because it

.incorporates all three forms of analysis, prescription is the most
complicated of the four types of analysis.

The difficulties inherent in,the,task of prescription are
,illustrated by the Declaration of Independence. That document
announces the establishment of a free and independent United States
of America as the prescription for all of the colonies' ills dis-,
cussed in the document's body. It is clear from the wording of the
document that though the authors felt the establishment was-the
only logical course of action, they were also aware that the course
was both unpredictable and dangerous. Lack of certainty about out
come and the ratio of benefits to costs led the authors to end the
Declaration in a manner that can only be interpreted as anxious
desperatiomv This is illustrated by the statement, "And for the
support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection
of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes and our sacred Honour."

While most public policy issues do not raise such massive un-
certainties and monumental costs as did the Declaration of
Independence, they all confront political actors with uncertainties
regarding costs and benefits. F9/7,.that reason, it is necessary when
approaching a prescription to provide information on the relative
'benefits and costs of alternative solutions to the public-policy
issues. To obtain such information, -oneTplust build on monitoring,
forecasting, and evaluating.

If you employ systematic monitoring information, it is possibls,
to form a base line against whiqh policy can be forecasted and
evaluated: The evaluation of an existing public poliCy issue can
indicate the degree to which the important values were maximized
under the present policy. A forepast assuming the continuation of
the same policy could indicate the likely benefits andacosts, given
those values in future perspective. Against these projections, one.
-can estimate the degree to which alternatives would be "better" or
"worse" than the continuation of the correct polidy:

A policymaker constructing the Dedlaration today would,possibly
have collected data on trade patterns involving the colonies, aid
then projected the likely future patterns of the colonies if they
continued under the existing regime._ Then, alternative arrangements
could have been identified'. Each of the alternatives could ,have
been analyzed with forecasts made of the determined consequences.
Finally, a comparison could have been made between the consequences,
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of alternative policies and the continued control by Great Britain.
A graph similar to Figure 1.4 could be developed which provided

alternative projections. We use alternative dotted lines to
represent different projections. This type of graph represents
the previously discussed systematic prescriptive analysis.

Total
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Figure 1.4: Alternative Projections of,
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Sotitce: Oliver M. Dickerson, The Navigation Acts and
the American Revolutipn, Philadelphia: e.
University of Pennsylvania, 1951.

t .

While it is important to attempt to develop a systematic basis
for such prescriptions, as illustrated by our example, it is also
important to attempt to-measure both the intended and ,uninterided.

consequences of a given public policy alternative. It is-true that ",
one Course of action might raise trade Aor the colonies, but what
additional 'costs and benefits would resplt? Frequently, those
costs and benefits cannot be easily Jneasured in quantitative terms.
There, are a variety, of methods for estimating costs 'ankbenefits
and in fact there is an entire set of procedures frequently cal ed
cost-benefit analysis: However, it is sometimes impossible to
estimate such costs or benefits.

For example, how do .you estimate the amount of life and prop-
erty destroyed by the War of Independence? Was the establishment

47
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of the United States more costly than the continuation of British
P rule would have been? How do you take into account the effect of

time op the policy alternative? The generation'living at the time'
of°the War for Independence suffered more of the costs than the
next generation, while the latter no doubt enjoyed more of the
benefits'. In such'areas as security from invasions by foreign
powers'or limitations on the flow of people between Britain and
the UnitedStates, it is possible that independence was more costly
for individuals in the colonies.

As stated earlier, these areas of assessment are more
Complicated than some of the public policy iSsues'that confront us
today. However, these kinds of -considerations are of extreme.
importance. For this reason, it is essential not only to develop
a systematic information base for weighing policy alternatives but
also to consider as many intended and unintended consequences as
possible.

Table 1.8 summarizesothe steps,to be taken in clveloping
systema is prescriptive analysis.

TABLE 1.8 Summary of Guiftlines for

o

Prescribing Public Policies

I. Conduct a systematic monitoring, forecasting, and
evaluatioh of existing public policy.

: .
. /

2: Identify alternatives dnd project their consequences.

,3. List4Ill possible intended and unintended consequences.

-4. Weigh,the benefits and costs of the consequences of
each of the alternatives including the continuation
of the existing policy, as much as possible.

-*
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EXERCISE 1.3: Applying the Four Types of Analysis

Select an editorial that takes a position on 'a public policy

issue.' Identify one, of each of the four types of analysis
expressed in the. editorial either by.quoting directly from the

editorial or paraphrasing what was said. After you have listed

each of the four statements, write a brief essay assessing the
analysis presented in the editorial using the criteria provided

in this chapter.

t
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4

APPENDIX I: Ru es for the Good Society Exercise

4

You are about to participate in a society consisting of even
teams. Six of the teams consist of two to five players each
are called Groups A, B, C, D, EF).- The other team consists pf
four to six players and is called the-Central Agthority: The
Groups and the Central Authority behave in the Good Society accord-
ing tothe following statement of principle:

ti

r
f

This society guaran'tees equal opportunity and equal ,

rights to eery member. It advocates the need for , 0

stability, change, and justice. Inequality is as
enslaving as disorder. Order and justice must
prevail.

Despite this stateme
Society, as measured by
Moreftek,-the 'ability t
shared eqtally by the g
to reVieeOhLOat happ
are itggui 1Pes, ye
thoeeguidelindgl,.

t of ciple, the "goods" of the Good
nit are not distributed equally.

make changes. in the Good Society are not
ups. The iTulation exercise is designed
in asaciety in which order and justice

the,rea4ty of:the society runs counter to

ower,

Changes in the 'Go Seitiety°
0.

Power Weights (t ifirlusoikiio,measurelthe wealth anti
influence of each team '41111,the:asil0e4y) and' Petition Weights (the
Weight of each team in the,s-signi4 ot,aPetition) areistTibuted
in the following manner among ether Vile 01 the Good Society.

Name of -Team ,

Central Authority

Group A

Group'B

Group C

Group D

Group E

-NaDoup F

Total,

4

Power W

(
hf..S4.:

6,1

Petition'Weights

100

45

3

2

\

35 2

10 1

8 1
.

9 1

4 *V, a.

206 11
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Changes in the distribution of power units as wellas any

other facet of life in the Good-Socipty can occur in two Ways:

A Petition can be signed by the teams representing

at least six Petition Weights which call for any

specific change.

. A War can be fought between any team in the -society

in'which the more powerful size (the larger number
of Power Weights) gets all but one of the losing

side's Power Weights.

In any redistribution of power point, no fractions may be

used. Power points may be neither created or destroyed.

Maintaining Order in the Good Society

The maintenance of order in the Good Society is the responsi-

.'bility of all of the members, although given the large number of

Power Units .at its disposal, the Central Authority has a special

role. It,can engage in War against membersthat fail to live up to

the principles of the society and can attempt to get Petitions

igned. At the same time, it is up to the'six groups to make sure

that the Central Authority does not abuse its role. These groups

can sign Petitions to-limit the actions'of the Central Authority,

even to the point of redistributing the power. (It is important

twnote that in any redistribution of power units, fractions' cannot

be used and power units cannot be destroyed or created.)

1 -.
All decisions taken by the Groups must be unanimous.: All'
decisions taken by Central Authority. must,be supported by'

a majority of all its members.

2. A Petition Form Will be used for purposes'of peaceful,charige.

Any Group or the Central Authority can initiate a Petition.

Once enough signatures of teams to constitute 81x Petition

Weights has been achieved, the Petition,should'be submitted

to Simulation. Control. It goes into effect as soon as Central

officially announces the Petition. It remains Weffeet until
a different Petition is completed to alter the original one.

No Petition can go into effect between the Jirst declaration
of War and the end of the War ten minutes later.

.

3. War occurs when'one or more teams declares War against on e'

or more other teams. A War Form is submitted to the Simula-

tion Control, who will inform the other teams. The attacked

team will have fiveuanutes to counterattack. More than one

team._ can attack and more than one canicounterattack. The side

with the largest number Of Power Units wial win the War and
will get all but one of the other team's Power Units. If more

than two teams attack and win, the pOwer units won will be

,14
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distributed in accordance with the relative Power Units
of the winning team. Any teams submitting a War ForM may
retract it before the five-minute time limit is up.

Familiarize yourself wit the two types of forms which you will
.use,in the game: Petition Fo s and War Forms. Copies of each
'forM will be avai],able from Simulation Control.

1p

)
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PETITION FORM

CItiCLE THE INITIATOR: Central Authority A- B C 0 E

(Circle One)

'OUTCOME CALLED FOR:

TEAM
PETITION'
WEIGHTS

.Central'Authority . 3

Gidup.A 2
4

Group 8 2

Group C' 1

Group D 1

Group E 1

Group F 1

(In order for the outcome to-become a part of the Good Society,
enough teams representing at least six Petition Weights must
agree to the Petition. A majority of members of Central Auth.
ority must sign for its Petition Weights to count- All members
of any group must' sign for its Petition,Weights:to count.),

WAR FOR
4

CIRCLE ATTACKER(S): CENTRAL. AU HORITY A B C' 0 E F

ircle One or More)

CIRCLE TARGET(S): CENTRAXAUTHOR TY ASCDEF
(Pik 'e One or More)

SIGNATURES OF EACH MEMBER°OF ATTAC ING TEAM
.1

N.
53
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'CHAPTER TWO LIBRARY RESEARCH KOR THEANALYSIS OF PUBLIC POLICY

0

.100111401m

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:.

To assist you in (identifying and locating,
available in libraries on specific public

o

UPON CO

* Loc
pol

* Id
co

4 -Td
me
po

* Ac
yo

<

information .

policy'issues.

LETION OF THIS CHAPTER, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:,,

to definitions for any terms related to a particular
gy

tify d locate descriptive informatiofi on events and
itio relevant to a public policy issue.

.
. ,-

fy and-Too-ate-appropriate books, articleg; govern-
tal and nollgovernmental.APormation for your public
icy i sue.) . .

ess infor tion Stored on microform as appropriate to
r research.

sob

(Based, on PS-19: 'ibrary Research.for the Analy f Public Policy,
ReneeS. Captor, Croton-on-Hudson, NY: Policy Studies AsSociates,
1979.)

*
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I: ,INTRODUCTION

This chapter can be used in two ways:, it can serve as a '

step -by -step guide-in doing in,depth research on a specific topic,
or as a general introduction to library research. The exercises
in each section will give'a better understanding of the-way to use
each type of information source, And are deSigned ksiii-integraa
part of the learhing process.

This chapte' should improve yout skills in *researching topics,
which are public policy issues -- defined as those which concern
governmental action on matters involving societal conditions, and
over-which people disagree. Before beginning, a public policy
Asue should be chosen. If you have a public policyissue in mind, -
tlien you are ready to begin working; if not, you might try one of
the following:

1: CETA apd other manpower policies.
fte

2. A proposed constitutional amendment.

3. Urban Renewal.

4. Caid.

5.- Cont h!A: sial, changes in the Juvenile Justice System.

EXERCISE 2.1:. Choosing a Topic §

My Pr9Jsed Topic Is

ti ,
O
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II: DEFINITIONS -- DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

4W
The first step in research is to clearly define what you are

studying. 'Often, a close,look at the definition of your topic
will give abetter idea of what types of facts are called for and _

where these facts might.be found.

Occasionally, you might run across specialized terms, or
"jargon." A dictionary or encyclopedia will supply a definition

° that could clarify these specialized terms, allowing a better
understanding of technical writings.

DICTIONARIES

Dictionaries primarily give short definitions, proper spelling,
pronunciation, and syllabification. Some dictionaries also pro-
vide information on the origin Of the word. The follolking are
some good, all-purpose dictionaries:

Morris, William ed., 'American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language, New York:-. American Heritage
Publishing Co-., 1969.

Murray, James A.H. et al., edS.,,, The°Oxford English
Dictionary,, Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1933 (with
supplements).

NeilsOn, Allan, ed., Websterls New International
Dictionary of the English Language, Springfield:
G. & C. Merriam Co.,. 1961.

.T
Stein, Jess, ed., The Randomiouse Dictionary of the

.English Language, New York:- Random House, 1966.

If you are lookinglor a specialized term, a more.specialized
dictionary might )3e necessary. You might try one of the following:

GaMboa, Melquiades -, Dictionary of International Law and
Diplomacy, Dobbs. Ferry, NY: Oceana.Publications,
1974. '.

O
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Hold, Sol, ed., Dictionary of American Government,
New York: Manor Books, 1970.

Piano,4Sacki and Milton Greenberg, The American
Political Dictionary, Hinsdale, IL:' Dryden
Press, 1967.

Piano, Jack, and Roy Oaton, International Relations
Dictionary, New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1979.

Raymond; Walter J. Dictionary of Politics:. Selected
American and Foreign Political and Legal Terms,
Lawrenceville, VA: Hampton Institute Press, 1978.

Reading, Hugo, Dictipnary of the Social Science,
Bo4,t.loTa Routledge &ICeegan, 1977.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

Encyclopedias define both terms and doncepts, and give much
broader definitions than dictionaries., Like the dictionaries,
encyclopedias can be either general or specialized. Two goad
general encyclopedias are: -

Cayne, Bernard, ed., Encyclopedia. Americana, DaribTA; CT:

Grolier Educational Corp., 1978. This 30-volume
work is particularly good for information on-towns
and cities.-'

Preece, Warren, ed., Encyclopaedia Britannica, Chicago;
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1979. Another 30-volume
work, recently revised in an attempt to make it easier
to use, .this is the -most famous encyclopedia in
English and for some purposes the best.

If you are looking for a more specialized definition, you
-might try':"

DeConde,,Alexander, Encyclopedia of American Foreign Po/icy,
. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, -1979. This

selective reference work contains especially
commissioned articles dealing with the formative
ideas of American foreign policy;

David, ed., International Encyclopedia of the ,

Social Sciences, New York: Macmillan, 1977. This
-volume set was intended to complement its

predecessor, Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.

5 7 .

O
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lk
. Its primary focus is on:the rapid deVelopments
of the 1960s, with emphasis on the analytical
and comparative aspects of a topic.

EXERCISE 2.2: /Dictionaries and Encyclopedias

. Choose three terms pertaining to your public policy issue, and
list them under the proper heading. Then look up the first term
in a general encyclopedias the second in a general °nry, and
the third in a specialized dictionary or encyclope ia. Note titles
and definitions in the spaces provide

Term 1:

General Encyclopedia Used:

Definition:

Term 2:

ti

General Dictionary Used:

Definition:

Term 3:

Specialized Work Used:'

Definition:

0

4

5

58
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III: BACKGROUND INFORMATION -- JOURNAL ARTICLES

Now that you have clarified your topic, you are ready to begin

researching it. The next step is to locate some background infor-

mation on your public policy issue.

Journal articles can be used to provide ,both background

information and more information on the current status_of your

----puhalc_poliey issue._ Because of the huge number of articles pub-
lished, a systematic method' access'is-needed'---through
abstracting and.indeting services. These sources serve as a list.-

-ing of articles, most often by subject, and provide the article
title, author, journal, date, issue, tolume, and page number.

There are five kinds of indexes:

1. General'indeies: These cover a number of periodicals
on a number'of subjects..

2. Subject indexes: These cover s&eral periodicals on one
general topic.

3. Single title indexes: These cover only one publication
or title.

4.. Newspaper indexes: Like-the single title indexes, these
sources cover only one title. Each index catalogues
only one newspaper's,offerings.

5. Abstracts: These indexes. provide, in addition to the
index information, brief summaries of the articles.

Indexes are arranged alphabetically by subject, and occasion-

ally by author as well. Since it is likely that you will be
conducting a search by subject, you will be faced with the problem

of what subject 'headings to look unde

There are two sources that will help you locate the proper_

heading. The Library of Congress List of Subject Headings will

provide the subject heading used by the Library of Congress in

cataloguing materials. This source, however, gives only Library

of Congress headings, which may differ from the headings in an

index or abstracting sobrce.---

59
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--Another source that can be used_is-thess_Reference Index.
The Cross Reference Index lists the subject:headings usedoby the
Library of Congress, the New York Times, Sears List of Subject

k Headings, Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, Business
Periodicals Index, and PAIS.

Indexes can be found to cover almost any area of interest.
For public policy purposes, however, you will be interested in
tho'se abstracts and indexes dealing with the 'Social ScienCes.

GENERAL INDEXES

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, New York: H. W.
Wilson Co., 1900-. This index provideska well-balanced
guide to nontechnical journals. Abput 169 periodicals
are catalogued.

SUBJECT INDEXES

ABC Political Science: Advance Bibliography of Contents:
Political Science and Government, Santa Barbara, CA:

! ABC-Chicago, 1969-. A servicetlisting the contents
of the latest journals in the fields of politic6,1
science, government, public policy, etc.

Bulletin of the Public Affairs Information. Service (PAIS),
New York: PAIS, 1915 , This multi- volume set is a.
subject index to current liter22ce on economic and
social conditions.

Business Periodicals Index, NewYork: H. W..Wilson Co.,
1958-. A service that indexes 170. periodicals Qin various
fields of business and management.

Education Index, New York: H.W. Wilson Co.,.1929-.
is a cumulative subject index to about 240 periodicals
in the field of education.

Index of Economic Articles in Journals and Collective Volumes,
Homewood, IL: R. D. Irwin Co., 1961-. The index lists
.articles from about 140 sources from various countries.

Index to Current Urban Documents, Westport, CT: -Greenwood
Press, 1972-. This source contains originally indexed
federal, state, and local documents.

.6*
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Social Sciences Citation Index, Philadelphia: Institute for
Scientific-Information, 1973--__An_ipternational inter-
disciplinary index to the literature of the Social.

Sciences.

ABSTRACTS

Abstr, cts on Criminology and Penology, Amsterdam* Excerpta
riminologica Foundation,.1961-. An abstract journal of
literature related to-46criminology.

Dissertation Abstracts International, Ann Arbor, MI:
University Microfilms, 1938-. Abstracts of d6toral
dissertations in three volumes: Humanities and Social
Sciences, Science and Engineering, and European Abstracts;

0 Human Resources Abstracts, Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publi
tions, 12757. This covers material ,related to social d

manpower proTms.

fo
/International Political Science Abstracts, Oxford: Inter-

national Pplitical Science Association, 1932-. A source
which covers articles in the field of political science.

JO
Journal of-Economic Literature, Cambridge, MA: Harvard

University, 1969-. This source containsikengtig
abstracts from 35 journals. (Formerly Journal of
Economic Abstracts.)

Psychological'Abstracts, Lancaster, PA: American Psychological
Association, 1927-. An important bibliography, listing
and abstracting new materials,in the field.

Sociological Abstracts, New York: Sociological Abstracts,,
1952-. A classified abstracting jopmal that coverS;a
broad range of topics of international interest.

Women's Studies Abstracts, Rush, 4Y: .Rush Publi*hing Co.,
1972-.- This source-contains abstracts from broad
range of periodicals,dealing with topics concerning
women.

r 0
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EXERCISE 2:3: Finding Journal Articles,

Part 1: Choose two abstracting or indexing services that could
be uged to find articles on your topic, and list them below
in spates provided. Under each source, list the subject
headings usAd in locating relevant articles.

er

Source 1:

Headings:

Source 2:

Headings:

Part 2: GiNee,a one-paragraph summary of one of the articles.

62
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IV,: DESCRIPTIONS OF CONDITIONS -- ALMANACS, YEARBOOKS,
AND STATISTICAL SOURCES

Often, in addition to background information, you will find .

it necessary to seek information on conditions in the policy
environment. This can usually be accomplished through statistical'.
data as well as general descriptive information. °

Almanacs and yearbooks give both statistical and general
descriptive information in an easy-to-acquire format. Both sourees
are extremely useful in acquiring information on environmental
conditions. .

ALMANACS

0 D....D....D..D.- D.

Information Please Almanac, New York! Simon & SchUster,
1947-.

Reader's Digest Almanac, Pleasantville, NY: Reader's
Digest Association, 1969-.

The World Almanab and Book of_Facts, New'York: Newspaper
Enterprise Association, 1868-.

YEARBOOKS

American Foreign Relations, A Documentary Record, New York:
Harper & Row, 1921-.. A**

Y

The County Yearbook, Washington, DC: International City
Management Assoclatibn,'1975-.

The'Municipal Yearbook, Washington, DC: International City
Management Association, 1934-.

6,3

4
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STATISTICAL SOURCES

50

A

Councia_cd_theSt_alagaKof the States, LexingtoR, KY:
The Council, 1935-.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, City government Finances, Washing-
ton; DC: Government Printing Office, 1909-.

U.S. Bureauof the Census, County and City Data Book,
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1949-.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, State Government Finances,
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1915 -.

15.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
U.S., Washington, DC:
1878-.

Government Printing Office,

Wassrman, Paul, Eleanor Allen, and Cha lotte Georgi,
Statistical Sources, 5th ed., Detroit: Gale
Research co., 1977.

'EXERCISE 2.4: Finding Statistics

Select three statistics related to your public policy issue.
On the next page, record them in the prdper places on the chart.
Look up these statistics in one yearbook, one almanac, and,one
other source. If'thestatistic appears in the source, then note
downhe number; if not, then place a '!0" in the cell. For
example, after looki* up the number of states in the Information .

Please Almanac and finding that there were 50, the number 50 would
be written in the row labeled "-Information Please Almanac"
(lmanac Title), and under the statistical column entitled "number
of states

t.



Almanac Title:

Statistic I Is: Statistic 2 is: Statistic 3 Is:

0

eo

Yearbook Title:

Other Source
Title:

4

4

4

6;4
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V: EVENTS -- NEWSPAPERS AND SURVEYS OF EVENTS

Noiw-lthat you have background information and information on
conditions on.your public policy issue, you cane begin to delve into
the specifics of your topic. Since your public policy issue ,is
probably an item of current concern, the best places to find infor-
mation on events are newspapers and surveys of events.

Every library will subscribe to at least one national news-
paper, and most will subscribe to several.' The larger national
newspapers have indexes to the paper which will allow you to
easily locate events pertaining to your topic.

In addition to.newspapers, surveys of events provide informa-
tion on recent happenings. These sources tend to give more
information and often include some background information on the
topic.

NEWSPAPER INDEXES

Christian Science Monitor Index, Boston:. ChristianSciende
Monitor, 1960-.

National Observer Index,'Princetan, NJ: Dow Jones Books,
1971-.

Newspaper Index: The Chicago Tribune, The Los Angeles Times,
The New Orleans Times Picayune, The Washington Post,
'Wooster, OH: Bell & Howell, 1972 -.

Wall. Street Journal Index; New York: Dow Jones &Co., 195§-. .

SURVEYS OF EVENTS
%

Annual Register of World Events, London: Publisher varies,
1758-.

Congressional Index, Chicago: Commerce Clearinghouse,
.

-7!
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Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, Washington, DC:
Congressional Quai-terly, 1945-.

Deadline Data on World Affairs, Greenwich, CT: DMS, 1968-.

Facts on File, New York: Facts on File, 1940-.

EXERCISE 2.5: Finding Events

Using the New York Times Index, compile a list of three major
events. These events should be specific actions of legislation,
judicial decisions, or significant 'actions of large,groups of
people. Record the date and page number of the Times article.
Next, look up the same three events in one other newspaper index'and_
one survey of events, and record the dates and pages of the articles.
Since often these articles do not appear on the same day, or ,even
within the same, week, it is necessary to check.the other sources
sometime earlier and sometime after the event. If the event does
not appear in the source, leave the box empty:

a

......

.

.b.

.

.

Event 1;

.

,

. "

Event 2:
c-

.

.

.
1

.

/.

Event 3:
....

)

.

r

N.Y. Times

.

Date:
Page No:

,..

.

Date:
Page No:

c, Date:. .,.

Page No:
.

1

Index

Newspaper
Index #2:

.

Date:
Page No:

161 .

Date:
Page No:

Date,:

Page No:

Survey of.
Events #1:

\

Date:
Page No:

Date:
Page No:

,

Date:
Page No:

,

.
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,VI: INFORMATION THROUGH DOCUMENTS -- U.S. GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS

Every year the United States government publishes thousands
of pages of material on many different subjects. These materials
can be very valuable in studying public poliCy,issues. -

Before,you can locate documents on your subject, it is 4
essential to identify the agency associated with your topic, since
most government documents are authored by agencies, and not-indi-
viduals,. The United States Government Manual clearly outlines the
purposes and structures of most agencieS and departments.

.

Perhaps the most important book to your search is the Monthly
Catalog of the United States Government Publications: If ybu
know the agency assqciab'ed. with your topic, simply refer to the
author index in the back of the Monthly Catalog under thg4, agency
and endeavor to locate any pertinent titles. The "List of Govern-
ment Authors" at the beginning of the Catalog will tell you on
which paged number the entries for your agencybegin; If yOu are ,

not sure what agency is associated with your topic, or if there are
several agencies involved, you might wish to check the subject
index to publications in the Monthly Catalog. :There is also a title
index if you are searching for a specific title.

Among other details, each entry in the Monthly Catalog gives
the entry number, the author, the title, the date, and the Superin-
tendent of Documents (Su-Doc) number.0 .

, .
.....--, ., .

Documents may be arranged in your library in two ways,-- either
'catalogued by. government author and shelved along with other books,
or arranged according to Su-Doc number and catalogued by the 's
Manthly Catalog. Consult they librarian on how the collection is
organized. e

Il

,

sr

Should more'information of government documents be needed,
check: Joe Morehead, United States Public Documents (2nd ed., .

Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited; 1:978).

4
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BEST Copy AVAILABLE
List of Government Authors

t , Beginning entry

Administrative Office of United States Courts, Washington, DC 20544 . ' Ju 10.14:976
Aging Administration, Washington, DC 20201 , HE 1.202:H 81

'Agricultural Research Service, Washington, DC 20250 : A 77.15:H-5-1,2
Agriculture Department, Washington, DC 20250 A 1.2:H 81/2
Air Force Department, Washington, DC 20330 D 301.85:1

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Bureau, Washington, DC 20224 T /0.2:Al 1.
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Washington, DC 20250 A 101.10/2:91-31
Army Department, Washington, DC 20310 . D 101.11:5-809-42
Assistant Public Printer (Superintendent of Documents) Government Printing Office, Washington, DC

20402
Automated Data and Telecommunications Service, Washington, DC 20405
Census Bureau, Suitland, MD 20233
Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA 30333
Central Intelligeice Agency, Washington, DC 20505
Child Development Office, Washington, DC 20201
Civil Rights Commission, Washington, DC 20425-
Civil Service Cdunmission,fWashington, DC 20415
Coast Guar$1, Washington, DC 20590,,.
Commissions, Committees, and Boards '40.

Community Health Services Bureau, Rockville, MD 20852
Community Relations Service, Washington, DC 20530
CONGRESS

Congressional Serial Set 94:Cong.S'erial

Laws 94.2:Pub.Law 469

American Indian Policy Review, Commission cWashingtonDC 20515 Y 4.In 2/10:F 31 ,..

Congressional Budget Office, Washington, DC 2015". e
., Y 10.2Ad 9/2

Congressional Operations, JOint Committee on,irashington, DC 20515 Y 4.0 76/7:C 83/976
Economic Joint Committee, Washington, DC 20510 Y 4.Ec 71F 73/5,020-74 .

,--
-'--- House of Representatiy ashingtot.L.DC 20515

House documents: 71 94-1:H.doc.118

House reports , 95-1:H.rp.76

/ Aging, Select Committee on Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.Ag 4/2:El 2/12
Agriculture, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 . Y 4.Ag .13/1:M 66/3

Appropriations, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 ,-Y 4.Ap 6/1:Ag 8/978/pt.2-7
Armed Services, Committee on; Washington, DC 20515 , Y 4.An 5/2 a:977-78/10
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.B 22/1:Ex 7/10/977
Budget, Committee on the, Washington, DC 2051S . Y 4.B 85/3:En /2/978
'Education and Labor, Committeelit, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.Ed 8/1:R 2I/3
Government Operations; Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.G 74/7:Ac 2/8
Interior and Insular Affairs, Comihittee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.In 8/14:94-5/pt.2
International Relations, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.In 8/16:H 88/17
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.In 8/4:Ai 7/34/977
Judiciary, Committee on the, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.J 89/1:94-49
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4ls4 53.95-A
Post Office and Civil Service, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.P 84/10:F 31 p/975
Public Works and Transportation, Committee on, Washington DC 20515 'Y 4.P 96/11:95-3
Science and Technology, Committee on, Washington, DC 20515 Y 4.Sci 2:94-2/WW
Veterans' Affairs, Committee on, Washington, DG 20515 Y 4.V 64/3:M 46/10/975

0
Ways and Means, Committee On, Washington, DC 20515 /- Y 4.W 36:D 71/2/974

Senate, Washington, DC 20510 Y 1.95/1:E'
Senate documents 94-1:S16c:117

Senate reports 95-1:S.rp.30
A. griculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, Committee on, Washington, DC 20510 Y 4.Ag 8/3:W 58 ,

Agriculture and Forestry, Cominittee on Washington, DC 20510 Y 4.Ag 8/2:Ag 8/24/977
Appropriations, Committee on, Washington, DC 20510 ( Y 4.Ap 6/2:Ec 7/3/977
Armed Services, Committee 'on, Washington, DC 20510 Y 4.Ar 5/3:D 61

GP 3.9:36/160-161
GS 12.13:9761-77
C 3.6/2:C 33/6
HE 20.7002En 8/2
PrEx 3.10:En 2
HE 1.408:H 34
CR 1.2:C 49/5/976
CS 1.2:Ag 8/4er

TD 5.2:St 5
Y 3.Ad 6:1/974-75
HE 20.5102:1r 6
J 23.1:975



MONTHLY CATALOG ENTRY
N a The entry number is assigned

'after the records are arranged alpha-
numerically by the Superintendent of
Documents classification number. The
first two digits establish the year; the.
last four digits locate the record in
the Catalog.

MAIN ENTRY A main entry may
be a personal author, a corporate author,
a conference, uniform title, or the
document title, as established , by
Anglo-A mencaecataleging rule6.

TITLE PHRASE/AUTHOR STATE-
MENTTitle phrase and author
statement are recorded from the title
page, cover, or first page of the publica-
tion cataloged. Material in brackets is
supplied from other sources.

IMPRINTThe imprint conlains place
of publication, issuing agency, and date,
of issue. Includes name of sales agent,
if any.

COLLATION - Collation notes pages,
illustrations, and size.

_SUBJECT HEADINGS (Arabic
numerals) Headings are selected from
Library of Congress subject headings.
Some local and NLM subjects will be
used. .Local be indicated
by a star (*). NLM will be indicated
by an asterisk ().

--5

SAMPLE. ENTRY

4.

"
' I

L---4.76-1435
A 1.9:2148/6-0-

Reid; William J.
Aphids on leafy-vegetables : how to control them

/ (by W. J. Reid, Jr., and F. P. Cuthbert, Jr.]

r

r
J

[ Rev. Feb. 19764Washington] : U.S. Dept. of Agri-
culture, Agricultural Research Service : for dale by
the Supt. of Docs.U.S.Govt. Print. Off, (1976]

p.: ill.; 24 crit.(Farmers' bulletin; no. 2148)
;.'This publication is,iptended for the commercial'!"

grower of those vegetables whose leafy or flowering
parts are marketed."

Item 9-*
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EXERCISE 2.6a: Finding 'Government DlOpments

Ming the United States Government Manual, determine which
agency is associated with your, topfb.

My Agency Is

Using the Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publica-,

tions, locate three publications relevant to your topic and give the

entry number, the title, the author, and the Su-Doc number.

1.

2.

3.
11

I

a

,CENSUS.DATA

A special type of gover ent doeumenTNizjinformation published
b the United 'States Bureau o the Census. Every 10 years the
Bu \eau collects information on opulation and housing forthe entire
country. This information is up ated within the 10-year period
thrdugh estimated and sample sure ys.

The. Census Bureau,breaks the nation down in several ways.

These are:

1. Regions' /Division. There are four census regions (west,
south, northeast, and north central) defined for the United.
States, each comppsed of two or more divisions. Divisions
are areas composed of groupings of contiguous'sAttes.

2. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs). In 1970,

an SMSA comprised a county containing a central city (or
twin *cities) of 50,000 or more, plus contiguous counties
which were socially and econpmcally integrated with the
central coupty., All counties in SMSAs are termed "metro-

politan," and all others "nonmetropolitan."

.7 I)
live
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3. Urbanized Areas-(UAs). 'UAs comprise a central city of an
SMSA, plus the 4surrounding closely settled urban fringe

-("suburbs")-.

4. Urban/Rural. The urban population comprises all persons
living ,in urbanized areas and in places of 2,500 or more
outside urbanized areas. Eveiyone else is considered
rural.

5. Unincorporated Places. A concentration of population which
$

is not legally incorporated. Suitable boundaries are
defined for statistical purposes by the Census Bureau with
local assistance. Unincorporated places of less than 1,000
inhabitants are disregarded.

6. Census Tracts. Subdivisions of SMSAs averaging 4,000 popU-
lation, covering all SMSAs for 1970. Tracts are defined by
local committees and are frequently used to approximate
neighborhoods.

7. Enumeration Districts (EDs). Administrative divisions set
up by the Census Bureau ta take the census in areas where
enumerators were used, averaging 800 population. Outside
of urbanized areas, this-is the smallest geographic unit
of analysis, and all other areas (tracts, places, MCDce,
etc.) can be defined as a collection of EDs.

8. Block Groups (BGs1). Groups of city blocks, averaging 1,000
population, which take the place of enumeration districts

,in 145 large urbanized areas where-the census was, taken by
mail in 1970.

9. ,Blocks. City blocks are areas generally bounded by four-
streets or some other physical bounddry,-defined in urban-
ized areas and in additional cities which contracted with
the Bureau for collection of block statistics.

The Census.Bureau.gathers information on, many items under the
two main heddings of population and housing. Information includes:

Population Items
Relationship to head

of household
Color or race

Housing Items
Number of housing units

at this address
Telewhone
Complete kitchen facilities
Rooms
Water supply

Age
Sex
Marital Status'

Flush toilet
Bathtub'or shower
Owner/renter
Commercial establishment

on property
Value
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The information gathered is compiled in a series of reports
covering a variety of areas and subjects. To find a specific
subject the best source is Index to Selected 1970 Census Reports.
A general guide to the rise of census data i$ the 1970 Census

User's Guide. Both of these publications are available from the
Data User Services Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Washington
D.C.

EXERCISE 2.6b: Using Census Data

Choose an SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area), per-
haps the area in which you live.

My SMSA Is

Using a Census Tract report for this SMSA, locate the folloW-
inginformatiom for your SMSA. (Table number is giyen.)

.

Table
Number Data

1. P-1 Total Flulation

2. P-1 Percent 'Negro'

34 P-1 Number of Persons
65 and Over

4. P-1 Average Nupber of Persons
Per Household

5. P-4 Median Family Income.

6. P-4 Percent of.Families.

-
Below-P6Verty Level'

,

3

In completing this exercise, bOsure to use the SMSA
statistics, not the tract statistics.

4,

lb
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VII. INFORMATION TOOL -- USING MICROFORMS

I

In your search thus far, you have probably encountered micro-
forms. In order to save space, back issues of many newspkpers,
some periodicals, and numerous U.S.- government and international
documents are put onto microforms. This process makes it possible
for a library to hold much more in the way of past issued, and
provides a way to keep material without having to worry about the
decay or destruction of the printed material through age or
'constant use.

There are severalitypes of microforms:

1. Microfilm: Microfilm is a reel of film, usually 100 feet
(30m) long and 16mm or 35mm wide, containing photo copies
of the material. It is thb standard format for back-
runs of journals.

2. .Microfiche: Microfiche is a piece of exposed film, usually
4 inches by 6 inches., containing either 60 or 98 frames or
pictures on a card in a grid pattern.

3. Micro-opaque: Because of the cost and difficulty of
manufacture, these microforms'are becoming obsolete.
Micro7opaque is ah opaque card with information printed
on both. sides. Unlike microfilm aiNmicrofiche, micro-
opaque is read by reflecting light off the surface rather
than shining light through it.

a) Microcard: Microcard is a 3 inch-by-5 inch piece
of micro-opaque.

b) 'Microprint: Kicroprint 'cards are 91
micro-opaques.

-by -6, inch

If you are interested in acquiring further information on
microforms, you might try the following:

Dissertation Abstracts International, Ann Arbor, MI: Uni-
versity Microfilms, 1939-. Catalogues and abstracts
dottoral dissertations. ,*

1

5
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National Register of Microform Masters, Washington, DC:

Library of Congress, 1970-. Catalogues all material

except newspapers. and theses.

Newspapers in. Microform, Washington, DC: Library of Congress,

'1970-. Catalogues all newspapers on microforms.

EXERCISE 2.7: Microforms

Using a newspaper index such as the New York Times, locate an

article that provides either historical or general background

information on your topic. Have this article reproduced onto

paper and attach it to your paper.
4

7
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t
VIII: IN-DEPTH INFORMATION -- LOCATING BOOK

4

While much of the i formatiA'hyou require for your research
can be found in journal and newspapers; often you will find a need
for more in-depth, det iled information. The best source is books.

43

Locating books in a library can be difficult, but if you
acquaint yourself with the system of organization in your library,
the job becomes much easier. At present there are two major coding
systems for organizing a library collection, the Dewey Decimal
System and'the Library of Congress System.

0,The Dewey System divides all books into 10 major categories,
each category bearing a number.

The major divisions are:

000 - General Works,

i00'.-Philosophy and Related Disciplines

200 - Religion
p

300 - The Social Sciences

400 - Language

500 - PureiSciences

600 - Technology (Applied SC1ences)-

700 - The Arts 7

800 - Literature andRhetOric
1

900 = General Geography and History and Their- Auxiliaries
(including biography)

Each of these categories can be divided into 10 more sub-
divisions. Since we,are dealing primarily with the Social Sciences,
it is useful to know how the Dewey System breaks down the 300
category:

e
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-40

300 - Qeneral 350 - Public Administration

310 - Statistics 360 - Welfare

340°- Law' 370 - Education

320 - Political Science 380 - Commerce

330 - Economics 390 - Cusecms and Folklore
41.

Under the Library, of Congres6 Sys tem, the books are coded by a
combination of numbers, and letters. The first later (or just two
letters) denotes the subject hea.dng.

The

A -

B -

C -

E-F -

classifications are:

General Works and Polygraphy

Philosophy and Religion,,

Universal History

American History

G - Geography and Anthropology

H - Sogrial Sciences

J - Political Sciende

K - Law

L =-.Education

M Music

. N - Fine Arts

P-0 - LanwAage and'Literatl

Q - Selence vi

R - Medicine

S - Agriculture

T - Technology

U - Military Science

- Naval Science

ti

4.

Z - Bibliography and Library Science
.78
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By knowing these classification systems, yoircan tell to some ex-
tent, by looklng at the number, what the V.O..k is about and whether
useful to you.

The first step in looking for books is o determine what the
'code on the book is', This is done through the card catalogue.

The card catalogue generally contains at least three cards for
every book in a library collection -- title card, author card, and
subject card. For the most part, thesb cards contain the same

-information, but are filed differently in the alphabetically --
ordered catalogue.

Each card contains information on title, author(s) or editor,
place and date of publication, number of pages, size, contents,
call number,, ands-tracings. The tracings indicate other subject
headings under which this book is located, and can also lead to
additional titles on the same subject. Some bboks have tracings
on all three cards, but,others list tracings only on the author
card.

. The card catalogue will be one of. two typ%bs', divided or non-
divided. . The divided catalogue will have author and title cards
in the same file, with the subject cards filed separately., The
nondivided dictionary catalogue will have all'three types of cards
indexed together in the same file.

The best place. to begin your search is under the subject. You
know what -your topic is, and what subjects may be related. Go to
the subject part of the catalogue and look up your,subject. If you
cannot find a,related subject listed in th card catalogue, check
the Library'of Congress List of Subject HeAdings.

',-

Oncey have identified the book you want in the card cata-
logue, you lifUst locate it on the shelf. Note the call number in
the upper left corner of the card which is the code, either Dewey
or Libr y of Congress, for your book. Then proceed to the stacks,
arrang d numerically for the Dewey and alpha-numerically for the
Libra 'y of Congress, and locate your book.- -.-

IlERCISE 2.8:

i
"ks

Part 1: Using4thhe system described above, locate and list three
_books related to Our topic and give full bibliographical
citation.

For e mple: -Coplin, William D., and Michael K. O'Leary,

7 Everyman's PRINCE, North Scituate, MA:
Duxbury Piess, 1972.
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2.

3.

65
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Part 2: Give a brief summary of what information on your topic

two of these books would provide.

BO

N.
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IX:. THE LEGAL SIDE - -USING THE LAW LIBRARY

A. 'Legal Dictionaries

Often when dealing with a pUbl.ic Policy issue, you will wish
to check into the policy aspect of your topic by researching in a
law library. Before the law library canbe effectively used, it
must be determined how certain facets of your topic are defined
under the law. To accomplish this, a specialized legal dictionary-
should be consulted which will supply legal definitions of.words
and phrases.

Two good legal dictionaties are:

Baliantine's Law Dictionary with,Pronunciations (William
Anderson,.ed.), Rochester, NY: Lawyers Co-operative
Publishing Co., 1969.

Black's Law Dictionary, St, Paul, MN,: lest Publishing Co.,
1968,

EXERCISE 2.9a:. Legal Dictionaries

Select one broad term or concept related to your public policy
issue. Look it up in a legal dictionary and identify the diction-
ary used.

Term:
4

DgMffition:

Dictionary:
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B. Legal Periodicals

A good starting acquainted with the laws
governing Our topic is to check legal,p riodicals.-\4These contain

articles by established scholars, student comments, and case notes,,J1
reflecting analysis of'changes in the 1- as, well as historical

developments. -..

{ .

.

.

Tb gain aco.--e to law journal article, check the,Index to

Legal Periodicals. This source indexes over 350 periodicals by

author, subject, cases, and book reviews.
-,

..
i.

.._.

EXERCISE ,2.9b: .Legal Periodicals

Part a: Using the Index to Legal periodicals, locate two journal
articles on your topic and.give the full citations:

:-.

Article 1:

Article 2:
a

Part 2: Locate,a copy of one of the articles and write a brief
summary below.

0

8
Ado
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C. Statutes

r

Iii order to find "the law," you must have some understanding
of governmental organization. Our government is composed of three
branches, each of Which effect the law in their own way.

The regislatiVe branch of government, tpe United States Congress
determines what the laws should be. A statute is a law that has
been passed by a legislature and written down.

The federal statutes are found in 'the U.S. Code, an official
source issued by the United States Government Printing Office. Un-

- fortunately', this, source can run up to two years behind schedule.

II

Two more up -to -date, albeit unofficial, sources are U.S. Codes
Annotated, a West publicati6n, and U.S. Code Service, 'a Lawyers
Co-operative publication. Better indexed and much easier to use,
both sources are indexed by subject,, include case references, and
are updated at least once a year,

EXERCISE 2.9c: FinctingSttutes

Using U.S, Code Annotated or U.S. Code Service, to to a fed-
eral statute in any way related to your topic. Give the itle and
volume'number in which your statute appears, and the date th''e law
.was enacted.

The Titlip.Is

Section NUmber . Date ofEnactment-
&

*D. V.S. Supreme Court Cases

The judicial branch of government judges people under the law:
and, through the U.S. Supreme Court, can decidq the'811ape the laW' .

will take. For this reason, you will want to check.on Supreme
Court decisions in your topic area.,

The official coirt reports'are published as Milted States
ports. Two:unofficiil sources of Supreme Court decisions are,
Supreme Court Reporter (West Rublishing Co.), and Lawyer's Edition
df thf U.S. Supreme Court Reports (Lawyers Co-dpdratiVe). These
are indexed by StOject in two unafficial,publiektions entitled
Supreme Court Digest (West) and Digest of the U.S. Supreme Court

.1*
.
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. Reports (LawyerstCo-operailee). These sources render citations in
an easy-to-use Arm.

EXERCISE 2.9d: Locating Supreme Court Cases
*.

Part l: Using the Supreme Court Digest or Digest of the U.S.
Supreme Court Reports, locate a decisi9n by the Supreme
.Court'related tb your topic area. With the citation informa-
tion you find, identify the case in the,United States Reports,
the Supreme Court Reporter, or the Lawyer's Edition of the
U,S. Supreme Court Reports. Give the name of the case and
the date it was decided.

Name of Case:

Date Decided:
(Day, month, year)

Part%2: Write a short summary o what the case was about.

. 84
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Administrative Regulations

The third branch of vernment, the executive branch, sometimes
legislates through federal agencies. An agency will issue rules
and regulations to control a certain program or to enforce a law;
these regulations have the force of law.

. The Code of Federal RegulatfOns.(CFR), a compilation of all
federal rules and regulations, contains information about the
organizatibn of agencies, as well as the rules and regulations__ 'aissued by an agency.,

The daily bupplement to the CFR is entitled the Federal
Register. A rule or regulation cannot be enforced until it is pub-
lished in-the Federal Register which contains proposed regulations,'
notices, and amended rulesand regulations for administrative
agencies.

1 EXERCISE 2.9e: Locating Regulations

.

Part 1: Identify the federal adMinistrative agency associated with
your topic. Using the index to the Code of Federal Regulations,
locate the volume inchich,many ofjyour agency's -rules and regu-

, latisins appear.

The Volume Is

Part 2: Using a recent issue of the Federal Register, identify a
proposed regulation, a notice, or an amenddd rule or regulation
concerning your agency. Should additional information be needed,
check two books by Morris L. Cohen, Legal Research in a Nutshell,
2nd ed. and How To Find the Law, 7th ed. (St. Paul, MN: West ,

Publishing Co., 1971 and 1976). Describe below.

00*-
(..)
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0

: THE FINAL RESOURCE -- USING BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A final source in your search for information is the biblio-
graphy, defined as lists of materials in given subject areas.
Bibliographies can be very broad or very specific. Besides bboks, 0.:

there are bibliographies of magazines, newSpapers, gOvernment public
\ cations, and microform.

.
Aifew examples of bibliographies in the public polio. are;.'

, 40
.

BesteTman, Theodore, Bibliography, LibraryLibry Science
and Reference Books, Totawa, NJ: Rowman and,Littletierd',
1971. A `A iti.V.0".'

.
- '-/ ...4

Bogdanor, V.B., Bibliography for Students of Politics, Fairlawn,
NJ: Oxford University Press, 1971.,

cs-'

Delupis, Ingridc,- Bibliography of'International Law, New York:
R. R.'Bowker Co., 1976.

Sheehy, Eugene, A Guide to Reference Books, .Chicago: American
. Library Association,-1976. . -- 0 .

.
.

. ,

Unesco International Committee for Social Science Documentati,bn,
International Bibliography of Economics, Vol. 1, Chicago:
AldinPublishing Co., 1952-. :-: 0

, . --- , A

UneSco International Committee for Social Science Documenta-
tion, International Bibliography of Political Science,
Vol. 1, Chicago:- Aldipe Publishing.Cd., 1952-.

. .

Unesco International Committee for Social Science Documentation,.
International Bibliography of Sociology, Vol. 1,-Chicago:
Aldine Publ±Shing Co.; 1952-:

,e

.

'EXERCISE 2.10: Using Bibliographies
0

Locate three titles thaltight be of value for your topic. Note
which bibliography was usecl'and supply full citations for the bboks
found. .

. .

.86
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The Bibliography Used Was

A

Title .1:

Title 2i

Title 3:

SP I

a

z

,

4.
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CHAPTER THREE: INTRODUCTION TO kRVEYS'AND INTERVIEWS
7

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:

To introduce the student'to the concepts and skills used
to conduct a sample survey.

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CHAPTER, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:

Plan'a,simple sample survey..,

* Identify various designs used to 4pllect

Identify various sampling procedures.

,* Define and apply basic ,Survey concepts.

(Based on PS-12:- Introduction'to Surveys and Interviews, Lawrence
P. Clark, Croton-on-Hudson, NY: Toney Studies Associates, 1976.)

'I
88 01,
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I. INTRODUCTION TO SURVEYS

Over the years, the sample survey has become.a common par
of the American culture. From the backwoods of Washington St to
to the urbail centers of the fast coast, surveys are used to collect
data on all types of questions from all kinds of subjects. The
Gallup or Harris polls are famil0.ar indicators of public opinion.
In an election year, America'is constantly bombarded with the
results of, surveys showing that this candidate or that one is ahead
in. different parts of 'the country.'

What then is a survey? A survey is a process of gathering
information about a group of subjects in which direct contact,is
made with those subjects. The subjects of a survey could be people,
organizations, coMmunitlbs, governmeptal bodies, etc. The typical
survey uses such techniques as the questionnaire and interview
schedules to .obtain information from the subjects.

A sample survey is different from a census r a poll. In a
sample survey, information is collected from a fraction of the
total number of subjects who are chosen to represent the total. .

A census is a type of survey in which data is compiled on,all the
subjects of interest. The term "poll " .is used to-describe e survey
dealing with public opinion concerning elections or other public
issues.

# P

The major power of a survey lies in its ability to provide
answers to such questions as: Who does what? Why? How? How
well? With what effect Throughout this chapter, a' fictit2W6
survey on,food will be used to illustrate various points. A sample
survey, could help to generate answers to one or more of the follow-
ing questions concerning food:

34---

1. What are the characteristics of vegetarians? Are some
parts of the country more likely to have vegetarians than
other reg.Lons of the.country?

"*21 Why dosQbm families like having meat'with every meal?
Why do e people choose to use margarine in place of
butter?

ti

80
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3. How did families cope with the rising food. costs of

1973-74? How are the menus composed for each meal?

4. How well does thefood stamp program, work? .HoW well
did.a local nutrition education program work?

s

5. What were the effects of the closing of a local super-
market? What were the effects of the recent sugar
shortage?

The answers to these questions allow the surveyor to make ,

statements concerning the subjects under observation, i.e., state-
ments he hopes represent the opinions of the larger population of
subjects from which the sample was drawn. The surveyor might want,
to use such statements as part of a study performing one or more of

the following types of analysis:

Description of the population: What characteristics do
the' subjects in the survey'have in common?

Causal explanation: Why did something happen the way it
did?, Was the hypothesis put forth to explain the change

correct?

-Prediction of future conditions: What canVbe erected to
'happen next month, next year, or over the next decade?

Evaluation of'sociarprograms: Did the program accomplish
the goals for which it was designed? Was this particular
program an efficient way of, reaching those goals?

Development of social indicators: How satisfied are certain
subgroups of the population? What is the current feeling .

'about 'the quality of life in the United States?

As you progress through this chapter, you will examine the
various stages in the design.and bonduct of a sample survey which
would help you to answer some of the questions posed on the pre-

vious pages.

,-/ 00
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II: DESIGNING A SAMPLE SURVEY

6

The design of a sample survey is a planned schedule for .

collecting and analyzing the data required to satisfy the research
objectives. Most surveys will ha,V'e one or more of the following
research objectives in mind when they are being designed: explana-
AiOn of the various factors composing an issue; explanation of the
\causes of an issue; testing hypotheses about an issue; predicting
future trends or events related to an.issue; and the development
of social indicators.

Exploration'
.

There are many situe.tions where the researcher simplydoes not
have enough knowledgeabout the issue to really'know-where to
begin.' ffe)miglit be tempted to do a slirVey in which the bulk of the
questions Were of the form "What sorts of 'things alg ravate ybu the

3.i
most about, this particular issue?'" or, "What are t good p ts
of this 14ue?" The problem with questions of this ature lies
in the ability to interpret the answers received which will range
from a monosyllabic response to a half-hour speech on "What is

,

Wrong with the Country." It will be extremely difficult to make any
statements about the population fromwhich the sample i8 drawn.
For these reasons the sample survey is lot the most efficient.
instruMent for exploratory. research.

) .

Description
. .

,

The aim of 'descriptive surveys is to measure certain items
such as fbod preferences, religious affiliation, income, orNdu-

. cational achievement. The description of certain phenomena of
interest can fill in the background,necessp.ry to formulate otier

,,,-.-

research objectives that the survey sponSbr might conSider.investi-
.

gating at a later date. -,-.. t,

Causal Explanations

A survey aimed at measuring causal explanations attempts to
explain why an event or situation happened the way it did and what

0
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factors influenced or caused the final outcome.'To'demonstrate a

causal relaticInship between factors and outcomes, three conditions

must be satisfied. First, the factors which the researcher believes

cause the outcome and that outcome must be associated with each

other. That is, when the causal factors are,presewt, then the out-

come must also be present, at least under certain definable circum-

. stances. The second condition is that the presumed causal factorS\

must occur before the reported outcome, or at a minimum, the out-.

come should 4ot take place before the causal factors. ,The. final"

condition that must be satisfied before a causal relationship can
be established between. factors and outcomes is the elimination of

all other rival explanations for the reported outcome. When these

three conditions have been met, the researcher has a case for)

believing that the factors he or she investigated did indeed cause

the reporked outcome. For example, the researcher might be inter-

ested in a'certaining if the cutback in a numberof policemen daze_

to budgetary pressures was responsible for the most recent increase

in crime., Or he/she might want to know if the rapid rise in food

prices gyer the, last few years has caused a shift in tie eating

habits of Americans.

'However; with sample surveys the researcher rarely/can ade-

quqely satisfy all three conditions, particilarly the last, and
therefore must, be especially careful when using a sample survey as .

a causal explanation of a phenomenon.

Testing Hypotheses

This research objective is,closelp re ated to causal explana-

tion. In order'to shy that a factor influ nced or caused'a

reported outcome, underlying assumptions m st exist about their

relationship. Those underlying assumption are called hypotheses.
A hypothesis is a statement whose truthfuln ss can be tested by

empirical data. .Hypotheses usually take the form of a statement

expressing a causal relationship, for example, "a drop in the
~price of beef will cause arise in the national rate of beef

consumption." The statement "God is responsible for the vents
owhich happen in our daily laves" would not be a , event

though many people believe the statement, since it is not possible

toi determine if there is a God by using empirical data The ability

to forftlate hypotheses is valuable in the planning and designing
of surveys since it forces the researcher to think about just what

he expects to find using the survey:

Evaluation 4

The eyaluatio,9fplanned programs of intervention is an

increasingly\popular ils.`. to which surveys are put these days.

For e),&ample, a lq,cal city. government., may want to know if social

program,designedtd change people's attitudes towards nutrition -

does in facyschaftge their attitudes. A state government might want

. of)
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ti

,

to know what changes should be made in an after-school cultural
enrichment program so that more children would attend. In each
case, the sample survey is one instrument that the sponsors could

`use-to obtain the information they desire.

Designingi'a survey for evaluation involves making decisions
about the objectives of the sponsoring agency. Evaluation research
can be broken down into two broad categories related to the focus
and the time trame orthelvaluaig.on. In summative research, the
objective of the evaluation is VOVstudy the effects of the social
program -- i.e., did it accomplish'.the goals it set out to achieve?
In formative research, the evaluation is concerned with the'ongoing,.,
process of the social program and methods of improvement. The
evaluation of a nutrition program conducted by a local city govern-
ment is an example of an evaluation concerned with effects,that
is,_the outcome. of the program. A state evaluation of an_educa-____
tional enrichment program,is an exam 1e of an evaluation which is
directed toward the ongoing process 4of a program. Some evaluations
assess only the short-term effects.of the program while others are
aimed at th ptogram's long-term impact. The short-term evaluation
is a fast and cheaper method, although it may,Auffer from having
an overly narrow focus. The long-term evaluation, while more
comprehe ive than a short-term evalua9on, may require more
financial resources than the agency has available.

'''

The question ofrwh?t should be evaluated, and how, raises the
problem of bias, along with potential ethical and political prob-
lems. Does the researcher use the yardstick for success employed
by the sponsoring agency, or should the evaluator exeecise an
independent point of view in determining. success or failure of the
program? For example, consider a program designed to teacli high
school stu ent6 the basic fundamentals of comparatiye food shopping.

fOne way of measuring the success of the programsis to evaluate the.
students' scores on a standardized questionnaire designed to measure
retention of the material covered. 'Although, this criterion of
success might satisfy school administrators and teachers, there-.1are
other criteria that can also be used. One could measure the degree
to which the students share the information with their families, to
what extent they actually use the information when in the super-

VP' ,market, and the length of time they retain and use the new infor-
mation.

It should be evident that the. way in which success or failure
is measured will involve political decisions. Any social program
will appear to be more valuable when mea'sured,by'certain ,criteria
and not by others. Thus, the reseaucher, may -be under strong
pressure eo use criteria influenced by various interested'parties
or shaped by his or her own personal values. The best way to avoid
an evaluation bias toward the interests of one party is to ctrnsult
with all interested parties during the planning stages.
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-- Sample surveys are most often used to predict the future.

Publsk,, opinion polls reporting voter preference in an upcoming

election are a common example. Other examples might include
surveys used to predict future automobile'sales, the size of future

wheat deals with Russia, or the number of college students who will
be enrolled in the year 1985.

Social Indicators

In recent years, surveys have been employed to develop; social

indic'ators.which, it hoped, will provide a-measure of the

social and-p itical feeling in the country comparable to the

economicin cators used to measure the sate of the economy.

Conclusions

Surveys can be designed with mar research objectives in mind.

Some of these include:

,Exploration of the various factora composing an ssue.

Descriptions of the people, events, or phenomw involved
with an issue.

Prediction of future trends or events related to'an

-Development of social indicators.

EXERCISE 3.1: Research Objectives for a Sample Survey

Using your public policy issue as a topic, write out the
major Jfesearch objectiv'e(s) you hope to accomplish with your
sa4le Survey.

NIP

ti
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III: TARGET POPULATION

The results of any survey will generalize only to the popula-
tion from which the sample is drawn. :Thus, it is necessary to
,/develop a concise definition pt, the target,population -- that
group of subjectsfabout which information is desired. If the
study is interested in national opinion about doctors' strikes,

is not enough to 'study Washington, D.C., Troy, New York, or
P llman, Washington. '

In order to begin to define the target population, it is
nrcessary'to designate the geographic or physical limits to be
included in the eurvey. For ex'ample, is the survey a national
one covering all:50 states, a survey pf local schOols, or a
survey,of statewide agencies? After 1..he geographic-limits have
been formulated, the next decision to be made is.to establish
What population or populations within that area-.-are .of terest;
that is, what groups of subjects does, the surveyor want to
able to genetalize about? One surveyCbuld examine several
different, Appulations using the same set of respondents at the
same time. For example, a citywide' survey of police precinct
stations might consist of a survey of the..buildings themselves,
the number jai; tells, offices,, And-committee rooms in each
station. econd.population might be concerned with the police-
men irk the one station; how many there are and what they do
during 14 8-hour shift. ,A third possible population that might
be covered is the officers in each station; how many hours of
community relations-type activity-they are'involved in, how often
they patrol the street6. Using the example of the sample survey
on food, one population of interest might be heads of households,
another teenagelS, and a third, 1116 kitchens in each of.the homes.
In eath of these examples., there'is sbme overlap of populations
foj instance, one might be the' head of a hbusehold and /a teenager
at, the same time. If the survey is-directed toward including,
possible subgrdups of a,popu.lation, tten it will be able to make

-geneTalizations about each subgroup.' A survey designeA to cover
both heads of households and teenagers,who are food consumers
:;would be, able' to make statements about both teenage heads o.f .

..hcuseholds as food consumers and:teenagers as food consumers. A'

" survey which has as its target .piloulation only heads of househol
.would be able to generalize about teenage heads Of hdusholds as

95 .



food conisumer
teenagers as
households ma
the. survey's
answered 'early

0

, but'wo d
ood cons ers, even though some, of the heads of
have b en teenagers. The question of pinpointing
rget population should be carefully thought out and

e pianningstages.°
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not be able to make statements concerning

EXUCISE 3.2\ Target Populat4.001

What is the target population of, your sample survey?

4

S

454

440

4

4

1

AN.
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IV: TYPES OF SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Underlying the well-run sample survey is the concept of the

sample. A sample is that portion of the target population whthh'
has been s4lected to represent the target population. Samplink
is the operational Procedure used to select that sample. This
section, will introduce several forms of random and nonrandom
selection procedures.

. .

gandom sampling is a procedure in whicb all subjects have an

equal chance of being selected.' In nonrandom sampling, subjeCts
are not selected by chance; they do not all have an-equal proba,
,bility of being chosen. The last section deals in part with sample
size; i.e., hois., many subjects should ben contacted in cirder,,to h:ave

a reasonably good -size sample -- one that allows generalizations
to be made about the target population with a certain level of

confidence. ,One thing that' should' be kept in mind is that a
sampling procedure *never good or bad in itsfrclf --:- it Must be

evaluated.by Its, ability to,satisfy the objecfi\res of the survey.
4N..

A.
A

Nonrandom
,

Sampling Procedures
.6 II,

1. Haphazard Collections -

Th is sampling procedure relies om subjects, informally met
or, readily available, such, as shoppers in a strukl;g center or
students in aclassroom. This procedure does not llow the

survey designer to generalize beyond the people interviewed but
is 'frequently used when time or money is, limited.4 A*

,2. Judgment Sampling
d's

,With this procedure, the subjects chosen by the inter,iewers,

are those felt to be most representative of the target population.
A major limitation of tps sampling procedure that interviewers

: may have' different ideas abdut who would. be a typical representa-

tive.
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3. Quota Sampling

Usipg this procedure, subjects'are seledted for the sample
'according to their proportion in the target population. If the

target population contains 25 percent Catholics, the total number
of Catholics included in the survey will ideally also equal 25

percent: The selection of delegates at thb 1972 Democratic
convention is an example of an attempt at quota,. sampling using the

entire country as a farget population. As with judgment sampling,
the.weakest 0,ppect of this technique is the determination of the

individuals to 'be included in thg quota. Different interviewers,
may hbld diffeient views as to who should be contacted, v(hich wopad.

,add an unknown amount of bias to the. results:
$

4 Expert Sampling

This type of sampling relies on the opinidn of experts as to .
Aich subjects are representative of the target,population and
should be included in the Survey. The major limitation of this
method is that experts May 44ffer on those subjects to becontaCted.

This technique can provide interesting case histories: but it `is

,not a dependable' source of information fpr making generalizations

on the target popula:tion.

5.. Purposive Samples
S.

This method selects subjects from certain subgroups in the

. target population: The subgroups are chosen because of their
bearing on the hypothesis to be tested. Purposive sampling can
be of some vatlue if random .sampling is used at each stage in the
survey design.

Be Random Sampling

The following sampling proCedures rely to a greater or lesser
degree on random 'chance to define which subjects will be'bontacted.
For, statistical reasons which are beyond the cope of this chapter,
sampling procedui-el_iitilizing random chance for'subject selection
provide the be t estimates or'geeralizations about the target'

population.

I. Simple Random Sampling..

This method chooses each subject through a random prodees an
which each unselected subject has the same chance of being chosen
as any other subject on each draw. The selection of a particular. k

,subject could be made on the basis of flipping a Coin, tossing a

,P
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pair of dice, or most commonly, with some type of random-numbers
generator, usually a random-numbers table or a_computer program.
Each subject is given a number, and wheel that number, comes up on
the dice or is found in the random-numbers_table; the subject
is includedin ohe survey This process continues until a

a
ufficient number of subjects.has,been selected. Generally, once
subjeCaNhas been chosen, that subject is not eligible to be

selected a second time.
,.

.

. Simple random sampling may not be feasible for a number of
reasons. For, example,, it may not be economically or physically
possible to contact people. all ever the city or:county fora
survey involving a medical procedure such as a .chest N-ray with
its complex attendant equipment. lAlsoa current and complete ldst
of the subjects in-a target.populationomay ndt be available. For
these and other reasons,-researchers4lave,developed successful

-Variatidns on'Sfmple randoft sampling wj-Lich are vastly better than.
ponranded 'procedures'.4- . '..

, ,. - % ,. T. A

\.` \ t

. " ;2. Stratfficatiorr Sarh i51ing. . ---- . .-

.

*C.; - . . . .

, .

....-- -, - This is a method 'that splits the target-population_into sub-
.

.-2 grdupS. 'Once the subgroups-have.beeh determined, the-same or ' . ...
different selection procedures can be used.oneach of the. subgroups,,`

_For exampre,'supp9se the researcher wanted -Co conduct.a. survey
-

using 200° subjects.,, The target population-might be working men and
women contuining 60'peecentrunion members and 40 'percent nonunion

...
members.. Ulpg this metlioaf the researcher 'Would conduct 120 inter-
views -with the subjects,randomly. Chosen among the union.memb.ers, 0 ..'

and 80 interviews, again with.the'8ubjects rangemly chosen'among
the nonunion members;

Cluster 'Sampling

As the name implies, cluster sampling involves choosing the
subjects to be interviewed in 'clusters or groups, rather than

, singly as done 'in simple random sampling. Usually, the clusters
are .naturally occuiring. groups within the target popuratipnwfor .

. ..

L example, the bany,,, hospitalsVor voter precindts in a community.
A random selection is made of these natural c;usters and. within.
each clugter either all the subjects can be interviewed or a
random sample 'of the subjects .can be ohtaCted,. This procedure

_Will most likely produce results,that are slightly Tess accurate
thah thosq from a single 'random .sample.' That may be a small price
toRay, however, comparedto the increasAVconvenience and, reduced
costs of a cluster sample as opposed'to aasimplerandom sample.

fl-.

4.. . Systematic Selection :Sample .
'io,

.
.

/
,...

.
, I.This third variation on simple randoth sampling /Involves

choosing the subjects frOM a list of the members,of the target'
A
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population. The researcher should be certain that the people are I-

not litted in any symptomatic fashion such as grade point avergge

or incdme level, which would introduce an unknown bias into the

results. Following a random start; every nth subject on the list

is included in th'e sample. For example, let us suppose that the

list of the target popUlation contains 1000 members and the
researcher plans to interview every 10th member -.' He orshe would,

look'up the starting point in a table of, random numbers.' If that

number wore 37, then the subjects contacted, would be-numbers 37,
cf7, 57, and. so on, until the end of the list was reached.

C. Conclusions
4

. 1

.
,

There are two basic 'types ,of sampling prOcedures: 'random

and nonrandom. The nonrandom pro'Ceddres include hapfiazard .colleq---

tions, judgment sampling; 'quota sampling., expert sampling,' and

purposive sampling. While nonrandomempTles'arevaluable,in
certain tnstances-, they do not allow me to make statements abot
.the'target population with as much confidence as do random
samiking, stratification sampling, cluster sampling, and .systematic

selection sampling. ..Random sampling gives the.most accurate esfi

. mation of the true values of the factors beirig studied in the --
..

target 'population. ,

. .

EXERCISE 3.3: Sampling .Procedures

Give a detailed account of how your sample will be drawn.",

6

I

Ws
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'f V. INFORMATION - GATHERING TECHNIQUES AND TYPES, OF RESPONSES

<

:Mere .re four major methods used to 'gather information --
the face -to -face interview, the telephone interview, the mail

- questictnnaireland the self-administered questionnaire, given in
,a group setting such ag a4eltp meeting Or a classroom. Before

. writing the questiohs, the researcher must decide which of these
. methods will be used

A. Information- gatherin Techniques

There are some important advant4gs in having information ,

collected by an interviewer, whether face-to-face or over the
telephonel First, the interviewer can stimulate the subject's
initial interest, whigh, in turn, increases the probability that
the person will take part in the urvey. Second, bye creating a
Supportive atmosphere for answering the questions, the interviewer
may increase the subject's motivation to respond.in 4 thorough
a9d straightforward fashion: Third, the interviewer has more '

flexibility in asking questiOns and can clear up any ambiguities
in the_sUbject's responSe. (Wi'th a-self-administered questpn7
naire, the subject may skip,those questions not fully understood,
thereby reducing the accuracy of the survey.,) Fourth, using an
interviewer to administef the qubstionnaire reduces the Problem
which might occur with a self-administered ,questionnaire due to.
the literacy/educational level, or visual acuity'osf the subjects.
Finally,,the interviewer.can,00ntrgl the sequence in which qups-
tions are asked which might be important-when later questions
affect those that come before.

.

The very advantages inherent iiethe personal_intervieW can
be turned into' disadvantages when compared telythe self-adminibtered-
questionnaire. The 'greatestadvantage-of the salt -administered .

questiennire is its relatively :low cost and ease of.a.dMinAstration.
in contrast to the face-to-face interview and theitelephone.survey-....,
An' interviewer must 'be paidas salary, and travel and other expense's
involved with being out in tliA6 field. He might,. moreover, get 40

bored with the Survey, become ill, leave town, or find anotiwr job,

101 4,
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creating the perennial problem of interviewer turnover. -Or,
-per§pnal linterviewers themselves may be biased in one ctirection
or another so that presentation of the questionnaire.'may differ.
Finally, a sel-f-administered questionnaire,May be advantageous
when-dealing with vertlYgtsonal.or'eMbarrassing issues. The
subject may feel more comfor4ble about answering certain questions
on payer, rather than. responding to a stranger.

Telephone Interviews

This method has many of the strengths of a face-to-face inter-'
view. and is substantially cheaper to conduct% In addition, Sub-
jects suspicious of a person on their doorstep might be willing to
talk to the same person over the telephone. However, the telephone
survey also suffers from serious limitations, among which is the
difficulty of establishing and maintaining the level of rapport
that. can be developed with a face-to=face interview. The second .

problem is that the subject can terminate'the interview by simply
hanging up the phone. Thus, the questionnaire ustd in a telephone
survey must be short and easy to' answer.

' )

Mail Questionnaires, ,, t-

The major advantage of mailsurveys is their relatively low
cost, while their major limitation is their low response rate.
There gre--three factors which should be kept in mind wft'en develop- .

, ing,a mail survey. First, the more work a subject is requiredto
perform?. such as. answering a long qdestionnaire or searching for
a stamp, the lower the response rate.' Second, a personally/typed
covering letter or the use 'of firs't-class mail very likely will
increase the responie rate.- 'Third, the greater the subject's

interest in the outcome of.the survey (for example, a survey within
°A company concerning salary increases), the,,higher the response
rate will be. .

O

B. Open-ended and Closed Responses
q #'

...

.

After determining the method -Of, gathering .information}, the
,

researbher must decide. if the survey will contain questions that
si

, are oeen-ended response., closed response, or some combination of
...A

4 , the two. , .. .. :

, .

64 &
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1.- Open-ended Respohses

Open-ended reSponse questions are those that allow subject's
. tó answer thrquestion in whichever manner they see fit without
.restrictions impoSed by the questionnaire's designer. An elq,mple

-:' 4.,ofythis type Of.question is: "There has-been a.great deal-of.
concern about-the rising cost of food. How do you handle the
probleli? of rising foocl. ctosts?"

The most important advantage.of the open,ended response
question is that the respondentsican.answer using their own reason-
ing and thinking Tatterns. These answers will often be filled'
with quotable material to-lend cVlor to the final report. In
addition, such .questions may picivide a useful-source of information
from which to generate hypotheses. Another advantage is that
open -ended responses do not produce answers where none exist, whiCh
may be a problem with closed- response questions. Finally, this
type of question can provide a chance for subjects to "warm up"
at the-beginning of the intbrview. The qtajor limitation to this
.type of response question lies in the :diafficulty of idigetting and
making -sense out- of the answers given. The range of answers may be
so varied that it woad bp difficult to make meaningful comparisons
between ubjectS% -Another problem is that interviewers will be-
various skilled in,recording verbatim responses which, in turn,
will Via the'results of the survey:

4

2. Closed Responses

As the name implieS, this A type of question limits -the
of answers the subject gives,, reqUiring a choice of one or More
of the answers provided by the questionnaire. The fallowing is
an example of closed-response question: . .

0

There has been a great deal of concern about the,rising
cost of food. How do you handle the problem-of rising
food 'costs (Check all that,apply4) /

purchase cheaper type's of,foods
substitute other typegboi' food in your'd y diet
purchase large amounts of an item which i. on, sale
eat at restaurants less often

'a nvi to fewer people over to eat a meal your home
don't know

,,,

`

the major advantage of.closed-responSe questions. is ;that the°
answers given by the subjects'are'comparable mit -ed in number.
This, in turn, makes coding and analyzing the dat iguch easier.
In addition, this type of question requires "less kip 1 and effort'
on the part of the interviewer, and is easier for t ,e subjept to
°answer. They most serious 'drawback is that the c osed-respone0

,
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question'may put words in the subject's mouth by suppiyirig"answers
he may not have thought of by,himself. Most subjects do-not want
to admit that they have,ndl heard of-an issue and they can conceal
this tact by choosidt one of the answers provided. They may also

be 'inclined to 'select a, "don't know" response, thus avoiding the
time and energy required to think about the question.

EXERCISE 3.4: Informai01-gathering Techniques

'What method will you use to gather information? Describe
any problems or ],imitations of the technique.

y

EXERCI84 6.5: .Type of'Response

Will you use open or 'closed responses? Why? Give a sample

survey.

-104-,
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C. Bias in the Sample Survey

A survey is rarely as neat and concise as one would like. Its ,

design and application are' not influenced solely by the scientifci.c
method. The' survey is a pr duct of people operating in the-area
of the real world and there ore is susceptible to.the,influences
of many actors. Bias it any type of systematic error- in the data'
Collected by a gamplo survey leading to a difference between the
sample value and the true population vatue.- The problem of bias
is constant in a sample survey. A possible source of bias is the
agency or group supporting the survey. It may have a vested ,

interest in seeing that the resultS of the survey are in accordance
with its own position oil,an issue, since a great deal of money.19"
political influence may be riding on the outcome of the survey.
The funding agency may,want to decide which problenis of interest
and'designate the type of relevant information collected to the
exclusion.of other kinds_of information. While it is natul-al,that
the sponsoring agency assist in formulating the sample surVey, ,

objectives, the researcher should be aware of the potential biases
of the agency and strive to minimize their impact. The day -to -day
working relationship between the researcher and the sponsoring
agency will influence all aspects of the sample survey. ThaVinflu-
ence-may introduce biases not only in the formulation of the prob-
lems to be studied, but also in the hypotheses-to be tested,, the
selection of the respondents, the wording of the questions, the .

analysis of the information collected, the explanation of the final,
outcome, and the tilization of the'results. While it is not being,
suggested that every agency is,trying to blatantly pressure the
researcher to produce favorable results, the researcher should
always make an effort to redUCe potential bias regardless of the
source. .

Another source of bias lies in the answers given by the
respondents who may report the answers they believe the researcher
wants to hear, rather than their true opinions. The respondent
-may give only socially desirable answers; i.e., those which put him
in comajeance with sociefy's'Mores nd values'.

4
Minimizing Bias

At the very least, the researcher should empl intellectual,
honesty and openness as the first step against bias in sample
surveys, In addition, several other precautions can e taken t6
counteract bias. At Ach stage, the research design ,should-be
reviewed by,a rangeof interested parties. These reviewers could
indicate, for example, whether they thought the survey was preju-
diced toward some,group or whether the initial description of the
results contained ideological overtones. If opposing groups agree
that the survey is impartial and will eener/te objective data) the

1 f
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, . .

researcher can be fairly.dertainethat'the survey will ,not suffer:

ideological bias.

If'

,-
.

, A secOnd'preution is to seek outside expert opinion about
the apprIopriatenessof the sample design. An expert dan,deter-
mine if the instructions for deciding who will be contacted to
answer the survey follow the laws of probability sampling.-' ,

, . \
%Finally, the questionnaire. to be used in the survey should \(

be reviewed by.a panel of:experts to determine the objectivity \

of the items being used. Leaders of theinterested groups could \

also criticize the questionnaire items for potential sources of \

bias.

EXERCISE 316:- bias and &pier Problems

Do"you foresee any bias in 'your sample survey? If so, from

where? Do you foresee any other problems such as excessive cost

or.nonresponse? Please.explain.

t

lo .
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESCRIPTIVETATISTICS FOR PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS

I
Oft

O L.\ o

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:

To introdUte you to basic statistical skills used in the
-analysois*of.public policy issues.

7

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CHAPTER; YOU WILL BE ABLE TO:
.)

* Arrange small Aftta.sets.intoltabular form.

., ./* Organize largq data sets into frequency distributions,. , .

. .4,
.

.
-

* CohstrliCt-and interpret graphic displays 'of data:'

Calculate and

Perform data
statistics

. e.

dittinguish among several basic statistics.

analysis and interpretation using these

4

a
(Based on PS-20: Descriptive Statistics for Public Policy Analysis..
Gary Hammerstrom and Amy M. Kafton, Cl%Q.4ton-on-Hudsbn, NY: Policy
Studies AssoCiates, 19790

. 1Q7
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I

I: PRESENTATION. OF STATISTICAL DATA.

To arrange dat'a.sets into tapular form expressed in
.... units relevant to your audience'.

.
.

, . .' : la

To learn the importance of proper data documentation. .
.

4 A

'' .4-To learn the appropriateAtatistfcs for data scaled
,.. at different levels. Of measurements ,

..._

'. .
.. /

. A. Tabular Methods.
\IA. 4b.

,- & 4 ,

..

11*

.

,

Datashre*often'pr,Rsenfed in'0. textual form that is both ',
.

.

uninteresting and ilnen1khtening. ,For example:.
. .

. -

.

T-7"----- According to-theNational motor
vehicle travel in the Udited St es has increased
from,426134.11ion-miles fir 1950? to 600 billion miles.
'.in 1955,*726 billion miles in 1960, 900 billion miles

in.r965.,:nd 1100 billion ,miles in .1970: .
,

/ AP I.
t,Rbvirever,-the same data aft much easier o /wad if arranged in

si
tabular fOrmisuch as in-Table.4.1. .

. ,

,

* ,
. ,

From this table, it is eas-TiO see the dramatic change'in °

th.erirarible (a charadteristic lAthich.may take on different values)

o over the time series'(the pattern of Msefies of values arranged
in a time sequence), .: ,, -'

.

.
.

, . ,
.. .. ..

Tabular methods are i widely accepted means óf orgaiizing small,
sets of data, for rapid visualization and' understanding., A table

requires: ,. ...
,

,. . .. .

. A title ilihith clearly explains its-nature. . .

lo
!

.

/10

Data elements carefully listed under headings?'which
clearly specify. the units of measure.

Documentation of the data source.
.108
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VehAcle Travel
Year (billions of .miles)

. 1950 420
1955 , 600
1960 720 .

1965 900
1970 1,100

Source: Accident Facts, Chicago: National Safety Council,
1974, pJ 22. ,)

1_In presenting statistic data, the researcher must consider
the relevance of units of measure to the audience which will be
using the data. Examine Table 4.2. Although this table shoV'S
the growth in Japan's economy, the total magnitude.of the economy
is not evident to American reader's. Do you know ,the exchange rate
between U.S. dollars and Japanese yen/' Most people reading
Table 4.2 will. not know either. .Thus, kt ,is impdrtant to express
this data in terms that are most easily understood byTthe intended 4

audience.. Table 4.3 presentS the same information, but converted
to 0:S. dollars. _

Table 4.3 makes more sense to an audience -Whichhas a better
perception of the value of the dollar,than it,Ipes of the yen. But_
we are still dealing with .very large quantities. How impressive rj, ,

v. is a gross national' product of $294.1 billion? Xost'socAal
scientists, 'including students, probably have an idea of the current
U.S. gross national product, but few can remember what it was 10 or
20 years ago. Thus, to give amore complete description of the
size and expansion of japin's gross national product, data should
be expressed in U.S. dollars and a comparison made with U.S. gross
national product data as in Table 4.4.

In choosing units of measure it is thus important to consider
th magnitude.of the measurement. What may be a totally under-
st ndable unit at one level of magnitude may be difficult to grasp
at another. For example, most everyone can. visualize the approxi-
mate size of 1 square mile. Yet, should you report that 6200 square

>"-
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TABLE 4.2: Gross National Product 6f-Japan,
1950-1970 in Five-Year Int.eryals

.

0 0

Year
"G.N.P. ,

(billions of yen)

.1950
1955
1960
1965
1970

.

11.310.3,
'17,576.1'

.. 27,266.9
44,258.94°
78,083.5

lowroes 1926 World Book Atlas, Washington, 15.C.8 The World'
440 Book, 1976, p. 16. 4 0

I

TABLE 4.3: Gross.ational Pioduct of Japan,
1950 -1970 in Five-Year Intervals

Year

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970

G.N.P.
(billiond'of dollars)

$ 42.6
66.2

. 102.7
166.7
294.1

Soixrce. 1976 World Book Atlas, Washington, D.C.. The World
Book, 1976, p. 16.,
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1, TABLE 4.4: Gross National Product-of Japan and the,---
U.S.; 1950-1970 in Five-Year Intervals

Year
'G.N.P. JAPAN G.N.P. U.S.

(billions of &Alarm)

195b $ 42.6 ,$ 519.1
1955 66.2 639.9
1960 102.7 712.5
1965 . 166.7 902.6
1970 294.1 1 1,055.6.

Source: 1976 World Book Atlas, Washington, D.C.: The World
Book, 1976,' pp. 16, 20.

4.

..

miles of the U.S. have been-stripmined since 1945, you might have
trouble communicating a pdrception of area to your readers. Were

, you. to add a meaningful size comparison.such as that 6,200 square
miles is approximately the size of Massachusetts, Connecticut, 'and
Rhode Island combined, then the statistic would,be much easier to
qcomprehend.

Thus, in considering units-of measure, kepp the following
points in mind:

The -units of measure should be relevant to or commonly
understoodby your target audience.

. The magnitude of measurement' should be 'easily compre-
'.hensible to your target audience. If in doubt, pro-
vide some basis for comparison.

B. Data Documenta)on

'to

k.

f
.

To document data imply means to cite the source from which,
the data were obtaine or derived. Data sources can be cited by
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using standard footnoting and bibliographic techniques, with. the
footnotes placed at'the bottom of the appropriate page or collected' </'

at the back of the work. With data displays such as graphs or
'tables (such as Tables 4.1and 4.2), you should include the data
citation- in the dispiay.

However, presented, the citation should conform to standard
literary style guides. When.using data.which is not Our own, be
as careful as possible that it is accurate and then cite it com-
pletely;',Vou must provide adequate information So as to allow the
,readers the opportunity to consult the original sources of data if

they desire further information,

Proper data documentation is not only a matter of honesty (to
knowingly omit_credit is plagerism), but also a matter of scholarly

expedience. If data which You have used and cited are later found
to be in ,error, you will not have to bear the responsibility for
those errors, and although your conclusions may consequently--.fie

invalid, it will be for reasons beyond your control.

C. Levels of Measurement

A knowledge of the type of measurement and scale used in

developing to is quite important to thp selection and interpre-
, ation of st 'stics.. Certain statistics are usable only with
specific appropriate scales. There are four major types of
scales of measurement, classified in terms of their matheMatical
properties. a

,,,!

1. 'Nominal Scales
0-

This type of measurement deals with qualitative variables and

categorization. Qualitative variables differ'in kind rather than
amount. You can say whether' observations are the same or differ-

,

,
ent, but not whether one has more or less of the qdality in ques-
tion. For example, Republican and Democrat are two categories of

political affiliation. They are different, but a Democrat does_not
represent any more of the variable "political affiliation" than a
Republican. Nominal scales ,do, not rank qualitative categories;
they simply record the frequency of occurrences in each categdry,
qnd speak in terms of similarities or differences. Categoies may
be designated by numbers, but these lulerely serve as-labels or sub-

stitutes for naMes. For example, afillines use numbers to identify
their4lights, but' that does not mean, say, that traveling on
flights #100 and #300 will get you to the same location as taking

flight #400. Similarly, we do not expect football player number 14

toplay twice'as well (or necessarily better ball)than player

11.2
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A

number 7. .Flight schedules and football .rosters*are both-nominal
scales.

2. Ordinal Scales

In this.systeM of measurement, qualitative variables are used
also, but they are ordered by ranking. Not only do we note whether
A is different from B, but whether A is greater than or dest than
B. This is a measure of differences in position between elements
along some specified continuum, but, with no indication of the
magnitUde of the differences. For example, the order of finish
in a beauty contest is an ordinal scale -- although the, judges
decide that on'e contestant -is prettier than another, we cannot
assumegthat the second runner-up is twice as pretty as the fourth
runner-up.

\according

Other examples of ordinal scales include social class (upper,
middle, lower)e rank ordering,of political candidates according to
their popularity in the polls, and rank ordering of occupation's
ccording to their prestige.' The ordinal scale also serves the,
functiOns of the nomiinal scale by-identifying equality and
inequality. (gach subsequent scale in our discussion will include
all of the functiOns oft;the lower-level scales plus new functions
and levels of sophistfcatiori.)

.

1

3. Interval Scales

Interval scales represent quantitative variables which indi-
cate the amount of a characteristic something has. Addition and
subtraction can be'performed on quantitative variables. Some
standard physical unit of measurement is necessary or interval-
leve1 scaling so that the distance or interval between any two
elements in the scale is the same as the distance between any other
two elements. Therefore, the difference between 4 feet and 2 feet
is the same as the distance between 501 and 499 feet. Temperature,
as recorded in degrees' Fahrenheit or Celsius (centigrade), is of
interval-level measurement. g temperature rise from 20° to 30°
is equivalent to a rise from 80° to 90° in that both changes
increase the temperature by 10°.

An additional feature of interval scales is that they do not
contain an absolute zero. They may have a zero value which has
been arbitrarily assigned, but their absolute zero point is eithe
unknown or meaningless. For.example-,- temperature scale -asur
the amount of heat present. Yet, the zero point on e r t e
Fahrenheit or Celsius scale does not identify the absence of heat.
Thus, in terms of the .amount of heat present, 100°F is not twice
as warm as 50°F or ten times as warm as 10°F. Also, the year 2000
A.D. does not mean twice as old as 1000 A.D. since the world was
not created at the arbitrary'0 A.D. Interval scales do not provide

113
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information about thb equality of ratios between points -on'the

scale'which cannot be done without the existence of an absolute

zero.

Note that quantitative variables are continuous -- they are
theoretically infinitely divisible; i.e., between any two,numbers

thAe can be another. infant growing
g

from a of inches

to a height df a few f t passes throuh an infini enumber of
heights. In contrast, a discrete variable can have only Certain

values and none in between. For example, the number of people
who took an exam might be 35 or 36, but no value between these two

figures is possible.' A constant is a characteristic whO.ch can

only have one value -- the number of days in a week is a constant.

4. Ratio- Scales

Quantitative variables associated with ratio scales can be-

added; subtracted, multiplied and. ivided. This is possible
.

because such scales have an absolute zero point which indicates
the absence of the variable in question and allows for an evalua-

tion of ratios between intervals. Ratio scales include height,
weight, speed, population, distange, the number of votes a candi-
date receives, and the amount of money allocated to a budget. -

Temperature,can also be measured on a ratio scale Called the Kelvin

scale, which has an absolute zero inidicating the conplete absence

of het., That point -has been deterthined as equal to -459.4°F or
-273°C. 'Although the absolute zero point is known for the
Fahienheit andCelsius scales, they are never heless 'interval

scales because their zero point has been arbit arily placed else-
where., Only on the Kelvin scale can we say that 400° is twice as

Warm as 200°.

14att from the difference in the nature of the zero point,
interval and ratio scales have the same properties and will be p

treated alike througholt this package.

We have identified fOui* types of scales and measurements and
fOur important scale properties. Table 4.5 summarizes that infor-

mation.

As statistical techniqusiare introduced, we will indicate

which are most appropriate fo'data scaled at different levels

of'measureglent.
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..- TABLE 4.5: Properties of Measurement Scales

o.

N4.

Identity Equality of Equality
Scale and Equality OVer Interval of Ratib

Nominal Yes .

Ordinal Yes Yes

Interval Yes Yes
/. Yes

t 1

Ratio Yes t Yes Yes Yes'

EXERCISE 4.1: Tabular Methods

, Choose an article from the New York Times which concerns4
a public policy issue. Usingat least one real statistic (the
rest can be hypothetical), construct a table. Be sure to properly
label the table and to note the source of the information. ,Make
a Meaningful interprethtion by using the able to support a point'
about the public.policy.issue.

4
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II: 'GRAPHIC METHODS OF DATA DISPNY

Objectives

To learn basic graphing
4'

. To construct a variety of graphs appropriate to both
direct data tabulations, and frequency istribttions.

0

. To.interpret a variety of graphic forms according to
the nature of the variable relationship presented.

A. Basic Graphing_ Skills

A graph is a pictorial representation of data constructed for
the purpose of studying Chantes 1...variable'S, or for comparing

several similar or related, variables. The construction and inter-
pretation of a well-drawn graph are not difficult. A graph shows a
series of points, each of which defines values to be read on two

-different scales. These scales express the'range of two variables.
. The 4orizontal scale.'is called the 'abscissa or x-axis, while the
vertical scale 'is called the ordinate,-or y-axis. Generally, data
suchas scores,.time, nominal categories, and variables that cause
cp.nge in other variables are plotted-on the x -axis.

. To illustrate;we will present the data in Table 4.6 in a graphic

form.

We wish to show.on the graph that in 1950 the auto insurance
premium rate was $69.63. This is represented by a point on the
graph defined by the.intersecton'of a line dr.awn vertically from
.the value "1950" on the time scale, and qline drawn horizontally,
from the approximate value "$69.63" on.the preMium scale.

--- r'
. 1

The dotted lines.on4the graph represent mental reference' lines
which would not normally be shown. The remaining,pairs of.valueg'
can be plotted ih a similar fashion to yield a graph of five pointS
which can then be connected as in Figure 4.1 to f6rm a b&ken v.de
graph. .

.

,
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4.

TABLE 4.6! New York State Automobile.
, . \Insurance Premium Rates, 1950-1970
-,..2 ., .

.---

Year'

1959
1955
1960
1965,
1970

Source: "Trendi in Instirance
Insurance Council

. Premium Hate

$ 69.63
86.98
108.67

3
112.8

. 15.670

Premiums," New Yorks New Yotk State
1972, p. 87.

4

Figure 4.1:, Basic Grailhic Format

y -axis

$75
($69.63) ---:

$50

$25.

0

------

X-A.X.113

1950 1955

'Auto InsuranoeTresiums in N.Y. State
SOurces "Trends in Insurance Premiums," New Yorks

.New York $tmte Insurance Council, 1,72, 1, 87.

.16
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0

. . : A graph should always haytkOni'.explanatory title. 5,

.' Axes should be labeled. '16i,:`,::
l ?

. Scales must be calibrated acal4teiyv.
-.. ! . ; the, source of the data must 154 cited. -

. .

It is a*. good idea to ,start the y-axis at' 0 and, although the size
of, scale units i:s'-optional ,(e.g., 0,-.5;10 or 0;10,, 20, etc.),
consistency is important. The "three -quarter" h'igh. rule , ". agreetd .

)upon by'many statisticians for graphic displays:pf .frequency dis-
tributions, staftt that the y-axis- should, be about .three-quarters
of thp:length of the x-axis. Adherence to theSe, conventions can
help avoid biasing of thee data presentation., 1%.,... ,- *,, ,

r- - "
...

*4 1.

Types of Graphs

Bar Gra;k: phs
. ..

. --l-.. o\ .-, \ t

The bar graph ma s data compatisonS.by the use df parallel
bars placed either yer ically or horizontally On the graph. Fig-
ure 4.2 is. an example of a vertical bar graph.

Figure 4.2: Vertical Bar 'Gin,ph

0
40

1900 1930 1960 1974 1:110
2000.

Year
,

I

Percent of U.S.' Population Age 60+
Source: U.S. Congress, Senate Special Conlmittse,

on Aging. 'Nursing Home Care.ln the U.S.:, 1974.

118- .
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the constr ion of a bar graph, the length of the -bars
and the space between them should be consis-qent'and also allow
for-clear visualizatio . Bar graphs are useful-for representing
frequencies or levels of observation in ,different categories of
nominal data, ordinal data, -and interval data grouped in frequency
categories:

By lengthening-or shorteniig axes, exaggerations or minimiza-
tions of differences are possible. Figure 4.3A emphasizes the
differences in tar content for three brands of cigarettes. Figure
4.3B uses the same information and gives a different impression by
stretching out the x-axis and using different units on the y-axis.

Y

16

012

O
E

8

zt

z0 40

I

Figure 4.3:- Bar Graph Variations- ?

41,

Im

1111.,

KOOL ,MARLBORO MERIT
MILDS , LIGHTS

.CIGARETTE BRAND -

Y

a
18

E
12

z

8z
0
U

4

0

z

1

1.111

KOOL
MILDS

MARLBORO MERIT X
LIGHTS

CIGARETTE BRAND

o

Tar 'Content of cigarettes
Sources FTC Re rt, May 1978:
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2. Trend Line

A'trend line graphis what.moSt people visualize when they tiek
the term "graph." The trend 7/life is derived by plotting time, in
years,'Incinths, or days' on the x-axis, and something. which.is chang-
ing over tithe on the y-axis. This type of graph shows the progress
of that Which is on' the y-axis over time. The trend can also be
-projected into thefuture. This type of display is useful in
monitgring and forecasting. Figure 4.4 is an example of a,trtnd
line. . - .

(

et:

y -axis

$150

$125

$100
- a

'E
2 $75
E
O

$50

$25

0

Figure 4.4: 'Trend Line

40e

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970
. 1 Year

Auto Insurance Premium's in N.Y. State
Source: "Trends in Insurance Premiums, New York:

New York State Insurance'CoUc11, 1972,
p. 87.

4

3.. Pie alagram

The last graphic tecI3nique to be described is the pie diagram
which is used to show how the component parts of a sum are divided.
The apportionment of government spending or the ethnic composition
of a political party are both_examples of subjects amenable to:this

120
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-technique. A pie diagram is not difficult to construct if you
remember that the total -of 100% is described by a circle of 360°.
Thus, each percentp.ge.is equal to' an arc of 3.6'. To illustrate,
we will construct a pie diagram to show the distribution of people
over 60 years of age by age group. The raw data are contained in
Table-4.7.

'PABLE,4.7: Age Distribution of Population Over 60 in 1974

1

wr

Source:

60 64 years
65 - 74 years
75 84 years
85 years and over

Age Group Percent

";'.7%
43.6
21.1
5.6

, 100.0'

U.S. Congress, SenTte Special Commitiee'on Aging,
Nursing Home Care n the U.S., Washington, D.C.:
Superfhtendent of/Documents, 197P.

O

1

If each percent fig De in Table 4.7 i's' multiplied by 3.6°., we

will know the size of.the arc that must be drawn for each segment

of the pie.

29.7 x 3.6
43.6 x .6

21.1 x
3=

5.6 x 3.6

=
=

=

106.92°4
156.96°
75.96°
20.16°

111

-,

360.00'

A. protractor should be used to measure the necessary angl s

on the circle.' .It is a good idea to plan ahead so that you ha d
your narrowest angles at the sides where they will be the eas'est .

to label. ,the libels can either go inside or outside the ci le

(the latter treatment ibs preferable .f there are especially narrow
angles).

121
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As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the pie diagram-can be a very
effective technique for the visual display of data. However,...some

caution should be observed. rPie'diagrams containiegMgre than
.eight segments, or containing several segmentS with very small arcs
(less that 5 °), are difficult to label And often appear so'clutteiwi

,

as to be difficult to interpret. A pie diagram (or any graph) which
is difficult to interpret or confusing' is of no assistance intanalyz-

, ing data-or in presenting the results of analysiS.

Figure 4:5: Pie 'Di'agram

OM/

DISTRIBUTIONAU U.S. P6P

Slakirces, U.S,- ongress;-b -nate Special.; Committee
on'Agi 1, Nur = g Home Care in Vie U.S.,
Washing'., D.C.: Superintendent of

;Documents, 1974;'

.®

TI. ON AGE 6o+.

EXERCISE 4.2: Bar Qraphs, Trend Lines, and Pie Charts

Using a scent New York Times article on a public policy issue,

.

construct a bar graph, 4 trend line, and a pie chart. At least one
Ttatitic in each display must be reap;' make :a meaningful inter-
retation by using each display to make. a pgtfit about the .publiC
policy issue(s).

I

aa

I
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III: MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

O

O

. To calculate the mean of a data, set.

. To caldulate the standard deviation of a data set.

So far in this chapter,.we have been primarily concerned with ,jrd

the organization of data. 'Now we will learn to express our results
more efficiently. Measures of central tendency are single, quanti-
tative values'which describe an entire distribution in terms of
some central iodation of data-elements such as the average person,
sdore, salary, and number of children. The. most common measure e,

of central tendency is the mean.
4

A. The Mean

0

,.The arithmetic mean is. calculated by summing the values of all
the observations in a data set and dividing this number dy the total
number of observations. Mathematically, the mean can b(i) expreSsed '

as: 4

where*

Xl + X
2
+ X

3
+...+X

n.
=

n

x = the mean,

n = the number Of elements in the data set,

Xi,X.24X3 . 22- the first, second, and third elements,' end

Xn '= the last element in thedata set
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.

This'formula can be written in simpler form using what is called

theb'summation notation:

A

wheres

Xi
377 1=1,

5c = the mean,

n = the number of elements in the data set,

= the Greek letter sigma which is used
to mean "the sum of,"

1 = the subscript of data element X, and

each data element

This would be tread in the following manner: "The mead'' of X is equal

to the sum of all X's, within the limits 1-e ii 6 1 to 1 equals n,.
divided by n." In other words, add up all the values of X from the
first to the last and divide by the tots,,' number of'X!s.

For example, suppose we wish to calculate the mean of New York
State's automobile insurance premiums from 1950 to 1970 us+ng the
data in Table 4%6: , -

,
.

.

69.63 4-'86.98 + 108.67 + 112.87 + 135.60

5

513.75
,5

w' $102.75

The mean is an appropriate measure of central tendency only for
interval or ratio level data.

124
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The Standard Deviation

110

The standard deviation is the most widely used measure of
dispersion. The larger its value, the more widely dispersed is the
distribution of data., It is usually greater than zero .and .eanmot

No take a negative value- Also, it is a relative measure of varia-
bility. That is, it must be compared to another standard deviation,
far a data set of nearly identical mean, to tell us anything really
meaningful aboilt 'data dispersion.

The standard deviation is calculated by using the following
formula:

A

,
...

A.

where:

SdX =
n

Sdx =the standard deviation.

Like the 'mean, the standarA deviation has mathematical prop-
erties which make it useful for higher statistical operations and

.1t,is therefore'5-ften the most desirable measure of dispersion.
Again, extreme scares may cause a problem, as(they are given more
weight'When squared. However, for most large data'sets, the mean
and standard' deviation are the appropriate statistics to 'Use.

.The size of the standard deviation represents the extent ofthe
variability:::f individual observations

:.,,....;.

around the mean.

As at e,X*ple, use the fallowing college quiz scores to calcu-
_

1a.e the sta4daTd deviation: '4E

-.7>y . .
. . .

24 , 19 A 17, 15
(-23 19 `17' 15

21 19 17 15
20 18 16 15
20 * 18 . 16 14
20 A 17 16 13

: 13 i

13.
12

'' 12
' 11

11



It is helpful to construct a-table in which the mean differences
can be calculated, squared, and summed.

TABLE 4.8: Calculations fOr Standard' Deviation

1

Test Score.
(X)

24
23
21
20
20
St
19
19
19
18
18
17
17

17
17
16 /

,'"-

16
16'
15
15
15

.

15
$ 14
13 ,

13
13
12
12
11
11

2

X -

3

(x -Tc)2

-

. 7.47
6.47
4.47
3.47
3.47
3.47
2.47
2.47
2.47
1.47
1.47
.47
.47
.47
.47
.53
.53
.53

1.53
1.53.
1.53

11.53
2.53
3.53
3.53
3.53
4.53
4.53
5.53

55.80
. 41.86
19.98
12.04

,
12.04
12.04'
6.10
-6.10
6.10
2.16
2.16
.22
.22
.22
.22
.28
_.28
.28

2.34
2.34
2.34
2.34

/- 6.40
'12.46
12.46
12.46
20.52
20.52
30.58

7142.o
30.38

3,3.44

Standard Deviation: Sdx = 333.44 = 3.33

126,
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EXERCISE 4.3: Mean and Standard Deviation

Find a,New York Times article on a pubfic policy issue. Calcu-
late the mean and standard deviation using at least one real statis-
tic. Interpret the mean and standard deviation to make a point,
about the public policy issue.

a

ti (
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IV: MEASURES OF ASSOCIATIQN -- NOMINAL DATA

Objectives

. To develop and apply a contingency table -- a visual
display of association appropriate to nominal data.

. To calculate a statistic of association, known as
Yule's Q, which is appropriate to nominal data.

So far'we have been concerned primarily with univariate
an alysis, or techniques for describing, visually and statistically.,
sifigle variables. The final parts of this chapter focus on the

relationship between variables; that iiveasures of association

in what is knOwn"as bivariate analysis. These measures, known. as
correlation coefficients, indicate the degree-of association or
correlation between variables which are of nominal, ordinal, inter-
vali-or ratio level of measurement. Corelation does not tell us
about causality -but it does in ate the covariation, or direction
end extent. of change that occur in each-variable when the other
hanges.

The different correlation coefficients have a number of'prop-
erties in common:

. In a positive or direst relationship, the variablea
change in the same direction; that is, as one in-
creases, the other increases or vice versa.

In adnegative or inverse relationship,, the variables
change in opposite directions; that is, as one in-
creases, the other decreases Or vice versa.

These statistics range irom -1'.00 to +1.00. CorrelaT
tionsof +10.00 and -1.00 indicate perfect positive and

,,perfect negative realtionshipsrrespectively.

As a general rule, the assosiation is considered strong if the
statistic falls between +.99 and +.60 or -.99 and -.60, moderate'if

the is between +.59 and +.30 or between -.59 and"-.30,

and weak if he coefficient falls between +.29 and +.001 dr betweeh

128
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-.29 and .001. A correlation of .00 indicates no association betWeen
variables.

Otir study of correlation descriptions and statistics will be
limited in the following ways:

. We will consider only propositional relationships,
in which the relationship' between two empirical
variables is defined by.indicating the nature of

ochange between the variables and the direction of
change. We will not concern ourselves with causa-.
tion, but only- with whether an association of vari-
ables exists and the strength of .that association.

. We will be concerned only with. cases involving two
variables --'bivariate analysis. Although many of
these techniques are appropriate to multivariate
analysis; where more than two variables'are con-
sideed, this is a more complex subject, and beyond
the scope of this package.

A. Contingen Table .

The first correlation coefficients we will explore are used
when at least one of the two variables is nominally scaled. They
'axe also well suited for ordinal data and can even be used with
interval and ratio data, although there are better measures of
association for these types of data.

Let us assume that we are interested in testing the degree of
association of Sex and political affiliation inca particular commun-
ity, and propose that "Democratic party registrants are more likely,
to be women." The determination of these variables can be made
from public voter registration data.

What we are looking for is the joint occurrence of two condi-
tions: feniale sex and Democratic party affiliation. This implies
that we might expect another join, occurrence: male sex and Republi-
can party affiliation. In factfour joint occurrences are possible:

1. Female8ex and Democratic party affiliation.
2. Female sex and Republican party affiliation.
3.1 Male sex and Democratic party affiliation.
4. Male sex and Republican party affiliation.

Our proposition says tha t we expect outcomes 1 and 4 to be high: and
outcomes 2 and 3 to be Tow.

o

1:29
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A means for visually displaying such joint occurrences or out-

comes is called the contingency table.. Thes4eneral form of a con-

.tingency table is Tablg 4.9.

Sr

Y

TABLE 4.9: Contingency Table-

U.
X

(a) ( b)

( c) (d) .

a + c b + d

a + b

c+ d

X and Y = the presence of ihe propositionalconditions,

X' and y' = the absenceof the :propositional conditions,

a, b, c, and d = the-conditional frequencies which indicate

the numberof joint occurrences of XY,

a + bo
a + c, and b + d = the marginal frequencies which are the number

of individusa occurrences, of X, and

X', and

n = the total number of joint occurrences,

a + b + b +,0%-,

- -

go

using hypothetical data, we can,,itonstruct a contingency table

for association between sex and party aff.iliation..
-----

.0 . . -,

. -.' of'

. iao-
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ABLE 4.10: Association of Sex and Party..
.

Democrat

tp,

Republican

Female Male

157-

a
-

.

17

.

b

.

, . C

.. 23 . 13.6. ;/'
'A.

. .

180

'159

-

153 333

This table yields a great eal or'empirical fnfOrmatiOn*about
the variables' and their degree f association:

1. The sum of the conditional frequencies, or the sum
. of the vertical or horizontai marginal' frequencies,
'tells us that n the total number of party affilia=
tions, is 333. 44.

2. The marginal frequencies tell us th of the total,-
there are 174 Democrats and 159 R ublicans, and '

A that,, there are 180 women and 153 'en. Thus, there
is a Slight majority of women an Democrats. 6 37°

3. The conditional\frequencies.tell u6 the numb roof
joint occurtences in each cell. For example there'
are 23 females registered as Republicans.

4: t is evident from the distribution of conditional
frequencies that our proposition is supported by the*

6 . data; of the 180-female registered voters, most.of
them, 157, are Democfats. Conversely, the vast
majority of mep, 136 out of 153, are Republicans:°
These data indicaite'a strong, positive - association
between women and Democratic party registration.

In contrast, consider the following tablegin. which the marginal
frequencies remain the same but the conditional frequencies have
changed:

ee

112
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sociation of Sex and Party Affiliation

FeMale

.

Male

174

Republican
,

180 11 3 333

lb

O

In this di ribution of outcomes, it is difficult, to support any

proposition regarding association between two variables. Indeed,

these data indicate that they are independent otwone Another.

The contingency table give6 us an idea oQ the association

between two variables: It allows us toidentify positive,assbdia-

tions, in which the a and d cells are dOminant,.,negative associa."

tions, in which the b and c cells are dominant; or no*association,

in which the coPitional frequencies'aie all.dabout equal or gre pro-

portional to edch other, for example ) -

.

50 . 2oa
N

10.,
t

40

I

7
406

-In constructing a contingency table,s,use the form shown in Table 4.g,
and remember to state the propoOtion in the title of the table and
to cite the source of your data. .

B. Yule's Q

In most cases, it is desirable to obtaIn a numerical'estimate of
association. A statistic which will provide this fundtion:foi

f-

132
V
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nominal data is Yule's Q* Although Yule's Q has certain limita-
ions, it does provide. an approximate measure of association which
s' preferable to the intuitive impressions available from the con-
tingency table.

or
Yule's Q iscalallated directly from a continggncy table as,

follows:

Q= ad - bc

where

ad + be

Q = Yule's Q

a, b, cf.and d = the value of the approj5riate cell in the
contingency table and,

:k a
and be = the cell cross-products.

. .

Using Yule's Q, we can calculate estimates of association to verify.
the concluions in. our sample contingency tables. The calculation

,

or' Table 4.10 would be: °

ad - be (157) (136) - (23) (17)
ad +be = (157) (136) (23) (17)

21352.- 3901. 20961
21352 + 391 r21743

= .964

This statistic shOws that there exists a strOng,positive rrela-
tion between female sex'and Democratic Party_affiliation, wh' h
reaffirms our previous conclugion. The calculations for Tabl 4.11,would be: _ ,

..

(91) iyo (89) (83.) 4,70 7387,
(91) ( + (89) (83) \: ° 6370 + 7387

3. -1017

= i5737 =
-.074

t.

s
Istatisticsare a number of other frequently used statstics which are

milar to Yule'S Q. These include Chi Square and Gamma. For
further information on these statistics, see J.M. Blalock, Jr.,
Social Statistics, New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc,, 1972.
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This statistic, being practically zero, indicates that almostno
association exists.

Yple's Q is an appropriateiestimate of association when you
desire a statistic which gives a quick approximation of*association
and its direction, and your dat are arranged in a.two-cell by
two-cell contingency table.

Howevet, keep in mind that Yule's Q has limitations: since it
includes only conditional frequencies and not marginal frequencies,
it is regarded as only an approximation, and, if any cell is zero,
the statistic cannot be calculated because the result will always be
equal to 1. .

*

EXERCISE 4.4: Contingency Table and Yule's Q

Using a recent New York Times afticle construct'a contingency
table and calculate Yule's Q. Use at least one real statistic; the

ion by using
the public

rest can be hypothetical. Make a meaningful interpret
the contingeicitable and Yule's Q to make a point abou
policy issue.

r

4

9

4.

4.

7

to

ot;

a
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V: MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION -- INTERVAL D RATIO DATA

Objectives

0

a

. To develop and apply the scattertao , which is a
visual di$play of association appropriate to interval
and

4
ratio data.

. To differentiate between linear an curvilinear
association.

f

-

. To calculate Pearson's r, a siatis is of correlation
appropriate to interval and ratio ata.

14

Interval scales, you will recall, co tain properties,
nominal and ordinal scales, plus infor ation about the absolute

size ofthe intervehl between data elemen s., On this scale, we can
determine not.only'that one element is 1 rger than, another, but
also how inuch -farger. Thus, the mathem -Lica', techniques o addition
and subtraction are possible with these scales.

Ratio ies like interval s ales except they'contain-an
absolute rb,poin which is lacking n the interval scale. The
adplitidn f this eature means t ratios between intervals becOme
mdaningf 1. We an now say that dne element is twice as large as ,

another. The mathematical techniques of multiplication and division
are possible with these Gales.

7
The use,of these two types of scales allowikus to employ still

more sophisticated measures of association, such'as the scatterplot,
which is a visual technique for desocibing data association, and s!-

Pearsoh's r, a statistic for measurift the degree of correlation
between interval- and ratio-scaled variables.

A. The Scatterplot

-A scatterplot, or diagram is simply a graph in which one vari-,
able is scaled along :the Y (or vertical):ax$s and-the other scaled

.

ti 1
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Figure 4.6: Scatterplots

Y

. .

401,

.
e

X. X

Perfect, Positive Association

Y

X.

`Perfect, Negative Association'

X .

Nb AssociatAons(Because the Y
variable does :no vary)

Positive Association

,

. 6
.

X
Negative Association

.Y

,

t.1.

SZ

:4

X
No Association'

,,
o

136 No-Association (Because the X
--variable does not vary).

4

1
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I

along the X (or horizontal) axis4,Pairs of values, can then be ,

representedas points on the grain. The pattern or "scatter" which
the points describe suggests types of association of the variables,
as shown by the graphs in Figure 4.6.

A

The following information indicates the test scores of ten
students on a quiz in a social science course, and'their respective
grade point averages. We are interested in determining whether there
is any association between the two variables.'

4

_

,TEST SCORES AP. GRADE POINT AVERAGES

Student
Test Score

X

0

Grade Point
Average

A
B
c
D
E.

*
G
H
I

J

19
14
21
12
24
19
20
16
23
17

4'

2.9
2.3
3.5
2.1.
3.8
2.7
3.1`
2.7
3.6
2.6

1,1
102

Using these data, we call construct a scatterplot:

. Figure 4.7: Scatterplot of Test Scores and Grade Point- Averagh
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You will not that the points tend to line up from:lower left to

upper right. This tells us that "as test score increases, grade

point average increases." 'We already know that this kind of a
4propositional statement defines a positive association. . --)

Thus far, we havev, graphed only.situations.in which both vari-

ables have been positive. However, it is possible, particularly,
in working with ratio scales, to encounter negative values for

variables. Population growth rates_san be negative, and government

budget balances and corporate earnings can be negative-or deficit,

as spending exceeds revenues,. Thus, our graphing techniques must
allow for an expression of these Values. Figure 4.8 extends the

X and.Y scales into the negative to create a graph which is actu-

ally composed of four quadrants.- We have only dealt with Quadrant

I thus far. The other three quadrarilts are defined in terms of their

.
positive and negative attributes.

Figure 4.8: Signs of X a in, Four Quadrant Coordinate System

-X

+Y

Quadrant II

X negative-
V./positive

Quadran't I

X positive.
Y positive,::-

X negative
Y negative

Quadrant III

-Y

X positive,
Y'- negative

Quadrant IV

.13S

+x
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Depending upon the values of the variables, a scatterplot may
fall into any of the four quadrants or any combination of quadrants.
The conclusions, based on the shape of the scatter, will remain the
same regardless of the quadrant involved.

B. Pe4rson's7'r -- The Pearson Product - moment Correlation
Coefficient

0

Pearson's r is a correlation statistic, appropriate to interval
and ratio scale data. It"varies from -1 to +1 and the'interpreta-
tion of the scores is the same as with Yule's Q.

It is possible to-,express Pearson's r in a form which is easy
to calculate:

where:

(f,X)(Y)zXY

[XX2-
n

[ty2 (4Y?

r = Pearson's r

the number of paired observations' being
tested for association,

X and Y = the plired variables, and each,L9ummation_
is for the 1st through nth term.

#6,

Using this formula, the calculation of r for the, test score/grade
point average data, is as follows:

lj

3
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TABLE 4.12: Worksheet for Pearsont,S r -- Test Score/GPA 9ata

r

014

X
2

, Y2

2e9
2.3
3.5
2.1
3.8
2.7
3.1
2.7
3.6
'2.6

19
14
21
12
.24
19
20
16
23
17

.

:''..

8.41
5.29441
4.41
14.44
7.29
9.61
7.29
12.96
6.76

361

441
144
576
361
400
256'
529
289

--_.-

,X=29.3 .Y%-.185 X2=88.71 ,y2=3553

XY

55.1
32.2
73.5
25.2
91.2
51.3
62.0
43.2
82.8
44.2

XY=r-560.7.

(29.3)(185)..
560.7.- 10

)1[88.71 . ( 29.3)2 11553
10

.. 560.7 - 542.1

(185)2 I
10

11(88.71 85.85) (3553 - 3422.5)1'

18.6

-7\1(2.86) (130.5)

7'373.23'
18.6

, 19,3

.964 140

°
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There are several factors that may affect the size of
Pearson's r:

1. Because Pearson's r is related to the mean, if you
have,one discrepant pair of observations (e.g., if
one observation is high on x and its counterpart is
low on y) in a set of data that is otherwise posi-
tively linearly related, the calculated correlation
will be dower thin what is truly representative.

2., Similarly, if the majority of data pairs are nega-
tively linearly related and one pair is positively
related, the magnitude of the observed linear rela-
tionship will be lowered according to the observed
statistic.

3. If the variability of the relationship is too limitedi.
°Pearson's r will automatically decrease. For example,
in the following diagram the boxed-off area represents
extremely homogeneous data which does not usually indi-
cate.a high correlation.

I

1.

IP

.
*

4

4. If one or both distributions are skewed,-the magnitude
of the Pearson's r will be reduced unless they are
skewed in opposite directions by the same amount.
In that case, Pearson's r will increase.

111
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4

4' EXERCISE 4.5: ,Scaiterplot'and Pearson's r

Choose a recent New York Times article on a public policy

issue. Using at least one real statistic, construct a. scatter-
plot and calculate Pearson's r. Make a meaningful interpretation
by using the display to make a paint about the public policy issue.

4r

6

-

0

9

4
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CHAPTER FIVE: POLICY EVALUATION

r

THE PRIMARY. OBJECTIVE:

o

aik

This chapter will introduce the student to the concept's

and designs'used toevaluate Social programs`.
,

.UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CHAPTER, YOUyILL BE ABLE TO

* Identify the benefits and costs of a public policy -

or social program.

* Recognize the need for systematic evaluation of
social programs.

* Identify various designs used for the evaluation
of social programs.

* Distinguish between poorly designed and well- designed
evaluations of social, programs.

_
* Select the most Appropriate design, given the so-alai
program, available resources, as well as constraints
of time, ethical considerations, and potential user's
interests.

O

(Based on PS -11': Designs for Evaluating Social Programs, la#rence
P. Clark, Croton-on-Hudson, NY: Policy Studies Associates, 19765, ".
and a forthcoming learning package by Josephine LaPlante.)..

143
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I: AN INTRODUdTION.TO THE USE OF BENEFITS AND COSTS OF
PUBLIC POLICY 4

The need for cutting costs at all levels of government has

focused much attentionon the quantitative techniques which are

avail.able to assist decision makers. Benefit-cost analysis is a

tool which can help decision makers to evaluate alternatives to
determine whether a project should be undertaken and at how large

a scale,. Benefit-cost analysis need not be A difficult procedure

and it isone which is suited to both personal as,wel1 as public

decision making.

A. Defining Benefits and Costs

4

Benefit -cost' analygis seeks a systematic evaluktion of

berrefits and 'costs of a particular pr6ject. What is a benefit?

What is a .cost?
;

.

Benefits are anything you gain by undertaking a par-

ticular course of Action.

'Cc%-ts are anything you must give Up iworder to obtain

those benefits.

Thus, costa are not-only.7---a-direct Monetary outlay, but should also

be thought of as benefits which must,be foregone if one alterna-

tive is chosen over another; This measurement of costs in terms
of benefits which must be sacrificedtis what economists call an

opportinity cost.

;----OpportArtity_zosts_are ,inherent in all decisions. When at,

decision maket.Chooses to implement one program rather
ittisaivaabther,°he.ls sacrificing thebenefits which could have been

---deril.teti from-the next best uses,of the funds. When implementing'

new program requires raising taxes, there is an opportunty.cost
involved *in removing resources from the use of businesses d!id house-

holds. When you make the decision ta purchase a record album "rather
than a book, *your opportunity cost equals the benefit you'lhight have
deriliea.from reading the book.

144
9.

OP
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4

Benefit-tost analysis attempts to enumerate all such benefits
and costsand then assign values to them. This is where the major
-problem of benefit-cost anarrysis arises. How can you determine
how much reading a book is worth7to yog The answer depends on
various factors. If the book is a required text, the opportunity
cost of choosing an album over the book might be quite high. On
the other hand, the benefits you might derive from a record album
could be even higher.

There are several techniques ,for, assigning values to benefits
and costs, but they are not without controversy. At this point,
the major idea to keep in mind-is that all decisions ,entail costs
and, benefits and a systematic approach to considering them can
,greatly improve decision making.

4

B. An Informal Application of Some Benefit-Cost Concepts

The-decision-making rule of benefit-cost analysis is simply
that which common sense dictates:

A PROJECT SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN ONLY IF ITS
BENEFITS ARE AT LEAST EQUAL TO ITS COSTS.. .

With this rule in mind, let's look at'a hypothetical situation and
attempt to use benefit-cost analysis to help make a deciion.

John, .a graduating senior, has been planning to
attend graduate school to obtain a Master's degree
in Public Administration. He has just been offered a
position at a public agency where he has been working
as at intern. The position offers a good starting
salary and various fringe benefits:*including a tuition
reimbursement, program for cotirsework related to the job.
There is also room for advancement Ardthinthe agency.
However, John believes that he,would have been offered
a more challenging position if he'd had.a Master's degree.

What are'the benefits and costs which John should consider? What -.

are the benefits he can hope to obtain by investing a year's time
in attending graduate school? What, are the costs, including'any
benefits,grthe job which he'll'have to turn do*n'to attend
school? _

1
1$F°

It

. There are a number of benefits and costs. Let us'look at
some of theM;

*1-

-43
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Benefits

Potential Sigher life-time
earnings

Sense 'of satisfaction

Prestige

Increased knowledge

Improved job-seeking status

Benefit to society of better
educated citizenry

131

Costs

Cost of tuition, fees, books

LosS of earningl from emploirt

Loss of tuition 'reimbursement?

Loss of. year's worth, of experi-
ence

The decision is not.a sip ple one.

C. a Classif in: Benef

'

t; 6. e
v , 6

qome o t Ae benel ts andtosts outlined in the education
,example may e,peethed more pertinent,than others. 'Some of the
4mor°important.b4nefats or costslmay-have been harder to define. '

Benfits and co4ts ,00.1 into two ,categories, direct and indirect,

depending on the ,.ri1. ationAo.the particular project being
analyZed. Direc. i .ndireAt'b vfitsand costs may each be

divided into tangibl versus_,int' gible.effe.Cts. Whether an effect

is tangible or intangithe-dep an the nature, of the benefit or

cost itself. LetJs look'A t sip,ppltsifiatians more carefully.
/

.
Direct benefits and costs are the mar effects 01'4 given

alternative. Indirect benefits nd'costs are the secondary effects,

or ."side effects" which occur be 'Os' a project. Ekamine the
benefits and costs outlined in the education example in this frame-

work:

DAECT

Benefits '.

Increased earnings

Costs

Tuition charges

INDIRECT. Benefit to society Loss of leisure
,

c

0,i
Direct and indirect .benefits and costs. aie either tangible .or in-

angible. A tangible effect is one whiCh may be quantified. While
taarrgible effects of projects can be\@Pedified in monetary terms,
it is often: difficult to assign 'a value which can be gene lly
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4

agreed Upon.. In the above breakdown, both the direct ke fit of
increased earnings and the direct cost of tuition charge are
tangibles ,and could be expressed in monetary terms. In a flood-
control project, an indireq tangible benefit might be reduced soil
erosion; an indirect tangible cost might, on the other hand, be
increased soil erosion.

An intangible project effect is a benefit or cost which is non -
monetary in nature. Both the indirect benefit and the indirect cost
noted above, benefit to society, and lods of leisure are intangible
effects. Examples of direct intangible effects might be the same.
as those mentioned for indirect, "given a different situation where
they would be primary effects rather than secondary. As noted 14
the initial breakdown, whether a benefit or cost i direct or in-
dikect depends on its relation to the particular roject under con-
sideration. Whether benefits and costs are tangibletr intangible
is determined by the nature of the benefit or cost itself.

es .

IVIE SE 5.1: Benefits and Costs

Find a recent news article or-editorial which discusses a
particular project or public policy and tell whether the policy is
proposed or existing. ,Cite a source and give a brief history of
the policy, including where it was proposed, approximatd date of
'proposal or passage, and the area the policy will affect` (local,
state, national). What are the expected costs and benefits of the
policy?

7

14"

4.

t
-

Q
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I I: THE' NEED FOR RESEARCH DESIGN

When' a program is implemented, there are certain expected .

benefits and costs. Theidegree to which these benefits are realizOd
and the costs minimized is a measure of the degree to which the
program succeeds. For example, if a program is designed to pro-
vide reliable mass transpOrtation for a small community, and the
transportation is expected to reduce fuel l..consumption, reduced fuel.

consumption is'an expected benefit. If fuel consumption is reduced
the program is-, to someklegree,.a success. But it the amount of
fuel saved is very small, and the cost of the mass nsit system
vorythighthe program may be considered a failure. n this case,
he desired benefit was achieved but the costs far tweighed the

benefitA'.

Unlike a lalloratory,isituation, the pplicy-enviro..-nt cannot
be isolated. The transportation system cou]f have fa6ed to
improv,for many:other reasons. Perhaps fuel consumption did not
decrease because although.people Were using their cars less for
-intracity travel, they were using them more for intercity travel.
Perhaps people took more vacations. Perhaps fuel prices fell during
the trial period so that it became cheaper'to drive than to take
the mass transportation. All of these factors could have made the
projeet look like a failure.

..
Social scientists have developed ways of making observatic$ns

systematic so, that the number of alternate explanations for the
impact Of the program is minimized. With these methods, the ex-

.
petted costs and benefits of the policy can be observed more readily A
with minimal interference from other sources.' It is theseresearch
designs_ that will be examined in the remainder of this chapter.

TO illustrate why it is not satisfactory to evaluate any-..

given social program without constructing a systematic plan to
collect and evaluate data, consider the folloWing example.

tat

Suppose that yOu felt ill on Monday, v4ited the health
service on Tuesday and received a one-day supply of pills to
alleViate the problem. On Wednesday you feel fine.' You. are then
askedlky the physician whether you feel better. You tell him,
wYes,'"'trusthfully. Assumelf7. simplicity that,, in fact, your
heaslth status has improved.

14
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Based on this simple comparison of your condition before
receiving the,pill versus aftert the physician infers tht the pill
has "worked," i.e., that the treatment's effects were positive.
The size of the effect is gauged from the size of the improvement
in health status from the following graph:

HEALTH

STATUS

good

. bad

4

1.

a e
THE PILL

The teeper the slope from A to B, the geater the improvement in

teal h status.

X ISE 5.2: I Benef its and Costs in Evaluation

How do your e pected benefits and costs relate to the success

or failure of your program? What cost or benefit will you study?

What is the purpose of your design?

. 4

,

p
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III: SOME BASIC CONCEPTS NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND
TYPES OF RESEARCH DESIGNS .

Regardless of design, all attempts at evaluating the impact
of asocial progra
concepts.

.
.

i

consider at least the following seven basic
0 ,

1. Dependent ariable 4. Confounding Variable

. \

,

, 2. Independ nt(yariable 5. '-Subjects

3. Manipula ion 6. Control

7. Randomization

islpossible that you are familiar with some or all of these
concepts. For that reason, yOu should road only those sections of
this part unfamiliar to you.

Thy material in this part is presented in a glossary format.4
The concepts are applied tfiroughout the rdmainder of thip chapter,
and theRurpose here is merely to make sure that you have a general
comprehension of what they'mean. _

A. Definitions

1. Dependent Variable

Aff

researcherThe d ispe ndent variabie'is the fact which the
interested in explaining.. It may be the math ability of high
school students, the fluctuations in the oil, market, or Itihe effects
of compensatory edu ation On preschoolers. In the' pill - taking
example the depende t-variable is the change in your heaTih'status.
In all cases,- the im is to explain why a vari ble behaves the way
it does.

150
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2. Independent Variable

The independent variable is the variable used to explain the
one that is dependent.' It is usually thought of as being causally
prior to the dependent variable. In the stUdy of compensatory
education, the independent variable could be the type of education
presented to the preschoolers. In the pill-taking example, the.

'independent variable is the pill.

r

3 Manipulation

,Manipulation occurs when an experimpnter can intentionally
create variations in the independent variable. These manipula-
tions could be different approaches to teaching preschoolers or
the race of the teacher. In the pill-taking example, one manipula-
tion could be the strength of the dosage used in the pill. Another
manipulation could be the.type of drug used.

4. Confounding Variable

Confounding variables are the rival explanations .for the
'behavior of the dependent variable. The difference to the amount
of learning by preschoolers may not be due to different approaches
to teaching but to factors outside the, classroom such as_home
environment, nuhiber of siblings, etc. In the pill-taking example,,
the improvement in health may be due to changes in eating habits,

AnOre.sleeR, or any of a host .of alternative explanations.

5. Subjects

Subjects are,the units upon which the observations are made.
They may include-the individual preschooler's, nation-states, formal
organizations, or government agencies. In the pill-taking example,'-00;"
you are the subject upon which the observations are made.

6. Control

There is within every *evaluation either an explicit qr implicit
co parisdn: that some collection of subjects is better or worse
as result of the evaluator's treatment or manipulation. The

trot is that set of data with which the treatment group is
co pared. The control can be another collection'of subjects not
re eiving the treatment, or it can be a series of measurements
taken on the treatment gioup before-it receives the treatment.

7. Randomization

1

Randomization is the,.process by which subjects have an equal
chance of being assigned to either the treatment group or the
control group. ,The group they end up i.n is determined purely by

-chance.
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EXERCISE 3,3: 4pplying the Definitions

State the independent and dependent variables for Your design.
The dependent variable should be clearly measurable.

.

O

O
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IV: RESEARCH DESIGNS

A. Pre-experimental Designs

The first three4designs to be considered are called Pre-
mental Designs: As one can gather from their names, they

nom true experiments., Since they are not, they lack the basic
power of a true expeisiment to show what causes what. It is this
power which. underlies the inferences made by the evaluator about

c the effectiveness of the social program. To the degree that a
research design increases that power,doit increases the strength of
the inferences derived by the evaluator: The three designg are:
One-Shot Case Study, One-Group Pretett/Posttest, and Static-Group
Coniparison.'

In prqsenting these -sand the other experimental deiigns which
follow, the code and graphic presentation developed by Campbell and
Stanley will be used. An X will refer to the exposure of a group
to an experimentpl treatment or event, the effects of which are to
be measured in some fashion. An 0 represents a process of observa-
ton 'or measurement. The X's and 0's in a given row are applied to
the same peOple.or groups. The left -to- right' dimension symbolizes
the temporal order-in which events occur. The X's and O's on top
of each other are simultaneous occurrences. The symbol R stands
for.the.random assignment of subjects to separate treatment groups.
This' randomization occurs at a specific time and is-the general
procedure used to bring about pretreatment equality of groupt. The
graphic present'ati'on of parallel rows not separated by dashes
represents comparison groups equated by 'randomization, while those
separated by a dashed line are comparison groups not equated due
to lack'oT random assignment.

One-Shot Case Study

In this design, a sIngle group is studied only once after,.
libeing exposed to some treatment which is presumed to cause a change
in the dependedt variable. 'The diagram of such a study is:

d
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These studies have'Such a total lack of control as to be of almost

no value to the evaluator. Fortunately, one almost never sees this

kind of design reported in the literature on program evaluation.
The design is discussed mainly as a pinimum starting point. Under-

. lying all program evaluation is the process of comparison, of noting

differences, or ,of-contrasting the changes in the dependent variable.

For such compai'lsons to be of some value, the things being compared
'should be observed with equal care. In.this design, a thoroughly

I, studied single case is implicitly compared with what would have

.been had the.X not occurred. Studies using this design often collect
copious amount of data on the treatment group in order to buttress

their conclusions. However, these fyiescf studies suffer from

whht-Campbell and Stanley call the error of 'mis laced precision'

since this potentially vast amount o a way compensates for

lack of an explicit comparison with some other group or set of

observations. The One-Shot ease Study is the 'weakest design to be

considered here, and is even less complex than the pill-taking exer-

cise discussed below. ,

One-Group Pretest/Posttest

This is the design used in the pill-taking exercise, In gen-

eral, the design looks like this

0, X OZ

At 0
l'

the pretest, you observe thaX you are not feeling too well.

You go to the health center for the pill treatment, X. One day

later at 0;,', the posttest, you notice an improvement in your health

status,. Fbr the discussion of this design and the ones that follow;

a small change in the pill-taking examplO' will be made. Assume

that-from now on you are part of a larger group of people given the

same drug./ This change is done for statistical reasons. The pill-

takingexample will be used to illustrate the strengths and weak-

nesses of this design. 4
There are several confounding variables which threaten the

internal validityof this design. These confounding variables
offer rival explanations to the hypothesis that X was responsible
for the difference' between 01 and 02.

One of these uncontrolled confounding variables is history.

Between the pretest 'observation and the posttest observations, many

other change-induciEg-events could have taken place besides the

experimental treatment. After a winter of drab and depressing days,
the/sun might have come bursting out with all its warmth on the day
that you went down to the health center. Thus, the reason that you
feel bettermay-be due to the beautiful day rather than the pill
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you took. In order to be a-reasonable rival hypothesis, the`event
should have occurred to most of the people in the group. History
becomes a.more credible rival hypothesis for explaining the change,
the longer the lapse between the pretest/posttest.

While this design is a weak one, it is an improvement over the
One-Shot Case Study.

Static-Group Comparison

Suppose the health center compared the results of your treat-
ment group with another group of students. Such an evaluation
design is called a Static-Group Comparison. In this design, a
group which was exposed to treatment X is compared to one which was
not. This comparison is made to establish the effect of X.

I

The hope is that the two groups will be equal and thus a valid
comparison cap be made. 'Unfortunately, there is no formal way of
confirming that the groups would have been equivalent had it not
been for the treatment X. This problem, indicated by the dotted
line, highlights the major confoundipg variable not controlled by
this design -- selection. If 01 and 00 differ, this occurrence -

might well have happened because diffetent criteria we're used to
place people in one group or the Other.. Thus, the groups would
have differed even without the experimental treatment. Selection
could be a problem in the pill-takidg example if the health center
put all the sick people in one group and at the time of observation
00,7 selected an equal number of healthy students as the comparison
gtoup. Since one would not expect all the sick people to be
completely cured, the health center might .falsely conclude that the
drug did not have an effect. In fact, this would not bthe case
since there is no reason to assume that-the two groups were equal
had it not been for the taking of the pill.

Pre-experimental Designs: Conclusioi

The research designs discussed this sectioil are the weakest
of the designs used in program evaluation since they do a very poor
job of controlling rival hypotheses as explanations of the change
in the_dependent variable. In the next section,,three designs
which do the best job of controlling rival hypotheses will be
considered.

15.5
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Unlike the previous designs, the next three, are True-experi-'

mental Designs. The basic difference between the three types is,

the amount of control the evaluator can exercise. Within the

context of the design, the evaluator can not only schedule the
collection of data, he or she also has some degree of control over'

the presentation of the independent variables. Through the ability

to randomly assign subjects totreatment or control, the evaluator

can cut down the number of potentially confounding variables which

could be used to cast doubt on his results. The ability to control

these factors provides a strong inferential base from which to draw

conclusions.
4

The three-designs are: Pretest/Posttest Control Group,

Solomon Four-Group, and Posttest-Only Control Group. These three

designs, as Caffipbell.and Stanley point out, are those currently

recommended in the methodological literature. They are also,the

most highly recommended designs presented in'this chapter for the

evaluation of social programs. Ho7;ever, as will be pointed out

later,. there are some specific limitations in the use of each of

\--I-these designs-wiricir-shimild-die-ta.kerclinto_considerationT. -0f-the

three,,the Pretest/Posttest Control is by far the,most popular.

i
Pretest/Posttest Control Group

Suppose thc hcalth cente-pt to find out the___

t/t
effects of the drug, randomly assigned s'ck students to one of two

groups: an experimental group which wi receive the drug, and a

control group which will receive no eatment. Assume, fbr the

purpose of illustration, that the health' center would take the

unethical stand of withholding' treatment from patients. Both

\groups are given a pretest, 01 and 03, at'the same tittle. The

experimental group then receives the treatment and the control group

.receives none.' After the treatment is completed, both gioups are

given a posttest, 0,, and OA' at the same time. The general form

'of the design is as:"followg:

R 0, X Oz
R 0, 94

History as a confounding variable is controlled since any
general events that might have caused an 01 -02 differ,ence would
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have also caused an 0
3
-0

4
difference. However, you should be aware

that this design does nom control for unique intrasession history,
i.e., a car accident happening in the street outside, a momentary
power failure; etc., which occurs while the treatment is being
given. The best control method for such problems as the randomi-
zation of experimental occasions. The student should try to bring
about a balanced representation of such po4sible sources of error
as type of experimenters, time of day, week of the semester, etc.

,p

i. sing this evaluation design, you would not have to worry
about he consequences'of 1 sunny day since both the pill-taking
group and the control group would be equally affected.

0
Solomon Four-Group

Supjose the health center was concerned about the threats to
external validity noted in the previous design. It decide to run
the Pretest/Posttest Control Group Design again with the a tion
of two more groups. ,Now student6 would he ,randomly assign .to two
other groups, in aoldition to the two groups from the previous
design. One group would be given the treatment and the posttest
with no pretest. The other group would be given only the posttest.

--Again, it will Ore. assumed for purpose of illustration that the
health center would withhold treatment from patients. The design
w,puld look like this :

1:3 01 X Oz
R 03 04

R X 05
R 06

i)...

The first two groups replicate the Pretest/Posttest Control
Group Design. Thus, this design had' the same power to control for
alternate explanations as that design. The additiOn of the two
extra groups allows the Solomon Four-Group Design to control for
More alternate explanations not controlled for in previous designs.
In this way, the generalization ofthe results is increased. To .

illustrate, using.the'lAll-taking example, suppose the drUg had no
effect and the reason you got better was the fact that you were-
examined by a doctor. If this is the case, then 0 and Oa should

' be greater than O. and O. If not, then-we know it was not the
pretest that caud the nange in'your health status. Now suppose
the change is due to'an interaction between the pretest and the
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drug. Fors this to be true, 0 has to be greater than 0. Ifethat
is not true and you did in fact .improve your health status, then
this design provides solid proof for the efficacy of the drug.

Posttest-Only Control Group
-

There are many situations confronting a program evaluator for
which pretests are inconvenient, 'likely to be reactive, or inappro-
priate. If that is the case, the Posttest-Only Group Design shoUld
be considered._ While it is not likely that a hospital would give a

, patient a pill without a icior examination, let us.assume for the
moment that this could'happen as part of an evaluation program. As
the students came to the health center, they would be randomly
assigned to'one of two groups. The first,group receives the treat-
Ant and a posttest examination. The other group just receives the
posttest examination. The design looks like. the following;

01

02

While the idea of a pr test to determ'ne the comparability of
groups is an old and cherish tradition in research, it is not an
absolute necessity for.True- perimental Designs. Within the
limits of a statistical confidence, the explanation of which is
beyond the scope of this chapter, the randomized placement of
subjects into the various groups is a most satisfactory way of
assuning that the groups are initially equal.

Since the:two groups are assumed to be initially equal, this
design has the same control over alternate explanations as have
-ihe'other two designs in this section.

True-experimental Designs: Conclusions

By far the most popular of the three experimental designs)is
the Pretest Posttest Control Group Design. The Solomon Four-Groulk,
Design is the most comprehensive of the three, put that increase ill
comprehensiveness comes at the cost ofat least double the effort.
In terms of the actual 'cost of the evaluation,'the P6Sttest Only
Control Group Design is £he cheapest to run.

15
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C., Quasi-experimental Designs

The next three designs fall somewhere in between the Pre-
experimental Designs of Section A and the True-experimenfarDesigns
of Section B. There are m4ny natural situations in which the pros
gram evaluator, for ethical, political, or practical reasons, cannot
randomly 'assign subjects to groups or control who receives treatment
and who does not. However, the evaluator can follow something like
an experimental design in the collection of data even though she or
he does not have the full control over the independent variables
that makes a true experimental design possible. Such collection

. procedures are called Quasi-experipuental Designs. The three
designs.to be conside'red are: Time-Series, Nonequivalent Control'
Group, and Multiple Time-Series. *1"

(

Time-Series

Since the withholding of treatment is morally wrong, the health
center might want to turn to a Quasi-experidental Design to eluaft
the efficacy of the drug. Suppoge that it measured the individual'
health status of agroup of students over an extended period of.i.

--time. During that time, students periodically rekorted to the" .

health center for an examination.- At some point ill' this series
examinations, the health center gave the drug to the students. -The

design would look like the following: .

0, Ot 03 04 X 05 06 0.1 08 4

Basically, the Time-Series Design' contains a series of observa-
tions or measurements on a group or individual and the presentation
of a treatment manipulation into this time series.- The results of
treatment are indicated-by a discontinuity in the observations made
during the time series.

Figure 5.1 represents some of the 'likely result for a
series design into which'a treatment, X, has been prsehted to
the subjects. It appears from. Figure 5.1 that the-trpatment had
some inipact in the case.bf A anti B and, conceivably, in the case of
C, D, and E. It would not appear that the treatment had any impact
in the case of F, G, and H.

The most obvious weakness of this design is the problem of
history. There may be some event external to the.treatment session
that caused the change in the dependent variable. To the degree
that you can reasonably discount such outside events as causing
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Figure,5.1: Potential Impact of Treatment on Time-Series Data*

TREATMENT

A

*Adapted from Campbell and Stanley (1963):

1 GO
ao
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the change in the dependent variable, you .increase the strength-of
the inferences made from the experimental results. As was noted In
the. One -Group Pretest/Posttest, this design is susceptible to the
confounding influences of a sunny day which might occur at the same
time the health center gave you the pill:

Nonequivalent Control Group

This is one of the most popular Quasi-experimental Designs for
program evaluation. Suppose that the health center wished to use
two different dormitories as subject pools ftyn its study concerning
the effectiveness of the drug.. All the students are given a pretest
examination and later a posttest. In between tests the experimental
group is given the pill. The design would look.like the fdllowing: .

X Ot

,In general, this design consists of an experimental and control .

group whose equivalence has not been assured by the random assign--
meht of subjects to the groups. As much as possible, the evaluatoi
tries to find groups that are as similar as availability permits.

It Is assumed that the evaluatOr has.control over which group
is presented with the treatment and. that assignment is random. This
design should not be confused with the Pretest/Posttest Control Group
Design. 'In the present design, the subjects are not randomly
assigned to groups from a con*. population. -The more comparable
the experimental and-the control group are in terms of recruitment
and scores on'the pretest, the more powerful this design becomes.

4
Multiple Time-Series

Suppose that, in addition to. the time-series data collected
for the previous design, the health center corresponded with another
university health center and asked it to collect a similar time series
without the treatment, X, being presented. The basic design Ould
be diagrammed as follows:

0,0z c5, 04x0, 06 07 08
.0.1 aim if/00 sm.11 amm ....I. ...ar ills fie Mai di.. ism ails Obis

0, 010Qii0 080140i6016

*
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In essence,- this design is a combination of the Nonequivalent Control

Group D

ru
gn and the Time-Series Design. In most evaluations of this

type, e al ators obtain their data from a similar institution which

is not xposed to the treatment.

The design contains within it t4e strengths of the two previous

Quasi-experimental Designs. In addition, any change in the dependent
variable caused by the treatment is confirmed twice, first against
the control group and second against its own pre-X observations.

Quasi-experimentalDesigns: Conclusions

The'Multiple Time-Series Desigifis the best and most highly
recommended of the Quasi-experimental Desi ns. While all the designs
have certain weaknesses, they should be use 6* progrdm evaluation
where circumstances preclude the use of the st onger True-experimental

Designs.

,

EXERCISE 5.4: Identifying besgns

Undereach of thp three sections below -- Pre-experimental
Dcsign-sT-True-experimental Designs, and Quasi-experimental Design's

-- read the four brief evaluation statemente'-and
the designs best describes the approach of the evaluator: Identify

the various components of the evaluation using the Campbell and
Stanley notation in justifying your description.

Part 1. Pre-experimental Designs

77,7

14. A countywide campaign against child abuse is carried out. over

a period of six months. At the completion of the campaign,
the county supervisors compare the rate of child abuse in their
county with the rate for the neighboring county. On the basis
of that comparison, they conclude that the campaign was a success.

.1)

I-

a
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2. .A Federal agency. observes that the crime rate is increasing:
It supplies the local law enforcement departments with massive
amounts of Federal aid. A year later the agency notes that the
increase-in the crime rate is less than the previous year. The
ageneyeene-ludesthatmassive-aid to- local poice departments
helped decreape the rate of crime in the country:

ti

3. 'ftn after-khool prOgram to increase the reading level of-minority
students. is begun., At the end of the school year, the reading
level of the cfrildren in the,program;is,lower than the rest of
the'children in the school°. The principal concludes that the
programmas-a waste of money and resources.

1C3"
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4. A local city council is concerned about the number'of bicycle
thefts 'which-have occurred. It institutes a program to get
everyone to Jock their bicycles. On month after the progra%
the number of bicycles_stolen is' reduced. The city council
con-elm-des that fife program was a success.

a

Part 2. True-experjMental Designs

1. A loca4 city council is concerned about drug use amongteen-
agers in the city. The council wants to know iflive speak-
ers are effectivp in changing the teenagers' attitude toward
drugs. It is also interested in finding out if this pre-
sentation is more effective titan'ho presentation at all. All
the local high' schoolstudents ate tested about their attitude
toward drugs. They are then randomly 'assigned to one of the
two conditions outlined abOte._ After .being exposed to one of

the two conditions, all the students are again tested, about

their attitude-tOWard drugs.

)1C4
4
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2. A loCal,police department is interested in finding out if role-
playing,is an effective method for teaching crisis intervention
techniqueS. Police officers are randomly a§signed.to one of
fWe' conditions. 4'01afA7pli2_11.8es_role-playint-fechnique and
then_isitested7--A second `group receives no additional train-
and is jul6t tested.

.4:

3. Patients in a mentil'hospital are randomly assigned to one of
the following conditions. In the first group, the P'atients'
social interaction in the dining room .is observed.at the be-
ginning of t1ie month. They are then given a therapy program
designed to increase their social interaction. At the end
of the month, their behavior in the dining room .is observed
again. In the second group, the patfents are given the same
theraprprogram as the first group. At the end of the month,
they too are observed in the dining room. The third group is
observed in th .dining room at the beginning and at )the end of
the month. The fourth group of patients is observed in the.
dining room at the end of the month,

7
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.

4. A local high school is interested in tNaluating a new slide-
tape program concerning driver education. The students are
randomly assigned to'one of two conditions. In the first con-
ditiony the students do not see the slide-tape show. The
second group watches the slide-tape presentation. After the
slide-tape presentation, all of the students are given a
questionnaire concerning driver education.,

.

t

o .`

Part 3. WaSIT-eXperimental Designs

1. Children at two different day-care centers are tested for their -

verbal abilities. After the test, a program designed to im- ,

prow verbal skills is begun at one of the centers. At the

1
comp etion of the program, the children in both centers are
test d again.

r
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2. State legislators,_. concerned over the yearly increase in
traffic deaths during the previous five years, passed a 55
m.p.h. speed limit. During thefour years after the law was
passed, the yearly increases were reduced. The legislators
conclude that the 55 m.p.h. speed limit was responsible for
the change in traffic fatalities.

L
ger

3. The county 'police department has noticed an increase in the
number of arrests for driving while intoxicated during the
past three years. They conduct a three-month program aimed
at reducing the number of drunk drivers on the road. For
three years lfter the program, they collect data on the
number of drunk drivers arrested in the county. At the end
'of the second three-year period, they compare'the'number of
drunken drivers-arrested during all-of the preceding six
years with the yearly,arrests of drunk drivers for the sate
six-year period in a neighboring county.

4

1C7
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4. A university library is concerned about the number of books
which have.been stolen in eac f the past four semesters.
The library personnel develop ew checking-out procedures.
The number of stolen books is recorded each semester for the
next three semesters. At the'end of the third semester, the
number of stolen books has been reduced. The library adminis-
tration concludes that the program was a success.

,

EXERCISE Regearch Designs'

Partl. What research design will you use? Discuss the diagram
associated with the design. Be specific about the source and
method of data collection'.

Part 2. Why did you select this. design over the others? Discuss.
o. this with respect to monetary costs, feasibility,ekvailability

of information, and length of time of study.

1C8
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V: THE QUESTION OF VALIDITY

i. After you have selected the proper design, collected the data,
and reached a conclusion about.whettter or not the program had the
intended effect, you still need to address the question of the
validity of the results. By validity, we mean whether ar not your
findings are "true." Millions of words have been written about
the nature ,and meaning of truth, and it is impossible in this section
to deal with the serious philosophicalproblems associated with the
question "how do we know truth." However, it is possible to look at
a study and identify the considerations that might render a particu-
lar result untrue. In the social sciences, we never determine truth
definitively. We merely eliminate as much as possible the factors
that might bias the results of our findings.

The chart below presents a starting point in assessing the
validity,. of findings that might.come from a given study. On the
columns we ask the question "did the study find the program success-
fg,*" and on the rows-we ask the question "was the program. really
successful." When you are in the process of designing the study,
analyzing the information, and, reaching conclusions, you need to
keep in mind the two questions posed by the lower left-hand and upper

e right-hand boxes. These are:

1. If my data show that the program wIls successful, what
factors could have shaped the data even though the
program was not iri reality successful?

2. If my data show that the program was unsuccessful, what
factors would have shaped the data even though the pro-

.gram really did have the intended effect?

Considering Factors That Render Program Evaluations' Invalid:
Results of Study

0

Reality
Program Does
Not Work

Program Works

Program Works Valid

Program Does Not Work

Invalid

Invalid Valid.
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To illustrate how you might take into consideration questions 1 and

2, let us assume you are studying the implementation of a curfew on

the drinking of alcoholic beverages at parties in a university
dormitory; If you conducted a study and found less vandalism
attributable to drunkenness after the policy was implemented than,

before, you might conclude that the policy worked. However; you
would need to deal with such questions as did the general level of
drinking among college-level age gf'oups decline after the policy
was implemented; did the amount of vandalism outside the 'dormitories
(that is in t bars increase, did the price of alcoholic
°beverages increase; did the weather get better so t at s u en s cou
play outside more than they could prior to the implementation of the

policy; or did the policy itself not have the impact, but the pub-

- licity given-to alcoholism and vandalism stimulated by the policy m:

make the difference:

Similarly, if the study showed that vandalism due to alcoholism
did not decrease (either stayed the same or increased), the codelu-
sion that the policy did not work would not necessarily be yalid.
Such factors as an increase in the number of rowdy alcoholic students
on campus, the relative inexpensiveness of alcohol as a form of
entertainment (it's almost cheaper than ice cream), the increase in
the number of students in dorms, the reduction-of-the supply-of-drugs
br reduction in the number(of bars in the university areas could have

caused an incstase in alcolibi-inspired vandalism.in the dorms. The

program may -leave had the effect of not allowing these factors to
increase alcohol-inspired vandalism but the findings.wolld indicate

the policy-was a failure. a tl

All of these factors could render your conclusions invalid, and
it is impossible to eliminate, the effect of all of them on your-find-

ings. What you need to do is to recognize that they exist, construct
your.research design so that as many of the factors are controlled
for in one way or another,

of
identify the...problems when you write

'Up ,your results. On top of these consideratibn-s;-ye-need-also to
point-out that the data thempolyes, may.not represent what they are

supposed to. In many pases,:how you measure the effect of the polny
1 is open to debate:win our university alcohol policy illustration,

for example, how informatiOn is collected on the amount of alcohol-.
inspired vandalism could seriously4affect the results of the study.
Those keeping the records could over-report the amount of yandalismk
depending on whetheror not they support the poliby. The procedures
for determing whether or not vandalism is caused by individuals,under
the influence of.alcohol is open to question. If the total amount of
vandalism -- rather than that inspired by alcohol -- is used, the
amount-of vandalism could increase or decrease irrespective of the\

use of alcohol.

The question of Validity, then, is clearly essential to consider
in designing a program evaluation and reporting its concluAilon. .While

170,
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it is impossible to reach a film conclusion that a given finding is
valid, the research must always seek toredu4 as much -as possible
.the source of factors that render the study invalid.,.To ignore
these sources is to produce a study ofjittle use.

tEXERCISE 5.6: Validity )

Discuss how the study might have produced positive results for
reasons other than that the program ,had workpri. niscpqR how the
design might have produced negative results for reasons other than
that the program did not work. Discuss how your data'may not repre-
sent what they are supposed to.

S
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CHAPTER SIX: ANAatING POLITICS WITH THE PRINCE
POLITICAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

r

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:

This chapter'is an introduction to the PRINCE Political

Accounting .System..

oe

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS CHAPTER, YOU WILL BE ABLE9'0:

* Identify the actors involved in the formulation and
implementation of a given public policy.

* Gather information on the factors shapingthe behavior
of the actors toward that issue

* Interpret those factors through the PRINCE PolitAcal
AcCounting System so t at alternative political ratygies
can be assessed.

I
/

,

(For a booklength discussion of the PRINCE System see: William
Coplin and Michael K. O'Leary, Everyman PRINCE: A Guide to Under-

standing Your Political Problems. 2nd ed., North Scituate, MA:
Duxbwry Press, 1976.

117-2
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I: INTRODUCTION

A

The PRINCE Political Accounting System is a technique for
assessing the impact of various individuals, groups, and organiza-
tions on public policy decisions. The basic assumption behAnOhe
PRINCE System is that in order to assess the impact'of relevant indi-
viduals, groups, and organizations on any decision, it is necessary
to do the following:

. Identify the individuals, groups, and organizations
(the "actors") that are likely to have a direct or
indirect impact on the decision. This includes those
that have a formal role in the making or blocking of
the decision. It also means including t e.who have
an indirect impact -- those making*it ether easier or
harder to carry out,a decision after it made.

. Dete ing whether each actor supports, opposes; or
is neutral-toward the deciSion. (This is called'
"issue position.")

. -Determine how effective each actor is in blocking
the decision, helping make it happen, or effecting
the implementation of a decision. (This is called
"power.")

*
''.

. Determine how important the decision is to each .

actors. (This is called "sarience.")
\ ,
When 'making decisions, key individuals -- the President, a

legislator, a regional governmental official, a business executive,
a school superintendent, or the head of the househpld -- always
perform these kinds of analyses, if only informally. The purpose
of the PRINCE System is to provide a systematic framework and check-
list which decision makers can use to make surethey carry out the

A kind of analysis required to assess-the consequences of a decision.
The PRINCE System also aids decision maker's in organizing their
staff and, making use of knowledgeable observers.

173
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II. STEPS IN COMPLETING THE PRINCE SYSTEM

he asic s eps
shown below:

tt I I C--System are

Step 1: Define the Issue
..

An issue is a proposed deciSion or action which is likely tp

generate controversy. It may be a local ordinance: a national policy

decision, or an international foreign' policy issue. The PRINCE

System can be applied when the proposed decision, is clearly defined

in specific terms, in a phrase beginning with a verb. If an issue

is defined as "prdtecting the enVironmpnt. or "improving the
efficiency of-an agency's reguOatory procedure," it would not be
possible to complete a PR,INCE AnalySis.. Butsthe analysis can be
done on specific issues such as "issue ,a general regulation control-
ling the lAndfill activities of private landotn s." The key isI
found in the verb used to %ase the decigion. verbs such as "pro-

tect" or "improve" are undesirablb because they o not adequately

specify the required action. Verbs like "restricte "vote,"
"oppose," "permit," or "build'; are muchilmore useful.

, 4
.e.

-
.

While decisions or actions need to be, specifically defined in

order to conduct analysis, trying to guessat the exact detail of
the 'final formulation is not required. One of the main character- .

istics of reaching decisions affecting' many aotors is that the action

is frequently redefined and dified as a result of the process of

reaching a decision,' The decision may begin as "issue a general
regulation that governs landf 11 activities of, private landowners" ,

and become modified to "issue a general regulation that governs land-
fill activities of Arivate landowners and commercial property under

a certain acreage." Such a change may be required'Io obtain the

support of important groups,to solves technical problems in admihis7
tering the permit. The PRINCE System can be applied to anyjIthaber

of proposed decisions (including redefinitions and moaifiqations) as
long as it is clear what specific action is involvbd at each polAr

along, the way.. . N
. N.

Another. important consideration in picking a decision is to made

sure that there is both significant,support and opposition. It is

174
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pointless to analyze a decision that is either so well accepted or
so widely opposed that the outcome is obvious. Of course, few
decisions affecting the public result in overwhelming support or
opposition. However, when they do come they do not need to
be analyzed systematically.

Step 2: Identify Actors

An actor is any_individualt groupLor organization that ought
tOIn congidel Tain making the decision it out after
it has been made. Reasons for including an actor are any pf the
ollowing: The actor has substantial legal authority; the actor has
political influence to.promote or obstruct the decision; or the
actor will be seriously affected by the decision and may either help
or 4nder its implementation, even though it may not have much of a
say in the actual making of the decision 4

Identilying the actors to be considered is one of themost
important steps in the PRINCE System. Omittin g an importaht actor
or incorrectly grouping actors can digtort the analysis so much that
the analysis becomes useless.

In order to keep the analysis within feasible bounds,:limit the
number of actors to 20 -- or even less, if possible. In situations
where time is short, try to limit the number of actors to 10 or less.
The reason for limiting the number of actors is to limit the time
required for listing and calculation's required for thb_ZRINCE
System.

The principal way to-limit the number of actors is to group
individuals and organizations into collectiye actors for the purpose
od-analysis. The process of grouping frequently appears arbitrary
and, as mentioned earlier, can seriously bias your results if it js
not done carefully. However, there are some guidelines that will
assist you in grouping actors to,help improve the accuracy of your
analysis:

. GrOup actors together that hav'e the same economic
interests. In dealing with an environmental issue,
for e ple, all private developers might be grouped.
tog.et for this reason.

. Do no our; together actors that have, veto power.
This-especially holds for governmental actors. For
example,. the T.S. Fish and Wildlife Service might be

. kept separate from the EhYironmental Protectlon Agency,
but.similarState Agencies (Natural Resources nd
Environmental Regulation) could be combined.

(
\

4
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let

. Do not group together actors ,if there-is disagreement
among them or if their components have widely unequal
power. 'For example, a city' government could be com-
bined as a single actor if there were general agree-
ment among all members of the government concerning
the issue and if,each person in the governing unit had
approximately equal power. If there were disagreements,
or if some dembers were much more powerful than others
it would be prefferable to divide them'into two (or
more) actors.

. Select a configuration of actors t at a en oge er
constitute a reasonable picture of the overall power
distribution. Do not include an excess of actors that.
gives one side an unrealistic weighting.. If there is
one collective actor with an immense amount of power,
that actor should beJdivided.into enough smaller actors
so that the total power conf&gurapon As accurately
reflected. Np

These guidelines are admittedly quite general. The designation)of
the actors in the PRINCE System is at least as much an art as a
science. Your judgment in conducting the analysis is vital at
every step. In one sense, 'this might be viewed as a weakness in
the technique, but not really.' The system 'is a way of organizing,

qnand guiding judgmt, not Oiminating it. It would be foolish to
ignore the importance of jutgment and balanced insight (even if it
werb possible to do so) in the selection of actors as well as in

the other agrects of PRINCE' analysis.

Step 3: Estimate Issue Position, Power, and Salience for Each Actor
.(See Table 6.1),

--Issue Position is.the current general attitude of e actor
toward the It is expressed as a number rangin from ,+3

to -3 to indicate whether or not the actor supports (+3, + or
+1), is neutral toward (0), or opposeS (-1, -2, or -3) the decis
A "+3" is assigned if the actor is firmly in favor of the issue and
is unlikely to change; "+2" or "+1" indicates reduced levels o firm-

ness of the actors support. Similarly, a "-3" indicates firm ppo-
sition while a"-2"yor,":-1" indicates there is some softnessin the
opposition. 0/

Power is defined as the degree to which the actor can exert
influence, directly or indirectly, in suppbrt of or in opposition
to the decision, relative to all other actors. The basis of-an

,actor's power as well as the.ways in whiCh this power may be exer-
cised are varied. Power. may be based on such factors as group size,
wealth, physical resources, institutional authority, prestige, and

1 76
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'TABLE 6.1:- RRINCE.Chart

(State in terms of a desired political outcome
. using a,phrase beginning with-a verb.)

ISSUE
'POSITION X POWER a'

U

TOTAL SUPPORT
X SALIENCE = BY ACTOR

r
._
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political'skill. Power is expressed as a number- ranging from-1 to

3. A "1" is assigned if the actor has a slight amount of pow6X; a
"2".if thv actor. has =Aerate power..' -A "3" is assigned if an Ator
has substantial influence, especihlly if the Actor can veto Or pre-

vent the implementation of the decisioh.

Salience'is defined as.the import nce the actor attaches to

supporting or opposing the decision re ative to all other decisions

with which that actor is concerned. S lienCe is expressed asa,
number ranging friom 1 to 3. A "1" indicates slight interest.orobn-
cern or the iss)te regardless of :"the issue position or power. 'A

"2" is assigned for those actors that have moderate concern. A,"3"

is reversed for those actors that assign the Egh6at priority

The task of estimating each actor's issue position; power, and

salience, can be facilitated by-the following suggestions.

When estimating an actor's issue position,:

.
Read and listen to what the actor says about the

issue.-*

. Deduce from the actor's economic, social, or politichl
standing what its position is likely to be on the
bgsis of self-interest.

. Weigh the implications of concrete i6erests against
what it has said. When in doubt, use concrete
interests for tour estimate over mere verbcalizations.0

. °Look for diffefenc
within a collective
in statements.by an

among individuals and factions
actor. Look for inconsistencies

dividual actorT If the contra
ing positions seem evenly balanced, assign a "0"
(neutral) issue position. If tbe1e seems a slight
positive or negatiVe-blrancs-toward the-issue, assign

a "+1" or "-1" for theactor'S issue-position.

When estimatinan actor's power:

A'sk if the actor has .11.e resources - .either to block a
decision or to make one occur. -

r

Determine if legal aUthority.is a consideration and

if the actor possesses a large hare of the authority.

Co/raider whether ih actor has the ability to help or
hinder the carrying out of a decision. ,(This is why

constituency groups have power.)
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. Determine, if wealth is a consideration, how much wealth
the actor has.

Do not assume that an actor powerful on one set of issues
is necessarily powerful on all issues. It is true that
'an,actor's high power on one issue means it may have power
on other issues, but it does not assure high power.

. Consider the allies and enemies of the actor. Powerful
allies makes the actor powerful; powerful enemies diminish
the actor's power.

When estimating salience:

Determige the frequency and intensity with which the actor
makes public statements about the decision.

. Deduce from the actor's social, political, and economic.
interests the importance it is likely to attach to the

' decision.
t.

. Watch out for the fact t hatsalience can be rapidly and
substantially altered by external events and the,intru-
sion of, other issues.

Remembertlat other decisions and factors compete for the
actokis attention and, .hence, its salience

Like selecting actors, the assignment of issue position, power, and
salience is Something of an art. Systematic research can play animportant role, but the iforportance of the skillful assessment of'
xistiqg conditions bys,knW.edgeable and sensible observers is abso-
lutely'essentiM. Thei-efere,'it=is important that those completing
the charts be thoroughly familiar *.ith the situation. They should
talk to other knowledgeable people and gather all available informa-
tion on the reactions of individuals, groups, and organizations to
the proposed deCision.

1

Step 4:)Calculate,the Weights for Each Actor and for the Whole.Syst'Sm
4,, After the estimates, are made for Bach actor, the next-stepis-

, to 6alCutate the weights each. actor contributes in the decision. This
is done by multiplying.isslie'poSition times,power times salience for
each actor. IsSue position (alone of the three variables)*may be
.eitherpositiVe':or ftegative. (The other two are always positive.)
Therefore,,the-sie of (the ipsliekposition will be the sign of the
weight for each actOr;c.,After'each actor's weight is calculated,
determine the ,overall. sum by adding tyre, signed numbers. (See Table
6.2;) .".

ale
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Step 5: Calculating Probabilities

By completing the following steps, the weights calculated fpr
each actor can also be used toestimate the probability of the
decision's being adopted.

1. Add together the scores of all the actors supporting the&
decision. Call this total "A."

2. Add together the scores of all the actors opposing the issue.
Elimihate the minus sign. (This is called taxing the "abso-
lute value" of the number.) Call this total "B."

3. Multiply the nonzero scores of all the actors that have a
neutral issue position, and add together these scores. Call
this total "C." ,

4. Add together "A," "B," and "C."- This is the total of all the
power weights in the particular system as you have described
it with your PRINCE analysis. Call this, total "D."

.54 Add together "A" and one- half the value-of uCl" the neutral
actors' scores. Call this total "E." -The reason for includ-
ing one-half the value of "C" is thiht the neutral actors are
equally likely, in the future, to4be either supporters or
opponents of the'issue. nib be way to repreSent
50-50 situation in the absence of other information is to
include just half of the neutral actors' scores with the
positive weights. Total "E" is the sum of the best esti-
mate of the likely weights to be exerted in support of the

.issue.

'6. Divide "E " (the weights suppdrting the is4,105137 "D" ,(the
total weights In the system.) - The,resultinefraction is pro- ..

portIon of positive weights in relation to the total weights..
It can be interpreted as the likelihood that the ;issue',,will 0

be, supported -- that the decision, law, or whateveYis
represented by the issue, will be implemented. This frac-
tion, like all probability numbers, ranges from 0.0 (no
chance of occurrence) to .00 (certainty.of occurrence).
These numbers are frequently reported as 0% ttx 100.'.'Npt-;.:.:'
that -lf the probabilityysislowsb.this may mean two'fhings: , .,

decisioneithei.the dcision will be defeated, or it will continue
as a controversial issue without being decided one way or
another. The closer the supporting aid opposing weights
are to. each other, the more likely the _,issue will continue l '.; s

as a controversial tbpic without being resolved one way-or
anothei.. .- -

,-,:,,
::.

Table 6.2 has a completed PRINCE chart on the issue:of maintain-
ing present tuition rates for the next academic year at a university.

1-.
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f

TABLE 6.2: ,FRINCE°Chart

ISSUE: Maintain the Same Tuition Cost from 1980-81 to 1981-82

(State in terms of a desired political outcome
using a-phrase beginning with a verb:)

ACTORS
ISSUE

POSITION X POWER,

/

TOTAL SUPPORT
X SALIENCE = BY ACTOR

.
.

I

.

-3-0 -+3 1-3 1-3

Administration
;

.

-2

.

.
X 3 X 3 .-- -18 -=

.

,

Board of
Trustees

.

.

0

.

.

X

.

2 . X

.

2 =

,

(4)

-

SA/Students
in Senate

.

+3
.

.

\

X
,

.,
.

1

.

. 2 =
,

,
:

-
.

.

Faculty in ,
Senate , .-2

( \I

X

.

.

3 2 = -12

4
Parents Office +2 X

.

X .1.

.

=
...

.+ 4

Budget
Codmittee

.

-2 X 1 X 3 .

.

= - 6

.

'''. :. .

.

.

r

c

,

i ! e .

.

t

.

. .

-

.

.

B.

.

,

rot-I 4,- scoies, of all actors 'supporting the issue:
,

10
B'.- Absoiite value of actors opposing the issue 36

. C - Scores of actors with zero issue positioris: 4

D - Totals A, B, C: 50 :,

E - Teg0.1 A + 1/2 of Total.C: 12 . ..,,

. Probabilit? of Support = E = 12-7-1 .240 (24%)
D- 50

0
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0

Note that the students and the representati es of the parents are in
favor of maintaining the present levels. hey have a weight of 10;
this is total "A." The administration, t e general faculty, and the
faculty senate budget committee are oppo ed. Their scores, total
"B," have an absolute value of 36. And t e board of trustees is
neutral; their score, total "C," is 4. The total scores of all the
actors (counting the product of the nonzero scores for the board of
trustees) is 50. The total of these in favor of holding the line on
tuition is 10; to this is added 2 points (one-half of the score of

.the neutral board of trustees) for a total of 12, total "E." The
basic PRINCE calculation, then, is "E" divided by "D," 12/50., or only 1

.24 -- also expressed as a 24% chance that the present tuition rate
will remain the same for the forthcoming academic year. In Sher
words, this forecast indicates the chances are quite small that the
rates will 'remain the same.

0
You should notethat this analysis could have been prepar'd by

having the issue states as "Raise tuition rates for the forthcoming
yea." In this case, the signs of the issue positions i4uld he L...

reversed. The resulting calculations would have beers eased oq,a
total of 36 points for those supporting an increase:, plus :2 points
for the neutral board of trustees, for a total of 38 divided by 50,
for a probability of 76% that the increase would take Vie. Saying
.that there is only a 24% chance that no increase wil occur is the
same as saying that there is a 76% chance that an increase will occur.
(Incidently, the increase did occur, confirming the unhappy predic-
tion.) It is a matter of convenience whether the issue' is stated as
affirmatively, making an action occur, or negatively, prevehting an
action from occurring.

.
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EXERCISE 6.1: Conducting a PRINCE Analysis

Identify a public policy -- either one existing or one pro-
posed -- and conduct a PRINCE Analysis to determine whether or not
the policy will continue lif it already exists) or will be.imple-
mented (if it is proposed). Complete each of the first five steps
outlined in this section on the PRINCE chart beym.

ACTORS

(State in terms of a desired political outcome
using a phrase beginning with a verb.)

ti

ISSUE
POSITION POWER

I
TOTAL SUPPORT

X SALIENCE = BY ACTOR*

-3 -0 -+3,
,

1-3 1-3

.

X X= =

.

.

X .

.

X .

,

.

X X
.

=

.

R

.

. .

X

.

X'

.

,
,

.

a X

.

X

.

1 - d,

.

r
.

.
.

.

.
.

6

.

.
.

X
e

.
X =

.

,

.

F

.

.

X

Sii,'

X

.

,,

Totals:. A - Scores deal actors supporting'the issue:
B - Absolute, value of actors opposing the issue:

, .

C,- Scores of actors with zero issue positions:
D - Totals A, B, C:
E Total A + 1/2 of Total C: 1 o3

Probability of Support = E = .
,Support

D

/
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Step' 6: strategies

One of the prime values of the PRINCE Polititcal"Accounting Sys-
tem is that it enables you to formulate on a systematic basis strate-
gies that you might want to pursue to achieve a political outcome.
In order to use the system, the first thing,that you must decide is
what political outcome you would like to achieve. In terms of the
probability estimate generated by your analysis, do you want a higher
or lower probability? Once you have decided that question; you need
to take .the rdle, Of one off,- :the actors in the PRINCE chart or to take
a role that you can visualize would.illow.you to infIuence actors in
the PRINCE chart.

7

After making a decision on what your political goal is and whom
you will represent, you can explore strategies under the following
principles:

1. Formulate your decision so that you get the most important
components of what you want, while making potential oppo-
sition actors as happy as possible.

2. Try to stimulate actors who are not on the PRINCE chart
to become interested or powerful enough to warrant plac-:
ing them on the PRINCE chart.

3. Change issue position of actors so that they agree with
you, or if they already igree with you, more firmly agree

you. This can be done by:

a) Using arguments of a symbdlic or factual kind
b) Making promises
c) Making threats
d) EstahlistinTfriendly relations with or becoming

- .enemies of those wht),,are the enemies Of the actors
whose issue positions you ,wish to, change.

4. Change power of yourself and those who support you relative
to those who do not support your position by:

0, a) Gaining wealth
b) Improving your organization to deliver votes, money,

of other expressions of support (e.g.letters to .

Congressmen),
c) Acquiring knowledge and expertise
d) Making friends
eY' Isolating enemies.

5 Change salience of yourself and those who support you relative
td those who do not support your position by: .

4f

)
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a) Raising salience:

i) Create an event"'that generates publicity
11) Distribute information about the issue. f

b) Lowering salience:

i) Keep issue out of the press or -other publicity
media

ii)' Raise another issue that deflects attention of
actors whose salience you wish to lower.

EXERCISE 6.2: Using Strategies

Choosb the role of one of the actors from the PRINCE chart
completed in Exercise 6.1 andevelop two strategies to raise the
probability of your desired outcome.

Mt.
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